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Throughout the book, the aim has been not just to analyse phrases, clauses
and sentences but al so to relate these analyses to other aspects of language
use such as subject-verb agreement, punctuation and hyphenation.

After mastering the material presented in this book, the user should be able
to understand and analyse all the main grammatical structures of Standard
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Ceorge Davidson
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What is

él

Sentence?

A sentence is a group of words that is used to say
something, to ask something, or to tell somebody to
do something:

The old man sighed.
I don't understand what you're telling me.
A cyy of horror went up from the cyowd.
What shall we do now 7
Have you got any change?
Cet out of my way'
A sentence should give enough information to the
person hearing it or reading it for them to form a
complete idea in their mind of the message that is
being communicated to them.
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A sentence should begin with a capital letter, and end
with either a full stop, a question mark or an
exclamation mark:

The girl looked at him and frowned.
Aren't you coming with us 7
Stop doing that'

[3]

What is a Sentence 7

Types of Sentence
-;

There are (our main types o( sentence.

Wflat fs a S'eFlte.nce?

Ifl Sentences that make statements are called declarative
/dr'klar;:¡tTv/ sentences:

~Did Yo~ KnOW?)
The word 'sentence'
comes from Latin
sententia, meaning
'an opinion' or 'a
thought'.

That isn't the way to do it.
Lions and tigers belong to the cat {amily.
I have two brothers and one sister.
Canada and the United States are neighbours.
This hat only cost me $ I 5.
These shoes are too tight.
I don't really want to be here.
My {ather doesn't like chocolate ice-cream.

Sentences:
--,-.-.

--

_.~--~-----

A sentence is a group of words that is used to make a
statement, to ask a question, or to give an order or make a

request.

A sentence should provide the person hearing it or reading
it with enough information for them to form a complete
idea in their mind of the message that is being
communicated to them.

r

11 Sentences that ask questions are called interrogative
/lnt;:¡'rog;)tlv/ sentences:

--- ..

What are you doing?
Am I too late 7
Where did you put the spade?
Can VOlA see anvthing7
WhV doeslJ't she just tell him what she thinks 7
How old is your daughter 7
Who's that thev are talking t0 7
Would vou like a cup o{ co{{ee 7

The following groups of words are sentences:
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My new house is verv small.
Their son doesn't want to go on holiday with them.
The wedding was a great success.
It was raining heavily when we arrived.
The local team's performance last Saturday was abysmal.
Tell me what you think of it.
Are you going into town this afternoon7
What a lovely day it has been!
How did she manage to do that?
Where do you think she's going7

E Sentences that give orders or make requests are called
imperative /lm'per;:1tlv/ sentences:

Come back'
00 be reasonable.

oon't ever do that again'
You sit over there, )ack.
Sit up straight'
Come and have a cup o{ tea.
Mind vour own business'

A group of words that does not convey a complete message is
not a complete sentence:

c-Handy

Hi~t-~

Always check in your
own writing that
your sentences are
conveying a
complete message.

the boy along the road
we cannot have with us
watched the big green insect in amazement
their new car yesterday

f{

Sentences that express opinions or feelings with force or
strong emotion, like exclamations, are called exdamatory
/Iks'klam;:>t;)rt/ sentences:

What a {ool I've been/
How I hate maths!

t'it~'
[4]

~

J:;>.-¡
Phrases. Clauses and
Sentences

What is a Sentence 7

You silly boyl
What glorious weather we're having'
How marvellous'
What pretty shoes'

<

Grammar H-;lp':) '~!)rammar Hel

Notice that many
optative sentences
use a special, form
of the verb, called
the subjunctive
!S;;¡b'd3AlJktIV/, in
which there is no ·s
ending on the verb:
Cad save the Queen'
(not Cad saves the
Queen)
Long Uve the President
(not Long lives the
President)
Similarly, you say
Peace be upon him
rather than Peace is
upon him.

..

~

:.::J Interrogative sentences end with a questían mark:

How did she do that?
Which house is yours?
Can you tell me where they are?

p>

Sometimes a question mark is the only way you can tell
whether a sentence is a question or a statement:

Some grammarians recognize a fifth sentence type, the optative
/'npt;;¡tlv/ sentence. Optative sentences express wishes:
Cad save the Queen l
Long live the President'
Peace be upon him.
Cad forbid that that should ever happen.
May you live a long and happy life together.
May she never know a day's pea ce as long as she lives'

)ohn's leaving this afternoon. (statement)
)ohn's leaving this afternoon? (question)
Even if only part of a sentence asks a question, the whole
sentence is still treated as an interrogative sentence:

(

---Handy Hi nt----)
./

Always check in your
own writing that all
your sentences start
with a capital letter
and end with either
a full stop, a
question mark al' an
exclamation mark.
Make sure that your
question sentences
end with a question
mark.

If you won't do it now, then when will you do it 7
When will you do it, if you won't do it now 7

Optative sentences are not as common as the other four types of
sentence. So me occur as fixed sayings:
Cad save .
Long live ... /

:141

Optative sentences formed with mayare found mainly in very formal
al' rather dated language.

Exclamatory sentences end with an exclamatían mark:

What a wonderful day!
How very sad!
Off with his head!
Was I frightened!
Isn't that tree beautiful!

C_

Handy Hi nt )

Be carefu I not to
overuse the
exclamation mark.
Wíiting with
exclamation r.~arks is
like shouting at
people - useful
sometimes, but very
annoying if you do it
all the timel
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;-Jow to Ptlrlctuate S'entencES

(Oid-Y0-; Know?)
It is not just in
English that
sentences begin with
capital letters and
end with full stops,
question marks al'
exclamation marks.
In fact, this is true of
all languages that
are written in the
Roman alphabet,
and of many other
languages too.

~Grammar HelP~
In American English
a full stop is called a
periodo

El

J Imperative and optative sentences generally end with a full

A written sentence must begin with a capital letter and
end with a fuI! stop (.), a question mark (?) or an
exclamation mark (!).

~¿-

Please sit down.
Sit down at once!

11 Declarative sentences usually end with a full stap:

I don't feel very well.
She's scared of dogs.

May you have all your heart desires.
May he suffer as I have suffered!
00 come and visit us again.
Come back here!

You can use an exclamatían mark instead of a full stop at
the end of a declarative sentence if you want to show that
you are expressing strong feelings. Compare these
sentences:

Notice that some exclamatory sentences look like q uestions,
but are in fact comments or commands:

Harry's coming.
Harry's coming!
The first sentence is a simple statement. The second
sentence, however, not only conveys the same information
but al so expresses strong emotion such as surprise,
pleasure or fear.

stop, but again, if you want to show that the words are
being spoken with great forceor emotion, then use an
exclamarían mark:

( Di d You Know?)
When the French
writer Victor Hugo
sent a telegram to
his publishers to ask
how well his latest
book was selling, all
he wrote was '1'. The
publishers' reply was
just as short: '1'.

Isn't that a beautiful flower!
Will you stop that noise!
Come back here!
[5]

Since such sentences are not asking questions but
expressing opinions or making requests, they are

1mB

Sentences

m

punctuated with exclamation marks rather than question
marks. Compare the following sentences:

Will they ever stop the fighting in Palestine? (question)
Will you stop fighting with your sister' (exclamation, expressing

,.

an order)

Isn't Tim's wife the woman in the white dress? (question)
Isn't Tim's wife looking lovely in that dress' (exclamation,
expressing an opinion)

Am I the only one who thinks she's crazy7 (question)
Am I glad to see you' (exclamatian)

-

o

Which of the following groups of words are sentences,
and which are not 7 Put a capital letter at the beginning
and a full stop at the end of the examples you think are
complete sentences.

,.

closed the door

2.

the little girls sang beautifully

3.

had a pain in her back

4.

big grey woolly

What is a Sentence 7

Decide whether the following sentences are declarative,
interrogative, imperative, exclamatory or optative, and
mark them 'Dec', 'Int', 'Imp', 'Exc' and 'Opt' as appropriate.

4.

Cad bless this ship and all who sail in her.

5.

How much does it cast?

6.
7.

There's been a nasty accident in Oxford Street.
Who were you speaking to just naw 7 {.

Don't move!

8.

The birds flew from the nest.

9.

May I go to the party?

10.
1 ,.

May the best man win.

----..
---

)

Look carefu IIV at the
meaning of each
sentence - is it
stating something,
asking something,
giving a command,
making an
exclamation or
expressing a wish?

He is leaving tomorrow.
Are you coming with us 7

13.

Handy Hi nt
'-

2.
3.

_'2.

(

Peter cut his foot on a sharp stone.
I ought to leave now.
May I leave now 7

leave yet.

14.

Don't

15.

What a silly ideal

16.

What is the highest mountain in the world 7
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5.

'she went into the garden

6.

like cake tomorrow

7.

we saw her last week

8.
9.

was crying bitterly in her bedroom
big and very strong

17.

Shut that door'

18.

I was at a meeting all morning.

19.

Do have some more wine.

20.

Would you like some more wine 7

21.

How did you get here so soon 7

22.

How right you are' ;

10.
1 ,.

the teacher was very cross
the boys laughed

12.

laughed out loud

13.

for breakfast every day

14.

your nice new is

15.

he lost his lovely new watch

,.

When did you last see her

she opened the

2.

I don't know what to do

17..climbed up the hill

3.

Please come in.

18.

4.

I don't really like cheese .

5.

Do you like cheese

6.

I absolutely hate cheese

16.

w

the door opened

~.

[6]

Decide whether the following sentences should end with
a full stop, a question mark or an exclamation mark, and
add the appropriate punctuation mark to the end of the
sentence.

7.

Down with all traitors to the party

8.

Why did she get so upset about it

9.

May I say something

/---

~

...

Handy Hint )

There mav be more
than one correct
choice, depending
on the degree of
emotion vou want to
express.

~.
~.

ji J
Phrases, Clauses and
Sentences

/ O.

Long live rock'n'roll

/ /.

What an awful woman she is

/2.

How stupid ¡'ve been

/3.

Doesn't he live somewhere near here .

/4.

May you always be a credit to your parents

/5.

Should I say something to her about it .

/6.

How could you not see that you were being fooled

/7.

That's not what I meant to do

/8.

How I wish I had never ever gone there

/9.

It doesn't seem likely that he'll come now

20.

There's no speed limit on this stretch of road

What is a Sentence 7

3

Sentences should begin with a capital letter, and end with
a full stop, a question mark or an exclamation mark.
~

Declarative sentences usually end with a full stop, but
may end with an exclamation mark if they express
strong emotion.

~

Interrogative sentences end with a question mark.

•

Imperative sentences generally end with a full stop, but
may end with an exclamation mark if they express
strong force or emotion.

JI

Exclamatory sentences end with exclamation marks.

m

Optative sentences generally end with a full stop, but
may end with an exclamation mark if they express
strong emotion.

Quick Summary
This section summarizes the main points of what has been said
about sentences. Before studying any further units of this book,
read over these notes and make sure that you fully understand
what you have learnt in this unit. If there is something you are
still not sure about, check back to the relevant section of the unit.
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1

Sen'1ences are groups of words that are used to make

statements, ask questions, give orders or make requests.
They should provide enough information for a person to
get a complete idea of what is being said to them.

2

..

There are four main types of sentence: declarative,
interrogative, imperative and exclamatory. Some
grammarians also distinguish a fifth type, the optative
sentence.
11

Declarative sentences make statements.

11

Interrogative sentences ask questions.

¡ji

Imperative sentences make requests or give orders.

iiII

Exclamatory sentences make statements with strong
feeling.

•

Optative sentences express wishes.

[7]
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I flt:::.

Loud music gives me a headache.
5he lent the man her bicycle.
The tooth fairy takes your tooth and leaves you $3.
A complement is a word 01' group of words that says
something about the subject 01' object of a sentence.

The Basic Efements of a

Sentence

The trees were bare.
5heila became a teacher.
They elected him mayor.
The girl pushed the door open.

The subject of a sentence is the word 01' group of
words that names the person 01' thing being talked
about in the sentence:

An adverbial is a word 01' group of words that provides
information about when, where, why, how, etc the action 01'
state described in a sentence takes place, 01' that makes some
comment about what is said in the rest of the sentence:

Tom stared at his friend in amazement.
The man spoke with an American accent.
I've got a sore head.
The predicate of a sentence is everything that is not
part of the subject of the sentence:

-¡

Rm'eemen l
1<~)~~~~----------~

Come quickly'
Tell me honestly what you think.
1'11 tell her tomorrow.
The boys are both at school.
Honestly, from the way she behaves you'd think she was the
queen.
To be frank, I don't thinl< that is the right way to solve the
problem.

Tom stared at his friend in amazement.
The man spoke with an American accent.
,'ve got a sore head_
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Sentence Str-ucture

and Grammatlcal
Correctness

¡

I

I

The verh in él. sentence is the word 01' group of words
that says something about what tlle subject of the
sentence is doing, what is happening to the subject of
the sentence, etc:

A vocative /vobtlv/ is a word 01' group of words used to
address someone 01' something directly:

Tom stared at his friend in amazement.
The man spoke with an American accent.
,'ve got a sore head.

you want to come with us, John 7
Quickljl, girls. Form a fine over here.

00

An exclamation is a word 01' group of words that expresses
strong emotion, such as surprise 01' pain 01' pleasure, 01' that is
used to attract someone's attention:

The direct object of a sentence is the person 01'
thing that is most directly affected by the action 01'
state described by the verb, for example, what the
subject of the sentence has, 01' gets, 01' does

something to,

01'

Gosh, that's a big car'
My goodness, this is a heavy box.
Look, I'm not giving you any more money, and that's final.

does something with:

I've got a sore head.
5he was holding a large carving-knife in her hand.
I saw him again yesterday.
_
1I0catiue~ and--¡
[Hclamatmns I
s!'tr~

.~~
i
\

)

The function of a word 01' word-group in a sentence is the role
it plays in that sentence, e.g. subject, verb, direct object,
adverbial, etc.

The word 01' word-group that describes the person 01'
thing that the direct object is given to 01' done for, etc
is the indirect object of the sentence.

A part of speech is a class of words that have the same
grammatical characteristics, e.g. noun, verb, adjective, adverb,
preposition, etc.
[8]
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The Basic Elernents of a
Sentence

It is wrong to think that the subject of a sentence is always the person who
performs the activity described in the sentence. Compare these sentences:
Charles gave Caroline a book.
Caroline got a book frorn Charles.
Caroline was given a book by Charles.

~1 SubJecis, PrEDjI:r.ltes ano lJeribs

In all three sentences, it is Charles who performed the action of giving the
book. In the first sentence, Charles is the subject of the sentence: the
sentence is describing what Charles did. However, in the other two
sentences, while Charles is still the person who performed the action,
Caroline is the subject of the sentences: the sentences are deseribing what
happened to Caroline.

Subjects
The word or group of words that names the person or thing
being talked about in the sentence is the subject of the
sentence.

?r:erlkatc5
jean arrived yesterday.
She can't come this afternoon.
My mother likes gardening.
Her e/dest daughter lives in London.

sentence-~s everyt~-i-~~--t~:'~-i~ 1

The predicate /,predlbt/ of a
not part of the subject of the sentence.

_.1

The door suddenly opened.
Cats and dogs make good pets.

/--

-

You Know~

The unexpressed
subject of an
imperative sentence
is 'you', even though
the word 'you'
doesn't appear in the
sentence. This can
be seen from cases
in which the 'you' is
expressed, for
example for emphasis
or to distinguish
between the people
being spoken to:
Don't you ever do that
again l
You sit here, Charles.
and Marv, you sit over
there.

..

The word 'predicate'
comes from Latín
praedicare, meaning
'to assert'. A
predicate asserts or
says something
about the subject of
the sentence.
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Bill is a teacher.
Bill teaches mathematics.
My grandfather does t'ai ehi every morning.
Mr and Mrs Wang have a beauti{u/ garden.
Mummy's upstairs in the bedroom.
The boys ran all the way home.
1'11 teach him a /esson l
The old couple next door have been married {or more than
sixty years.

:Ti Imperative sentences usually have no expressed subject:

e Did

i,

( Did You KnowD

Sit down, please.

Run for itl
Tell me everything.
Don't say that
'
Come bacl< again next weel<.

33 Predicates may appear in two parts in a sentence, 'sandwiching'
the subject:

:~ In questions, exclamatory sentences and optative sentences,

the subject of the sentence usually does not come at the
beginning of the sentence:

/s your aunt coming tomorrow?
Have you ever been to India?
Where are you going now?
In Britain, the weather can be co/d even in summer.
Sad/y they said good-bye.
What a beauti{u/ dress that is
'

Are you coming along?
Where are you going?
How did he do that?
What an idiot / am' (= I am an idiot)
What a great day this is! (= This is a great day)
Long live the President.'

ha When it is not necessary to express the subject of the

Long may he reign l

sentence, as is the case with most imperative sentences,
then a sentence may consist of a predicate alone:
[9]

P/ease speak more s/ow/y.
Don't do that
'

.a

. . . . . . . ....- ........ ,

_

..... _

............

Jenrence
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Sen ten ces

4[:Grammar Help~

4C:Grammar HelP:];

f

In a questíon, the verb is very often split into two parts:

In English, declarative and interrogative sentences must have a subject as
well as a predicate. So wherever there is no person or thing to act as the
subject of the sentence, for example when talking about the weather, when
telling the time, or when describing a situation, English grammar forces us
to put in a word to fill the subject position. The word most often used for
this purpose is the pronoun ir:
Ir was raining heavily.
Ir was very misty this morning.
Ir's getting dark now.
Ir's about half past five, I think.
Ir was very quiet in town today.

Has he arrived ver?
When are you leaving 7
Why did you kick her 7
WiII she be coming with us 7

I

~

~
f

Sometimes a single word may contain both the subject (or part of it) and
the verb (or part of it):
Dad's asleep. (= Subject Dad + Verb 's)
The baby's crying. (= Subject The baby + Verb 's erying)
{,d do it at once. (= Subject 1+ Verb 'd do)
{'ve had a terrible dream. (= Subject 1+ Verb 've had)

Similarly, when the 'real' subject of the sentence is moved from in front of
the verb to a position in the predicate, the empty subject position is again
fllled by ir:
Whar you rhink doesn't matte/'. ~ Ir doesn't matter whar you think.
Thar she is wriring a book is well known. ~ It's well known rhat she is wriring
a book.

I

In other cases, a single word may contain both the verb (or part of it) and
another word, such as nor:
I don'r know. (= Verb do know + Adverb not)
5he wasn'r sure where she was. (= Verb was + Adverb not)
I can'r do it at once. (= Verb can do + Adverb not)
The bell won'r work! (= Verb will work + Adverb not)

,I

:I

A similar functíon is sometimes performed by rhere:
Somerhing is worrying him. ~ There is somerhing worrying him.
Plenry of people believe in astrology. ~ There are plenry of people who believe
in astrology.

I

.~~i1lU~~~EU;};

(J;ramma~~
The verb in a
sentence is in some
grammar books
referred to as the

CA]

The verb in a sentence is the word or group of words that
says something about what the subject of the sentence is
doing, what is happening to the subject of the sentence,
etc.

predicator
I'prcdlkclt;1j. See
page 55.

lB·

a/ways sings too loud/y.
No-one lauglted.
The boys were playing footbal/ in the garden.
That dress really suits you.
I think I have lost my umbrella.
She shut her eyes tightly.
I may arrive late.
AIi was hit on the head by a golf ball.
Ronald got a punishment exercise for being rude to his teacf1er.
)01111

:j

Find the subject in the following sentences:

,1

l.

You get a lovely view from the top of that hill.

2.

Bill stared at her in amazement.

¡I

3.

I am inclined to agree with you.

4.

What shall we do next7

,i:1

5.
6.

My arm hurts.
The day started badly and got steadily worse.

'1
:!

7.
8.

Perhaps we should leave now.

9.

What have you two been doing all day7

10.
11.
12.

'!

!" I

I

~ !

My love for her will last forever.

1
"

It was a cold, wet morning.
7
Why does p_erformin9:.in a concert worry you so much
Memories of last year's holiday came flooding back to her.

m'
[ 10 ]
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The Basic E/ements of a
Sentence

Phrases, Clauses and
Sentences

Handy Hint
Look at sentences 2
and 3 together,
sentences 4 to 7,
and sentences 9
and 10.

)

(Bl
Pick out the subjects in each of the following sentenees.
~.J
15 the subject perfornling the activity described in the
sentenee?
7.

She looked at herself in the mirror.

2.

~ichae.L,punchedJames

7O.

That rnistake is very common.

1 7.

That would be awfui!

12.

Do you know where we're going?

m

on the nose.

Piek out the verbs in the following sentences:'

3.

Ja_mes was punched on the nose by Michael.

4.

My aunt gave me a watch for my birthday.

l.

I wouldn't have done that.

' I got a watch from my aunt for my birthday.

2.

Isn't she coming-?

3.

Shouldn't we be on our way by now?

5.
6.

This watch ~as given to me by my aunt.

7.

I was given

á watch

\'

by my aunt for my birthday.

4.

You can't say that to him!
Sorry we couldn't be with you.

8.

Esther told me the latest news.

5.

9.

He banged the door behind him.

6.

It just won't work!

The door banged shut behind him.

7.

Isn't that a lovely little dog!'

8.

You shan't stop me!

10.

W
l.

Piek out the predicates of the following sentences.

CIJ

Her books are very popular in Britai'n.

Using the words in brackets, convert the sentences in the
way shown in the example.
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2.

Do you speak Spanish?

3.

What an expense children's clothes are nowadays!

4.

I just do not understand your reasoning.

5.

What harm has she ever done to you?

6.

The car had been abandoned by the thieves several miles away.

7.

Suddenly, down came the rain.

7.
\:

8.

9.

CID

--

Someone must be at home. (there)

Answer:

There must be someone at home.

No-one was waiting for them. (there)

2.

What you think is of no importance. (it)

Which room is she in?

3.

That we were alone in the house came as no surprise. (it)

Traffic moves very slowly along these roads during the rush
hour.

4.

A tinle tl1ay come when racial prejudice no 19nger exists. (there)

5.

Something's wrong. (there)

1'11 see you home after the meeting.
.,.L

10.

Example
Question:

Write down the subjeets and verbs of the following
sentences.

7.

She made him very happy.

2.

The old lady chased the dog out of her garden.

3.

My uncle's coming for tea.

4.

Where are the children?

5.

Where are the children going?

6.

The rain never stops at this time of the year.

7.

What a beautjful dress that is!

8.

How on earth d id she do that?

9.

That isn't a very common mistake.

[ 11 ]

6.

Telling her that would be a waste of time. (it)

7.

Two men were standing in the doorway. (there)

8.

Was anyone I know at the meeting? (there)

--

Sentence

The bread is mauldy.
The apples are mauldy.
Her dog barks a lat

,. Subject-LJerb Rgreement

Her dogs bark a lot.

CGrammar Hel ~.

Agreement

..

-..,

/

\~i d You Know?)
Another word for
'agreement' is
concord.

The subject of a sentence controls the form of the verb in
that sentence. This is called agreement: a verb must
agree with its subject.

If the subject of the sentence is in the first person, for example
I or we, the verb must also be in the first person:
I am rea"y angry.

We were. very pleased ta be there.
I love Chinese (ood.
We Scots {ove Chinese (ood.
f ft(7ve something to te" you.
80th of us t,al/I':'. somerhing to te!1 you. C'both of

..

The noun or pronoun immediately in front of the verb is not always
the subject, or not the whole subject, of the verbo Care must be taken
to identify the re¡:1 subject, or the complete subject, of a sentence,
and to make the verb agree with it:
5/1e and I are both on holiday. (The subject is 's he and 1', and so the verb
agrees with 'she and ,', not just '1'; 'she and l' = 'we')
You and he have been chosen for the task. (The subject is 'you and he',
and so the verb agrees with 'you and he', not just 'he'; 'you and he' = 'you')
A box of fircworlu was Iying on the table. (= 'A box was Iying on the
table'; the verb agrees with 'box', not 'fíreworks')
Ten bags of stlgar have gone missing. (= 'Ten bags have gone missing';
the verb agrees with 'bags', not 'sugar')
With here is/are and there is/are, the verb agrees with the words
that follow it:
Here is rhe boo/, you lent me.
Here are rile boo/(s you lem me.
There is a big ÍJ;"ci< bird in thal tree.
There are (wa bÉq [¡Iad< bird.!: in that tree.

(

Handy Hi-nt -)
Always check in your
own writing that
verbs agree with
their true subjects.

<: Grammar

Hel

p>

In informal English,
there's and here's
may be followed by
a plural noun or
phrase:
There's hundreds of
anrs crawling over our
picnic basket.
Here's three good
reasons why you
shouldn't smoke.
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Similarly, in questions with who and what, the verb agrees with what
follows it:
Who is rilar 1Il(1Il7
Who are LI¡ose. mcn 7
What is rhat7
What are rheV7

us' = 'we')

Similarly, if the subject of the sentence is in the second person
(that is, YOU) , the verb must be in the second person, and if
the subject of the sentence is in the third person (for example
he, she, it, they, }ohn, a dog, the teachers, etc), the verb must
also be in the third person:

And in statements with what:
What was once C'.tf Émpancmr {Jon is now a village nearly a mile from the
sea.
What were once l-I.'arcf10HH:!i are now just empty ruins.

You ,:rre. sil/y.
You two were late again this morning.
You boys ftave no right to say that'
80th of you are at (ault.
She is my daughter's teacher.
Tom is at school.

Sorne ProEJlems wÉth Su bject-Verb Agreement

They are )apanese, I think.

11 When making a verb agree with its subject, what is important
is whether the subject is grammatically singular or plural,
not how many people or things the subject refers to:

80th of the boys were here yesterday.

Similarly, if the subject of the sentence is singular, the verb
must be singular, and if the subject of the sentence is plural,
then the verb must be plural:
~

Everv studeffC has a personallocker. (singular subject)

Eacll studef1t has a personallocker. (singular subject)
P.!! the studencs have a personallocker. (plural subject)

I (;1m 0/1 holiday.
We cwe 0/1 holiday.
[ 12 ]
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Similarly:

_~.~.

Ev!Zr,/one is here. ('Everyone' is singular although it refers to

..-o,;)'

Although it looks as if it ought to be singular, a number ofis in fact
treated as plural and should be followed by a plural verb:
A number of pnssengers were injured when the bus crashed.
A l1umber of anima!s have escaped {mm the zoo.

several people)
Evu'ybody knows that. ('Everybody' is singular)
Nobody was listening to hu. ('Nobody' is singular)

Majorityand minority, when followed by plural nouns, are also followed
by plural verbs:
The majorilY of Ol/r studenlS {/o on to study at university.
OnIY,1 smal/ minority of our members have voted against strike action.

~ When the subject of a sentence refers to a

quantity of
something, it should be followed by a singular verb; when
the subject refers to a number of separate items, it should
be followed by a plural verb:

Similarly, when a lot ofand the rest ofare followed by a plural noun or
pronoun, they are also followed by a plural verb:
A lot of stnmge things have been happening recently.
A IOl of us are not sure why we're here.
The rest of us have 10 stay here.
The res! of 1J12 chi1dr211 were rescued by the tire brigade.

AJ/ the bread is mouldy.
AJ/ the appJes are mouldy.
Some mon2/ has been stolen.
bOC1<5 have been stolen.

But when a lot of and the rest of are followed by a singular noun or
pronoun, the verb is also singular:
A IOl of lhe worlí has already been done.
The resl of it is 10 be {inished by 1omormw.

50m,e

No damage has been done.
No /osses have been incuyyed.

Again, with lots, heaps, tons, etc, it is the fol/owing noun that determines
whether the verb must be singular or plural:
There was lots of ,'lIhL';s¡' Iying in the street.
There were ¡ols o/ child7en playing in the street.
:-I,!DPS ;;.i: iJ:Dill?/ has been wasted on chis project.
r'-¡2~]!.JS o{ ;;';S·'~.'7!<'~S lJave been made.

However, plural nouns denoting quantities or amounts are
usually treated as singular:

www.IELTS4U.blogfa.com
T:¡y¿¿ .'<;J05 oi c;;¡n'ols is far too mucho
5ix t}lOl/S{wd doiJ.ars seems a lot of money to pay for a
painting.
Ten sJJjlJiJ795 is the same as fifty pence.
Tw:?nty-fí'/€
J1?iJes is a long way to walk in one day.
Fjy~ days is a long time to wait.

Singular NOllns that app€ar t-o be Plural
When verbs are made to agree with their subjects, particular
care must be taken with nouns that are plural in form but
which are usually treated as singular:

Care must be taken with phrases consisting of two or more
nouns linked by ando If the nouns are considered as separate
things, then the phrase is plural:

M,alhs is not as interesting as history.

Tea and coffi!.e are popular drinks.
C.?yyots and patatoes are vegetables.

BiJliards

¡'Heas/es was a common childhood disease.

But if the nouns linked by and are considered to be one
single thing, then the phrase is singular and the verb must
be singular:

I\-letnphysics is a branch of philosophy.

Gin .7rJd tonic is a popular drink.
i!;J.ínc2 (Hui potatoes is my favourite meal.
Sometimes both singular and plural verbs are considered
correct:

fi!:I

Two and two make (OR makes) four.

is a very similar game to snooker.

TíchiJywinJ<s

is played with small round plastic counters.

NW-nÍ5JfL'7'ijcs

is a fancv word for the study of coins and

medals.
~
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Words in this category are nouns referring to:

subjects of study, such as economics, electronics, ethics,
linguistics, mechanics, phonetics, physics, politics and semantics;

.61!

I

Sentences

tic.

UlA.,)l\..

LIC-f('C."l.J

VI

lA

Sentence

activities, such as aerobics, athletics and gymnastics;

ColEective Nouns

!James, such as charades, darrs, dominoes, musical chairs,
noughts and crosses, quoits, rounders and snakes and ladders;

Collective nouns are nouns denoting groups of people or
animals, such as aristocracy, army, audience, class, club,

diseases. such as mumps, rabies, rickets and shingles.

committee, family, flock, govemment, group, herd, jury, public,
staff, team, etc. They can be thought of as referring either to a

Some of the words in the 'subjects of study' list can al so be used
in the plural when they are not referring to a single subject:

number of individuals or to one single body.
When such nouns are felt to be referring to single entities
rather than numbers of separate individuals, they are usually
treated as singular nouns and followed by singular verbs:

Politics is boring. (= subject of study)
Her politics are quite beyond me. (= political beliefs)
Mechanics is one of the subjects I studied at university.
(= subject of study)

The audience was larger than I had expected.

The mechanics of this process are quite complex.
(= mechanical operations)

The commiUee has decided not to accept your resignatian.

Mathematics is her favourite subjeet. (= subject of study)
The mathematics are clear: the cost of a refil/ can be as low
as a tenth af the cost af a new cartridge. (= mathematical facts)
I think your mathematics is/are wrong. (= mathematical
calculations)

\.....: ..

Our class has been chasen to represent the schoal.

The pubfic is al/ too easily faoled.
The jury finds the defendant not guilty.
Tire governmel1t has na right to act withaut consulting
parliament.

F[u ra[ '''otJ.ns that appe:ar to be

s.¡rtg~frar
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However, when they are thought of as referring to a number of
individuals, they are in British English tíeated as plural nouns

There are some nouns in English which appear to be singular
but which are in fact plural and must be fol/owed by a plural
verbo Common examples are people, folk, youth, police, clergy
and cClttle:

and followed by plural verbs:

Tl1e audfence were obviously enjoying the performance.
Ti1e commíttee have decided not to accept your resignatian.
Out' clan have all had flu.
Tite general puúric know very little about the causes af inflatian.
He could see that rhe f{oc$( were getting restless.

People are sil/y, aren't they?

Fofh do things like that, don't they?

Th:e yourll of today are less interested in playing sport than

we were at their age.

The poficc are on their way.

m

p>

Some of these nouns can al so be used in the plural form:
the aboriginal peoples of Canada (= tri bes, races)
There were several yourhs at the end of the street. (= young men, young people)
I'm going home to visit my folks this weekend. (= family: an informal, mostly
American, usage)
Helio, folks (used as an informal form of address)
'

I

I

Once a choice has been made as to whether to treat a collective noun as
singular or plural, it may be necessary to make the same choice with
regard to other words in the sentence:
The committee has (singular) decided that ir do es not want to accept your
resignation.
Tlle commirtee have (plural) decided that they do not want to accept your
resignation.

Tire cattle. were in the barn.

Grammar Hel

In American English,
it is more usual to
treat collective
nouns as singular
nouns than as plural
nouns.

4t:Grammar HelP:l;

TI,e derg}' are forever camplaining about the morals of yaung
people today.

c:.

~rammar Hel~~

I
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1

:1
.1
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In some of the following sentences, the verbs do not agree
with their subjects. Find the subject of each sentence,
decide which of the verbs show incorrect agreement with
their subjects, and correct them.

6.

No-one _ _ you. (believes, believe)

7.

A lot of paint _ _ been wasted. (has, have)

8.

The rest of the players _ _ to be chosen tomorrow. (is, are)

9.

A thousand of his supporters _ _ planning to march through
the town in protest. (is, are)

10.

None of the bread _ _ mouldy. (was, were)

I l.

A dozen eggs _ _ needed for this recipe. (is, are)

The dog was chased out of the garden.

12.

A dozen eggs _ _ far too mucho (seems, seem)

2.

She were really angry about it.

13.

3.

Who were you with last night 7

A large number of children _ _ found to be suffering from
malnutrition. (was, were)

l.

4.

Is these two boys your sons?

14.

There _ _ $100 in that envelope. (was, were)

5.

They became increasingly worried.

15.

6.

The two of us are going on a trip.

There _ _ a hundred angry women waiting to see him.
(was, were)

7.

What do they want?

@J

Chose the correct form of the verb to complete the
following sentences:

8.

They was soon friends again.

9.

It gives me a lot of pleasure to be here.

10.

We doesn't often turn up late for school.

l.

The 8asic EJements of a
Sentence

People like her _ _ really infuriating. (is, are)
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[[)

2.

Shingles _ _ very unpleasant. (is, are)

3.

Snakes _ _ me. (terrifies, terrify)

4.

A member of the clergy _ _ seen 'entering the building.
(was, were)

I,

She and I _ _ close friends. (was, were)

5.

His politics _ _ very right-wing. (is, are)

2.

80th Jenny and May _ _ ice-cream. (Iikes, like)

6,

Physics and chemistry _ _ the two science subjects I chose.
(was, were)

3.

Several bars of chocolate _ _ been stolen. (has, have)

4.

Tom and his brother _ _ like football. (doesn't, don't)

5.

You and she _ _ very alike. (is, are)

6.

One set of exam papers _ _ gone missing. (has, have)

7.

Tea and coffee _ _ popular drinks. (is, are)

8.

Cin and tonic _ _ a popular drink. (is, are)

m
l.

..

Fina the true or complete subject of each of the foliowing
sentences, decide whether it is singular or plural, and
select the correet form of the verb to agree with it.

Choose the correet verb from the brackets to complete
the following sentences:

The police _ _ called to the scene. (was, were)
Our ladders _ _ in the garage. (is, are)

9.

Draughts _ _ played on the same type of board as chess.
(is, are)

10.

There _ _ a plate of biscuits on the table. (was, were)

I l.

Snakes and ladders _ _ a favourite game of ours. (is, are)

12.

The draughts in this room _ _ dreadful. (is, are)

13.
14.

A number of protesters _ _ arrested. (was, were)

15.

Some of the plants _ _ killed by the frost. (was, were)

Mathematics _ _ merely a tool. (is, are)

A lot of women _ _ their hair. (dyes, dye)

2,

Everybody _ _ somebody to love. (needs, need)

3.

A squadron of fighters _ _ been sent to the Middle East. (has,
have)

4.

Three squadrons of fighters _ _ been sent to the Middle East.
(has, have)
[ 15 ]
Five pounds _ _ a lot of money when I was young. (was, were)

5.

7.
8.

• .1
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Sentence

Indirect Objects

Direct and i ncHrect Dbjects;
Tr&ansrHue and f ntnlns,Uue Uer"'bs

e

The word or word-group that describes the person or thing
that the direct object is given to or done (or, etc is the
indirect object of the sentence.
!

DidYou ~D

Like English, many
languages have a
basic declarative
sentence pattern of

Subject + Verb +
Object.
Not all languages do,
however: in some.
the normal
declarative sentence
pattern is Subject +
Object + Verb, and
in others it is Verb +

Subject + Object.

The indirect object usually stands between the verb and the

l_~irect O~j~ct in asent~:_~e.

Direct Objects

I gave [verb] her [indirect object] a boak [direct object).

The direct object of a sentence is the person or thing that
is most directly affected by the action or state described by
the verbo For example, the direct object may refer to what
the subject of the sentence has, or gets, or does something
to, or does something with.

He bought his nephew a new bicye/e.
She gave her litrle brother a kick on the ankle.
1

David showed Mary his stamp collection.
Will you keep me a seat?

The direct object normally follows the verb in a sentence.

Can you lend him $101
They have two sons and two daughters.

Find the companya solution to this problem and you will be
well rewarded.

The boy was holding a piece of string in his hand.
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Fetch me a bucket of water, please.

He was reading a boo/<.

This project offers unemployed people a chance to train for
new jobs in information technology.

She cradled the baby in her arms.
They built their own house.

c::::Grarnrna r

Pour some water into the pat.
Does she like cheese?

The indirect object of a sentence can usually be replaced by a group of
words beginning with a preposition such as ro or (DI".

I don't know them very well.

He boughl his nephew a new bicycle.
He boughl a new bicycle fol' Iris llepJ¡ew.
David showed Mary his slamp colleclion.
David showed his slamp colleclion ro Mary.
Will you keep me a seal?
Will you keep a seal (al' me?
Can I ask you a favour?
Can I ask a favour o( you?

He got $5 from his une/e.
I've lost my car keys.
Swans eat water plants and insects.
Bertrand Russell wrote a history of philosophy.

However, this is not always the case. For example, it is not possible to do
this with the verb give when what is given is not an object but an aetion
or an activity.

I don't smoke cigars.
Have they said anything to you about next week's meeting?
I'd lave a cup of tea.
A friend of mine had a heart attack when he was only
three.
~

He1P>

I gave Mary my book. OR I gave my boa k fa Mary. (A book is an object)
He gave his hike a clean. BUT NOT He gave a clean lo his bike. (A clean is an
activity. not an object)
Can you give me a push, please? BUT NOT Can you give a push lo me, please?
thirty
(A push is an action, not an object)

She stillloves you.
[ 16 ]
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The Basie Elements of a
Sentenee

Transitive and IntTan.sitive Verbs
A verb that does not have a direct object is an
/1I1'transltlv/ verbo
A verb that has a direct object is a

transitive I'transltlv/

verbo

A friend of mine lives in Delhi.
The girl nodded.
The old man frowned.
My aunt is coming next weekend.
The baby was sleeping quietly.
Don'tcry.
There's a spider crawling across the floor.

Ceorge kicked lhe ball angrily.
I saw her in town yesterday.
5he held the puppy in her arms.
My father does the crossword in the paper every day.
I know that.
I need three yolunteers.
Do you love hey7
Where did you huy í:hat 1:100J<7

( Di d You KnOW)
Mono- means 'one':
monotransitive verbs
have one object.

<
<)

Grammar Hel

intransitive

?ti:Grammar Hel p:)
Some verbs can be both transitive and intransitive, depending on whether
or not they have a direct object:

p>

John are quieklv (intransitive)
John are the biseuit. (transitive)
The door suddenly opened. (intransitive)
Rajiv opened the door. (transitive)

A transitive verb that can only be followed by a direct object is
monotransitive /monou'transltlv /:
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She really llares iHjU:irice.
He summoned h¡s serv!mts.
The waiter wiped the table.

,~

C:Oid You Know?)

Although an intransitive verb does not take a direct object, it may (Iike
some diuansitive verbs) be followed by a word-group beginning with a
preposition such as lo:
Are you Iistening 7
Are you listening ro me 7
Oon't interrupt when f'm talking.
Oon't interrupt when I'm talking ro someone.

A verb that is followed by both an indirect object and a direct object
is ditransitive /dlll'lransltlv/:
,'11 rake lIer a presenr.
SI10W jane rile pllorograpll.
Save us a couple o( sears in rile (ronr row, will you 7
f've brougllr you sorne (Iowers.

Di- means 'two':
ditransitive verbs
have two objects.

A ditransitive verb can, however, be used without an indirect object.
For example, the indirect object may be replaced by a group of words
beginning with a preposition such as ro or (oy.
SlIow rile pllorograpll ro jane.

o

f've brougllr sorne (Iowers (or YOU.
We paid rhe money ro rhe girl ar rhe door.

•

When there is only one object in the sentence, the verb is
monotransitive:

7.

,'ve brougllr sorne (Iowers.
We paid rhe rnoney.
We paid rhe girl ar rhe door.

[ 17 ]
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Circle the direct objects and underline the indirect objects
in the following sentences.
Janet lent Sarah her pencil .

2.

I will give you my answer tomorrow.

3.

Tell me a story.

4.

Get me some new pens when you're in town, please.

5,

Have you given James the money yet?

6.

Margaret baked her grandmother a beautiful cake.

7.

MI' Lee showed the doctor his spots.

8,

There are plan s to teach schoolchildren first aid.

9.
7O,

Don't forget to take your wife some flowers.
She promised me that book.

6D

Sentences

m

W

Replace the indirect objects in the following sentences,
úsing the prepositions given in brackets.

Example
Question:

He bought his son a bike. (for)

Answer:

He bought a bike for his son.

Choose a suitable object to make the intransitive verbs in
the following sentences transitive.

I

Example
Question:

I
Karen ate quickly.

Answer:

Karen ate her breakfast quickly.

l.

Janet lent Sarah her pencil. (to)

2.

Have you given James the money yet? (to)

3.

Margaret baked her grandmother a beautiful cake. (for)

4.

She promised me that book. (to)

5.

He once bought his wife an egg-separator. (for)

6.

The police gave the rioters a warning. (to)

5.
6.

We won!
Mum's in the kitchen baking.

1

I
I

May was reading.

2.

Peter watched carefully.

1

3.

I used to teach in a high school.

'1

4.

Simon is upstairs writing.

7.

This proposal offers the government a way out. (to)

7.

Have you finished yet 7

Could you get me a cup of tea, please? (for)

8.

Don't play in the street!

9.

Feel free to ask our experts questions. (of)

W

I

1.

8.

10.

:1

Senrence

I

1

Apparently you shouldn't feed hedgehogs bread and milk. (to)

Pick out the verbs in the following sentences and say
whether they are transitive or intransitive. (Notice that in
some sentences there are two verbs, not just one.)
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l.

Are you coming with us 7

2.

She had learnt her les son well.

3.

Do you speak Japanese 7

4.

She was speaking to someone on the phone when I saw her.

5.

Why are you singing 7

6.

What are you singing 7

7.

Mum's working in the garden and Dad is painting a picture of her.

8.

Where are they all going?

@

Say whether the verbs in the following sentences are
monotransitive or ditransitive.

"

,.

Can you lend me $50 7

2.

My wife never eats chocolate.

:l

3.

Most children like lemonade.

I

4.
5.

01!l

'1

I

Could you do me a

I

favour 7

'1

I haven't seen anyone there all day.

6.

,'ve to write him a report on this morning's meeting.

7.

Can anyone help us 7

8.

Bring us the menu, please.

~
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I
'1

The Basie Elements of a
Senrence

She became an American citizen in 1981.
)oan fe/r a bit silly.
Leaves turn brown in autumn.
The weather has turned out fine again today.

[ompJements, link:jng lJerbs an,d
[Omph:~H TransitiuE Uerbs

~ammar Help:J)
,.

(Did You KnO~
A 'complement' is
called a complement
because it 'completes'
the sense of a
sentence by saving
what someone or
something is or is
like.

IJFfln~
The word
'complement' is used
in grammatical
descriptions of
English in a number
of different ways,
referring to various
categories of word
or word-group that
are needed to
complete the sense
of a sentence.

Complements
A complement is a word or group of words that says
something about the subject or object of a sentence.

It can be difficult to distinguish a sentence consisting of Subject +
Verb + Direct Object from one consisting of Subject + Verb +
Subject-complement. However, a 'Verb + Object' construction says
what somebody does to something, whereas a 'Verb + Complement'
construction says what somebody or something is or is like:
She tasted rhe wine. (direct object - the verb describes what she did)
The wine tasted sweet. (subject-complement - describing what the wine
was like)

A complement is always a noun or an adjective or a word
group that functions like a noun or an adjective.

They weighed the parcelo (direct object - the verb describes what they did)
The pareel weighed five kilos. (subject-complement - describing what the

4[:Grammar Help~
Some verbs can be
both transitive verbs
and linking verbs.
One such verb is got:
She got a fright.
(transitive verb)
She gor very sea red.
(Iinking verb)

parcel was like)
.~

I am an old man now.
She was so tired after working al! day in the garden.
Her eyes are blue.
Someday I will prove you wrong l
We always thought her very ¡-¿}jable..

A word or word-group can be a subject-complement even if there is
no expressed subject in the sentence, as is the case with most
imperative sentences (see page 12):
Oon'r be so sil/y'
Please stay ca/m.
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Other uses of the
word 'complement'
will be described in
later units of this
book.

(DM-Y-;-u -Kno~D
Linking verbs are also
known as intensive
verbs or copulas
I'knpjuhz/.

..

Copula is a Latin
word meaning 'link'.

1

l:

In exclamatory sentences, the subject-complement often comes
befare the subject and the linking verb:
WlIor a love/y doy it is!
How stupid of us thar was!
How /ovely YO.I look in rhat dress'
The angrier she beeame. the more she stuttered.
Lonely was the life I led in those days.

5ubj Ect-compl·cments

A subject-complement says something about the 5ubject
of the sentence, for example what it is or what it is like.

Her daughter seems very happy in her new jobo
This cheese is nic.e.
They felt reaJJy 5tupid when they saw what they had done.
You'l! get wet if you go out in the rain.
Three vean later he became a priest.
That girl's my daughter and that's her boyfriend over there.
His reaction was a bit over the topo

An exclamatory sentence may even consist of a subject-complement
alone:
Whar o love/y day.'
How stupid of t/s!
Or it may consist of a subject and subject-complement without a verb:
You sil/y hoy' (= You are a sil/y hoy!)

Obj ect-compl.ements

JI The verb that links a subject and a subject-complement is

An object-complement says something about the direct
object of a sentence.

called a linking verb:

Sorne plums are green and sorne are purple.
Her parents are doctors.
She seems very happy.
That rastes nice.
That smel/s good.
She got angrier and angrier.
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They made him ~hC1irman.
They anointed Solomon kÍn9.
They've painted the walls green and the ceiling blue.
llike my coffee black.

cm

~enrence

Sentences

I don't find this very satisfactory.
The court finds you not quitey.

e

Grammar Hel

sentences with object-complements, since such sentences
describe many different possible actions performed by the
subject of the sentence:

plt

Someday I will prove you wrof1g'
He filed the wood smootfl.
I hereby declare this bazaar open.
Leave the windows open, please.
They consider him a total liability.
I find the whole project absolutely pointless.
They have appointed Susan che new union representative.
She wiped her face dry with a towel.
Pour the mixture into the dish and par it flato
Could I have made my explanation any simpler?
Scrub the floor cletUL
I would judge this project a failure.
Make both lines equaf.
We must presume her dead.
Rinse the cardigan free o( soap.
Are you calling me a liar?
You sliOuld counC yourself h,dcy.

There are three ways of distinguishing between sentences containing a
direet object and an indireet object and sentences constructed with a direct
object and an object-cornplernent:

(JGid You

KnOW?)

A direct object and an object-complement always refer to the sarne
person or thing:
They elecred Stella chairman. (Stella = chairman)
We've appoinred Susan the union rep. (Susan = the union rep)

Many jokes are based
on the different ways
in which sentences
that can be interpreted
grammatically.
This is a joke based
on the similarity
between Subject +
Verb + Indirect
Object + Direct
Object and Subject
+ Verb + Di rect
Object + Object
complement:

Direct and indirect objects, on the other hand, always refer to

different people or things:

*

She lenr me her new peno (me
her new pen)
Did you show her tl7e photos? (her i~ the photos)

2

An indirect object precedes a direct object, whereas an objectcomplement follows the direct object:
They gave her a presento (direct object 'a present'; indirect object 'her')
They elecred her chairmatl. (direct object 'her': object-complement

3

An indirect object can generally be replaced by a word-group
beginning with fo or (01' (see page 27), whereas the direct object in
front of an object-complement cannot be replaced in this way:
She lenr her new pen to me.
Did vuu shuw lhe pholos to her?

'chairman')
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Two men were walking
along rhe srreer when
one fel! imo a hole and
broke his leg.
'Quick, ' he said ro his
friendo 'Cal! me an
ambulance. '
'Okay, ' said rhe :Jther
mano 'You're an
ambulance. '

BUT NOT

~'~~J'
~.;ij\m1~:;y~t):t

We've appoinred rhe union rep ro Susano

~~.~w::n.'!\,j.~~¡

...

Sometimes sentences with these two different constructions look very
similar, but they can always be distinguished in the three ways
suggested above:
She cal!ed him a rm:i. (verb + indir'ect object + direet object)
She cal!ed him atr idioE. (verb + direet object + object-complement)
He made his children i1 tf'E.C f'OltSE. (ver'b + indirect object + direet object)
He made his wife his b!síncss f'artt:er. (verb + direct object +

o

l.

object-com plement)

Notice that make may sometimes be followed by an indirect object
and a subject-complement:
Mary will make him a good wife. Ca good wife' describes 'Mary': 'him' =
'for him')

Comptex Trans1tive Verb-s

Underline the subject-complements in the following
sentences.
The Dro,:,:)':::.!:. Seem sensible.

L'.

The rumours proved false.

3.

You must be crazyl

4.

Aren't some people absolutely ridiculous l

5.

The price of petrol these days is a disgrace.

6.

Everyone thinks she's gone completely mad.

7.

What a silly idea'

8.

The girl next door is a dedicated follower of all the latest
fashions and fads.

9.

A verb that has a direct object and an object-complement is
called a complex transitive verb.

10.

He remained a soldier for the next twenty years.

1

How much does the packet weigh 7

I
~3
~~' ..
\

Unlike a subject-complement, an object-complement is not
preceded by a linking verb. Any of many verbs may be used in

CB
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Phrases. Clauses and
Sentences

m
/.

The fete was a complete disaster.

2.

5he sniffed the flowers carefully.

3.
4.

That jam smells nice.

5.
6.

The mirror measures 40 centimetres by 65 centimetres.

7.

Cetting a replacement for her has proved extremely difficult.

8.

You can prove anything with statistics.

9.

/ O.

W
/.

tT:A.~ .~~~;~~~.~~~'.~

State whether the following sentences have a direct
object or a subject-complement.

;~.l~~~M't~'t~·~:)'l··~;,""¡~'

~~/Üi_~JL%¡J;~i~!:~7~

ROl) erbials

I felt extremely silly.
First measure out 500 grams of flaur.

Adyerbials
An adverbial hd'V3:bl~1/ is a word or word-group that
provides information about when, where, why. how, etc the
action or state described by the verb in a sentence is
taking place.

You can taste the ginger in the marmalade.
The chocolate tasted slightly bitter.

An adverbial may equally make some comment about what
is being said in the rest of the sentence.

Underline the objects and circle the object-complements
in the following sentences.

I

~Grammar Help~
Single words that
function as
adverbials are
adverbs:
Susan suddenly ran
out of the room.
She'll probably come
tomorrow.

The president named his own san prime minister.

1'11 see you tomorrow morning. (states when I will see you)

I wasn't thinking clearly.
Wisely, she refused to
talk to the reporters.
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2.

My wife makes me very happy.

3.

Rub the plaster smaoth before it dries.

4.

My daughter wants to dye her hair red.

5.

Do you want your hair shorter 7

6.

Everyone thinks her completely mad.

7.

I don't find that very funnyl

8.

We'll need to build the wall about twa metres high.

9.

They varnished the haii floor a greeny-blue colour.

/ O.

The children were sitting on the (loor. (states where they were

sitting)

Run quickly' (states how to run)

To be honest, 1 think you're completely mistaken. (makes a

comment)

5he has obviously forgotten to come.
I'm not going to apologize.

Co round and wipe all the tables clean, please.

I've got blisters on both (eet.

(

Handy Hi nt )

~

./

First find the direct
object and then
decide whether this
direct object has a
complement or
whether it is
accompanied by an
indirect object.

..

CID
/.

FrankJy, I'm not too happy about this.
State whether the following sentences have a direct
object and an indirect object or a direct object and an
object-com plement.

Toby shook the man's hand warmly.
5he always achieved top grades, both at school and at
university.

Tom and Nancy built Nancy's parents a bungalow in their back
garden.

2.

Are you calling me a

3.

I like my curries hot.

The man then gave a hideous laugh.

liar7

4.

Kim had to tell her parents the sad news.

5.

Do you think they'll affer you a job 7

6.

Can you lend me a pen 7

7.

They made Carlos the shop steward .

8.

That made Carlos very angry.

We can do that next week.
~ There are three main types of adverbial: adjuncts /' ad3v\]kts/,
disjuncts /'dlsd3V1Jkts/ and conjuncts /'kond3V1Jkts/.
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Sentence

Sentences

Adjuncts

4[:Grammar Help:Jj
•

Adjuncts may be confused with complements. Note that adjuncts
give information about the action or state described by the verb of
the sentence, whereas complements give information about the
subject ar objea of the sentence:
You have behaved foolishly. (adjunct - that is how you have behaved)
You have been foolish. (subject·complement - that is what you have been)
Rhona paints beautifully. (adjunct - that is how she paints)
I find Rhona's paintings disturbing. (object-complement - that is what the

An adjunct is a word or group of words that describes

where, when, why, how, for whom, with what, how much,
etc the action described in the sentence is carried out.

!
1_..

paintings are like)

1'1I see you at the match.
•

Are you coming this evening?
Sue sings beautifully.
You'll have to cut it with a knife.
He bought some chocolates for her.
You did that on purpose!
I can't find my coat.
You must have left it somewhere.
It's amazing what you can buy on the Internet.
She behaved with commendable restraint.
Come and see me tomorrow.

Most adjuncts are optional elements in a sentence:
She wears pyjamas. (no adjunct)
She sometimes wears pyjamas in the office. (two optional adjuncts)
Sometimes, however, there must be an adjunct in the sentence, for
example with verbs such as puf or be that indicate movement or
position or a change of condition:
He put his bike in the garage. NOT He put his bike.
The boys were in the €larden.
NOT The boys were.
He put his affairs in order. NOT He put his affairs.

How to rwnctuate Adjuncts

>Beware! ti-~.'7¡.,. ;!.~ .dt ~
These obligatory
adjuncts are
sometimes called
complements. This
is a different use of
the word
'complement' from
thatofUnit 5.
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An adjunct may come at the beginning of the sentence, especially
in questions:

Since adjuncts are closely connected to the rest of their sentence,
they are usually not separated off by commas in writing:

Here I amo

She sings like a bird.
I almost died laughing.
Yesterday we all went to the cinema.

Off you go.

When will you be leaving?
To whom should I give the book?
For what possible reason would she leave her children 7

Adjuncts may, however, be separatpd ·::;ff by cornmas if there is
intended to be a pauc.e b!::t'''veen them and the rest of the ser,t?llce:

Or it may be split into two parts:

In Britain, it can be very cold in the wintertime.
Reluctantly, Charles and Andy said good-bye to their friends.
There they were, in the garden as usual.

Who should I give the book t0 7
What should I mend the hale with?
There may, of course, be more than one adjunct in a sentence:

Miki

did~t

Disjuncts

Iike his attitude JlLa1J. (2 adjuncts)

1------------··----------·--- - -

She sometimes wears pyjamas in the o(fice (01' fun.

I

(3 adjuncts)

I

We always go to France w;th friends (01' our holidays.

I

®iI.



_

A disjunct may describe the way in which the speaker is speaking:

L
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-

A disjunct is an adverbial that makes a comment about
what is being said in the rest of the sentence.

L-

(4 adjuncts)

---------------

To be frank, that was a mistake. (= 1, the speaker, am being
frank when I say that that was a mistake)

~
~

~--U-á-T
Phrases, Clauses and
Sentences

The Basic Elements a( a
Sentence

Confidential/y, he 's not the right man for the jobo (= I am
speaking confidentially when I say that he's not the right man
for the job)
Strictly speaking, we sholAldn't even be here.

Disjuncts expressing the speaker's opinion may be separated off
by commas, or may not be, depending on whether or not there
are meant to be slight pauses before and after the disjunct:

Understandably, Sheila was rather lApset about what had
happened. (with a pause)
Sheila was, understandably, rather upset about what had
happened. (with pauses)
Sheila was understandably rather lApset abolAt what had
happened. (without pauses)

Or a disjunct may express the speaker's opinion on what is
being said or talked about in the rest of the sentence:

Wisely, John decided not to say anything. (=.1 - the person
speaking - think it was wise)

Fortunately, she didn't hlArt herself badly when she fe 11. (= I

Perhaps she won't come after al/.
She is perhaps Britain's best-known actress.
She is, perhaps, Britain's best-known actress.

think it is fortunate)

She was, unfortunately, not as good as we had hoped.
It was, admittedly, a very diffiwlt jobo (= 1 admit it was a very
d ifficu It job)

He will probably be back again tomorrow.
He will, probably, be back again tomorrow.

She'l/ possibly arrive tomorrow. (= I think it is possible)

Perhaps she isn't coming at al/.

Conjuncts

They had obviously no right to park there. (= I think it is
obvious)

e
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p:>
A conjunct is an adverbial that serves as a link between
sentences.

To my refief, the ambulance was not long in coming.

Of course I didn't forget it was your birthday.

I don't want to go shopping. Besides, I don't have time to.

I don't want to take you to the pictures. I don't have time to,
anyway.

~(Grammar Hel

Some adverblals can be both adjuncts and disjuncts:
She raid me frankly what she thought. (adjunct - she was speaking frankly)
Frankly. she's out of her mind. (disJunct - I am speaking frankly)
You have behaved foolishly. (adjunct - you were foolish)
Foolishly. she le(t her (ront doar wide apeno (disjunct - I think it was foolish)
He laoked at them hopefully. (adjunct - he was being hopeful)
Hopefully, we can do better next time. (disjunct - I am being hopeful)

Di d You

Kn~W?)

Disjunc.ts and
conjuncts are
sometimes known
collectivelyas

sentence adverbs.

I don't real/y have time to go with YOlA. However, I will if YOlA
want me to.
We've sold all the paintings and made record profits. AII in all,
it's been a most slAccessflAl exhibition.
f'm not buying YOlA a new bike for two reasons. Firstly, we can't
afford it. Secondly, YOlA don't deserve it.

For a start, YOlA don't deserve a new bike.

j

li

ca

How lo pum:tuate Disjuncts

I missed my train. I therefore had to stay another night.

Disjuncts are less closely related to the rest of their sentence
than adjuncts are, and are therefore often separated off by
commas. Disjuncts that express how the speaker is talking are
always separated off in this way:

On the one hand, we could go abroad for alAr holiday. On the
other hand, it might be better to stay in Britain.

It was, frankly, a mistake.
To be honest, we were wrong.
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Other common conjuncts are anyhow, after all, all the same,

by the way, else, for example, for instance, furthermore, hence,
in other words, instead, moreover, nevertheless, on the
contrary, so and thus.

:J

•

I

+.\\,'r·
.~

.~y

CD

I

Sentences

A conjunct may equally act as a link within a sentence:

The baby was crying, so I picked her up.
The dog was obviously friendly, yet it was afraid
I think, therefore I amo

of uso

CA)

~Grammar Hel~
Some adverbial s (such as equally, hence, otherwise, similarly,
then and thus) can be both adjuncts and conjuncts:
1'11 be back tomorrow. 1'11 do the Job then. (adjunct, saving when)
Are you ready7 Then 1'11 begin. (conjunct, linking the two statements)
You couldn't have done otherwise. (adjunct, saving how)
I did thejob myself. Otherwise, ir would never have gol done. (conjunct)

Underline the adjuncts in the following sentences.

/.

He spoke in a very pompous manner.

2.

He carved their names on a tree with a knife.

3.
4.
5.
6.

My brother lived in India for several years.

When do you think they'lI get here?

7.

llave working in the garden on balmy summer evenings.

You're eating far too quickly.
She phones her mother every day.

8.

You can hear the noise five miles away.

9.

We've been trying to persuade her to change her mind, but so
far without success.
What'lI I carry the food in 7

(

e

P>

Gramma r He1

A pair of conjuncts
frequently used
together is so

therefore:
I was lale for work, so
therefore I didn't have
a shower.

While very common,
this is acceptable only
in informal English.
In formal English,
use and so, and
therefore 01' simply

so

01'

alone.

m

therefore

/0.

Both conjuncts and conjunctions (words like and, or and but) can
function on their own as linking words. The important difference
between a conjunction and a conjunct is that, while there can be two
conjuncts in a sentence 01' a conjunct and a conjunction, there can
never be more than one conjunction in a sentence:
The dog was obviously friendly, but ir was afraid of USo (conjunction)
The dog was obviously friendly, yet il was afraid of uso (conJunct)
The dog was obviously friendly. yet aU tlle same ir was afraid of uso (two

m
/.

conjuncts)

The dog was obviously friendly. aud yet il was afraid of uso (conjunction +
conjunct)
BUT NOT The dog was obviously friendly, aud but it was afraid of uso (two
conjunctions)

Similarly:
It was getring late, and therefore we were In a hurry.
The girl was frightened, and so she started to runo

How to pU!1ctuate Canjuncts

Conjuncts are generally separated off by commas:

¡
¡
I
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1

Underline the adverbials in the following sentences and
say whether they are adjuncts or disjuncts.

The children watched her in silence.

2.

Naturally, we'll be goinq hy Dr.

3.
4.

Suddenly he began to feel sick.
She slapped his face angrily.

5.

Briefly, what happened next was that someone started a fight.

6.

Can you tell us briefly what happened 7

7.

1'11 definitely be here tomorrow.

8.

To be perfectly honest, I don't care if I win the prize.

9.

By the way, have you seen )ean recently7
In that case, 1'11 leave at once.
I could, however, stay if you want me too

v/

.....

Handy Hi nt )
Look for the words
groups of words
that as k 01' cou Id
answer questions
such as 'Where 7 ',
'When?', 'How?', 'With
what 7 ', etc. (And
remember that there
may be more than
one adjunct in a
sentence.)
01'
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There will be more
about conjunctions in
Units 16, 17 and 19.

{-'

,c;;..,,,c;;..Il~'"

The baby was crying so I picked her up.
So that's what they're trying to do'

The dog was obviously friendly, and yet it was afraid of uso
We could go to France for our holidays or, on the other hand,
we could go to Spain.
You'd better leave now 0'- e/se you might miss the bus.

•'

....

Commas are not, however, always needed - for example with

Conjuncts may appear in sentences along with conjunctions such
as and or or:

Not all grammar
books make a
distinction between
conjuncts and
conjunctions. In
many books,
conjuncts such as so
and yet are simply
treated as one type
of conjunction.

UCAJ/I,...

{or example, so, then, yet and there{ore:

J'm not buying you a new bike, firstly because we can't afford it
and second/y because you don't deserve one.
If you're ready, then 1'11 start.

<= Gramma r He1P>

"r:::-

Sentence

I take my responsibilities very seriously.

/ O.

Seriously, do you expect to be finished by next week7

©

Say what questions (for example 'When?', 'Where?', 'How?',
etc) the adjuncts in the following sentences anSwer.

/.

We could hear footsteps in the other room.

2.

We ¡ay awz.ke in bed all night wishing the rain would stop.

~

-,

('- Handy Hi nt )
Does the adverbial
say something about
the action 01' state
dE5uihed by the
verb of the ';'t:'iOt,,:O:'"::O.
01' does it say
something about the
attitude, opinion, etc
of the person
speaking 7
Remember that there
may be more than
one adverbial in a
sentence.

~

'?'

Phrases, Clauses and
Sentences

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

CID

Answer all the questions to the best of your ability.
You have behaved very foolishly.
I hope to have finished this by the end of the month.
Fragile. Handle with careo

SEn'! EDCE Structureana

I so badly wanted to go to the party.

ErammatieaJ Cnrrectness

AII over town, you see beggars in the street.
She does drive rather fast, but very carefully.
Normally I travel by bus.

Pick out the adverbial s in the following sentences and
insert commas where necessary.

,.

Admittedly the decision was not unanimous.

2.

I entirely agree.

3.

Stupidly I forgot to tell her where I was.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

&P[1.:tJ]~B7fi~~Jihij;(~~~~1

You did that intentionally!
There were to be exact five people at the meeting.
Sue didn't like that at al!.

FUTlctions
The funetion of a word or word-group in a sentence is the
role it plays in that sentence.

We have seen, so far, seven functions that a word or word-group
can have in a sentence. Two of these are subjeet and predicate:

No-one told me anything. (subject)
No-one told me anything. (predicate)
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Does the adverbial
say something about
the action or state
described by the
verb of the sentence,
or is it simply a
linking word7

We don't mind in the least that you are coming with uso
1'11 deal with the matter personally.

And within the predicate we have in addition the functions

verb, direct obJeet, indireet objeet, eomplement and
adverbial:

Say whether the underlined adverbials in the following
sentences are adjuncts or conjuncts .

l.

The thieves divided the money equally between them,
Alison sings b.ett.e.r than Moira.

3.

If you come round to our house tonight, we can talk about the
wedding tb..en.

4.

If you come to my office, .tb..e.n we can discuss the matter face
to face.

5.

Equally, I could come to your office.

6.

As Doctor Johnson said while kicking a stone, I prove the
existence of the stone thu...s..

7.

He kicked the stone,

8.

That was a good throw, but I think I could throw the stone even
further.

10.

5he seemed all right yesterday. (subject)
5he seemed all right yesterday. (predicate)

Personally I wouldn't believe her.

2.

9.

ca

To our surprise our dog won first prize.

.5.Q

he knew the stone existed.

No-one told me anything. (verb)
No-one told me anything. (indirect object)
No-one told me anything. (direct object)
5he seemed all right yesterday. (complement)
5he seemed all right yesterday. (adverbial)

St,u-eture and Analysis
To describe the strueture of a sentence is to state what
the various parts of the sentence are and what their
functions are.
To describe the structure of a sentence in this way is to

analyse the sentence.

The government has made several mistakes, and furthermore,
it has been desperately trying to cover them up.
lo_cLd_entaLLy, who was that man I saw you talking to over there? [ 25 ]

)ane screamed. (Structure: subject + verb)
)ane saw her une/e. (Structure: subject + verb + direct object)

&El

t'nl"ases, Llauses ano
Sentences

/ flf::

Mrs James took her grandchildren to the zoo. (Structure:

Cive

Harry gave Sal/ya kiss. (Structure: subject + verb + indirect
object + direct object)
11[

The man
subject

The boys

at once'

+ adverbial
there.

sit

adverbial

Down'
An exclamatory sentence, on the other hand, might have any
of these structures:

were playing

+ verb

+ subject

complement

+ adverbial

+ verb

subject

He

+ adverbial

What alovely surprise

that

in the garden.

was!

+ subject

direct object

+ direct object

+ verb

What a pretty dress

+ verb

she

's wearing'

ice-cream.

like

+ direct object

kissed

her

+ verb

complement

+ adverbial

What a lovely surprise'

on the cheek.

gave

her

+ complement

subject

+ indirect object + direct object

You

little rasca/!

a kiss.
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c:
subject
I

subject

You

+

+ verb
feel

(These are, of course, not all of the possible structures for
declarative, imperative and exclamatory sentences.)

complement

sil/y.

+ complement

+ verbo

looked

great

+ adverbial
yesterday.

Grammar Hel

adverbial + subject + adverbial + verb + direct object

Frankly,

I

never

liked

If we want to be even
structures in terms of
subject
+
You

verb

Run'
Stop
verb
Be

verb

Speak

t2§!'

i):'

In addition to the seven basic sentence functions, we have also distinguished
two sub-categories of complement (subject-complements and object
complertle~ts) and three sub-categories of adverbial (adjuncts, disjuncts
and conjuncts).

him.

Similarly, an imperative sentence might have any of these
structures:

verb

CIf;:rflf::flD UI CA

laughed.

+ verb

subject

that book

+ verb

You

+ verb

subject
I

He

me

subject

Different types of sentence (declarative, imperative, etc)
have different structures. A declarative sentence, for
example, might have any of the following structures:
subject

+ indirect object + direct object

verb

subject + verb + direct object + adverbial)

DU~/L

Sentent:e

disjunct
Frankly,

+ direct object
that'

subject
Thev

+ adverbial

The fou r categories
of verb that have
been established
(transitive verbs,
intransitive verbs,
complex transitive
verbs and linking
verbs) will be
discussed further in
Unit 12.

more precise, therefore, we Glr> describe sentence
these sub-categories as well:
verb
+ subject-complement + adjunct
looked
great
vesterday.

+ subject + adjunct
never
,

subject-complement + subject
What a lovelv surprise that

+ complement
quiet!

~"7·tTZ~1~i~

+ verb

painted

+ verb

Iiked

+ direct object
him.

+ verb

was l
+ direct object

the house

+ object-complement:

pink.

more slowly.

verb

+ direct object

Cook

the meat

+ adverbial
for two hours

+ adverbial
at gas mark 4.

I

l

[ 26 ]
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A function slot is simply the section of a sentence that is
filled, or could be filJed, by a word or word-group with a
particular function.

So, in the sentences No-one told me anything and She seemed

all right yesterday,
no-one and she are the subjects of the sentences and therefore

~(Grammar He1p: )

fill the 'subject' slots,

Every word or word
group in a sentence
has a funetion and

told and seemed are the verbs in the sentences and therefore fill
the 'verb' slots,

fills a funetion slot.

me is an indirect object and therefore fills the 'indirect object'
slot,

Functions and slots
are simply two ways
of looking at the
same thing: if a
word or word-group
has a particular
function in a
sentence, then it fills
that slot in the
sentence; and if a
word or word-group
fills a particular slot
in J. sentence, then it
has that function in
the sentence.

senlenc~s

subject + verb
subject + verb + adverbial
subject + verb + direct object
subject + verb + direct object + adverbial
subject + verb + indirect object + direct object
subject + verb + complement
subject + verb + complement + adverbial
adverbial + subject + adverbial + verb + direct object

Any word or word-group that has a function in a sentence
can be said to be filling a function slot in that sentence.

A 'function slot' can
simply be called a
'slot' for short.

The Basic Elements of a
Sentence

ImpeTative sEntences
verb
verb + direct object
verb + complement
verb + adverbial
verb + direct object + adverbial + adverbial
verb + indirect object + direct object + adverbial
subject + verb + adverbial
adverbial
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Functions and
function slots always
have the same
names: subject,
verb, direct object,
etc.

anything is a direct object and therefore fills the 'direct object'

slot,

E;(.¡:]ama!ory 5l2nt2n~'25

all right is a complement and therefore fills the 'complement'

slot,

and

yesterday is an adverbial and therefore fills the 'adverbial' slot.
O;;]

A function slot can be thought of as an 'empty space' that
has to be filled by one or more words in arder to make a
sentence. Together, function slots make a sort of sentence
framework or 'skeleton' that has to be filled out with the
words and word-groups that make sentences.

complement + subject + verb
direct object + subject + verb
complement
subject + complement

The empty slots can, of course, be filJed in many different ways
to make real sentences. Consider, for exampJe, a declarative
sentence skeleton consisting of the four function slots
'subject', 'verb', 'direct object' and 'adverbial'.

Look again at the examples of declarative, imperative and
exclamatory sentences given on pages 46 and 47. If the
actual example sentences are taken away, what is Jeft are
sets of possible sentence frameworks for each of the three
sentence types, consisting not of actual words but of slots
that could be filled by words.

-+Et+

;~dtr~,dt'Qti.fe~:·
l • • ,.

•

r

• :

•

'i~~

j

"

+

r'; á'ci'iérb¡áf1~
?",.". -;," -1'-::' ($_
l.}'",~"

Each of these slots can be filled by one or more words to make
sentences:

~ ~1f~:~~~e;!~~t::;!: :~~~~re~.ó~i~q'.:, lie ....... ~;, acfverbraf'·,¡-·-· -',
~,~: ..', ....~ •• _','

~"

<,;\:-,;r1 "J"~

. The girl
: was holding i a pen
; in her right hand .
----.-----------------:
,
We
: needed
more help
i yesterday
.--rou-----¡-mu-st drive ¡ the car
confidently
--iVia-yy-------made
I a treacle-tart Tror-her g~anny---~
--~

--------~~-_._-I--_.-~--------_._-

---1
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Sentences

Similarly, an imperative sentence skeleton could have the three
slots 'verb', 'direct object' and 'adverbial':

~
~~iH:

Grammatical Correctness

~
- .- :+
......

+

',"

-

~:"

To be grammatically correct or complete, a sentence must
have some word or word-group in each of the function
slots that are obligatory for that particular type of sentence
or for the particular type of verb in the sentence.

-;~

.

Each of these slots can be filled by one or more words to make
sentences:

Any sentence that does not have SO me word or words in
any of its obligatory function slots is either incomplete or

~~
~l
i
. Drink
i your tea
I more slowly

:..--_._.4

~_.

__ ~~----------- ..- - - _.._~~ ,

..._..

L=:m.=~~i~~~.IYincor~ect.

j

~

i. Treat .
kindly
--- her
._Li __ ----
.',
! Study
I
the
questions
¡ carefully
t---------·----...---.-----.
o_o,,
I ._. ~~q!!_t_ ... _...L~~~1?JA.~tJ..s_ ..__ !
u.n3e.!. trees
!
l'

~·-~r-~

~-----------,-

--~-

The following are therefore not grammatical declarative sentences:

(

Was absolutely abominable (= verb + complement - 'subject'

CC=Grammar Help~
•

Senrence

Always check your
written work to
make sure that every
sentence has all its
obligatory slots
filled. Don't miss out
subjects or verbs
where they are
needed.

s lot not fi lIed)

Stood in the doorway. (= verb + adverbial - 'subject' slot not

Notice that a declarative sentence always has a 'subject' slot and a
'verb' slot, whereas an imperative sentence usually has a 'verb' slot
but usually doesn't have a 'subject' slot (though it may have); and an
exclamatory sentence needn't have a 'subject' slot or a 'verb' slot
(though it may have).

filled)

jan bitterly (= subject + adverbial - 'verb' slot not filled)
Harry almost off his seat. (= subject + adverbial + adverbial 
'verb' slot not filled)
Mary reached. (= subject + transitive verb - 'direct object' slot
not filled)
My mother was wearing. (= subject + transitive verb - 'direct
object' slot not filled)
Tom seemed. (= subject + linking verb - 'complement' slot not
filled)
She put the books. (= subject + verb + direct object - 'adverbial'
slot not filled)

Some function slots, therefore, are obligatory for certain types of
sentence whilst others are optional: a 'subject' slot is obligatory in a
declarative sentence, for example, but is optional in an imperative
sentence or an exclamatory sentence.

Handy Hint )
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A function slot may also be obligatory in a sentence when it is
required by the verh in that sentence.

For example, if the verb in a sentence is a transitive verb, then there
must always al so be a direct ohjeet in the sentence:
He pel'suaded I¡er. NOT He persuaded.
Have you gor aH'" mane!,' NOT Have you got7

@1;~·r-;,k¡'¡'"'7;,";t7:2.':;_

If the verb in a sentence is a linking verb, then there must al so be a
complement in the sentence:

.

Her mourh wenr dl'Y. NOT Her mourh went.
She gor very angl'Y. NOT She goL

00

And if the verb in a sentence is a comp/ex transitive verb, there must
be both a direct objeet and a complement in the sentence:
I will prove rhemal/ wI'ong. NOT I wi/I prove rhem all.
NOR I wi// prove wrong.
They consider him rhe besr man fol' rile jobo
NOT They consider him. NOR They consider rhe besr man for rhe jobo

In these cases, therefore, it is not the type of sentence but the
category of verb in the sentence that makes certain other function
slots obligatory.
Some verbs, such as put, must be followed by an adverbial:
Pur rhar box over rhere. NOT Pur rhar box.
~,
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The following are not grammatical sentences, because
so me obligatory function slots have not been filled. For
each sentence, state which slot or slots have not been filled.

l.

My grandmother to church every Sunday morning.

2.

Was in a foul mood.

3.

Sue bought yesterday.

4.

Sam put his bike.

5.

The two girls often by bus.

6.
7.
8.

Roberta likes.
Rained last night.
Tom always a newspaper to read on the bus.

(

Handy Hi nt )
There may be more
than one correct
answer, depending
on what function
slots you think have
not been filled.

(tD,

r
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Phrases, Clauses and
Sentences

9.
10.
1 ,.
12.

m
m

Computers very useful.
Oid the dog catch 7
The coffee cup was.
He often seemed.

SEn le n;ce fun e ti {) n s a n d P (3 rt s o 'f
SpEBCh

Rewrite the above sentences, filling the empty function
slots with some suitable word or words.

Parts of Spe:ech
Write two sentences in English corresponding to each of
the following sentence frameworks.
Oeclarative sentences:
subject + verb
subject + verb + adverbial
subject + verb + direct object
subject + verb + direct object + adverbial
subject + verb + indirect object + direct object
subject + verb + complement
subject + verb + complement + adverbial

Words in a language can be grouped into different c1asses
according to how they are used grammatically. These word
classes are known as parts of speech.

The nine main parts of speech in English are:

noun, for example book, cat, stone, truth, beauty, warmth,
opinion, Singapore, Tom
pronoun, for example 1, me, you, myself, themselves, this,
those, hers
verb, for example sit, run, eat, thin!<, laugh, sew, come, add,
be, have, do
adjective, for example green, big, sil/y, extreme, childish, loud,
mere, two
determiner, for example a, the, some, any, which, my
adverb, for example final/y, surprisingly, extremely, very,
yesterday, sometimes, often, there, inside, never, perhaps
preposition, for example by, with, from, at, ta, in
conjunction, for example and, but; beca use, if, when, while,
01', although
interjection, for example alas, oh, gosh, ouch, he/lo, good-bye

((: Grammar Hel p~)
Yes and no are
traditionally classed
either as
interjections or as
adverbs, but in
so me modern
dictionaries and
grammar books they
are given other
names such as
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Imperative sentences:
verb
verb + direct object
verb + complement
verb + adverbial
verb + direct object + adverbial
verb + indirect object + direct object + adverbial

sentence
substitutes.

Some other parts of
speech will be
discussed in Unit J 3.
(see page 87.)

Parts of Speech and Sentence Functions
It is important not to confuse the parts of speech (such as
noun, pronoun, verb, adjective and adverb) and their
different functions in a sentence (such as subject, verb,
direct object and adverbial).

&D
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( Di d You Kno-w?)
Conjunctions are

sometimes called
connectives or
connectors.

iD Words belonging to a single pan of speech may have
different functions in different sentences.

&D

~enrence

For example, a noun may funetion as the subject of a
sentence, or as the direct o bjeet, or the indirect object, or
the complement:

4[:Grammar Help~
Notice that the word 'verbo is used to denote both a sentence function and
a part of speech.

Kim saw John in the park.
Boys do woodwork and yirls learn cookery.
Mi/k is good {al" you.

In most cases, sentence functions and parts of speech have different
names, and are therefore easy to distinguish. Unfortunately, the word 'verb'
is used in grammar to denote both a sentence function (subject, verb, direct
object, complement, ... ) and also a part of speech (noun, verb, adjective,
adverb, ...).

Gran brought Tom books to read when he was ill.
80th o{ them are teachers.
They elected him president.

Inevitably, this can sometimes lead to confusion in grammatical analysis.
Some grammarians have therefore suggested that the word 'verb' should
be used only to designate the part of speech and that there should be a
different word for the verb function in a sentence.

A pronoun too may function as the subject of a sentence,
or the direct object, or the indirect objeet, or the

complement:

One word that is sometimes used for this purpose is predicator /,predlkclt::lj.
One would then have the sentence functions subject, predicator, direet
object, complement, etc, and the parts of speech noun, verb, adjective,
adverb, etc.

Who did that?
Pass me that screwdriver, please.

Unfortunately this proposal has not been generally accepted, and in most
grammar books, 'verb' is still used to describe both a sentence function and
a part of speech. In what follows in this boa k, therefore, the term
'predicator' will be used only where there is a danger of confusion between
sentence functions and parts of speech. Otherwise we will, in common with
most other grammar books, speak only of verbs.

I'm me and you're you - and we'll simply never agree about
politics.

m Looking

at things the other way round, we can equally see
that the same function slot may be filled in different
sentences by words belonging to different parts of
speech.
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11 Of course, function slots in sentences can be filled by groups
of words as well as by single words:

For example, the subject slot in a sentence may be filled by
a noun or a pronoun:

Al/ dogs chase cats. (subject slot)
Runniny away won't salve your problem. (subject slot)
She could hear people's voices in the distance. (direct object
slot)
Would you lil<e some milk in your coffee? (adverbial slot)

Suyar is sweet.
llave dogs.

The direct objeet slot may also be f¡IIed by a noun or a pronoun:

We hate maths.
Your mother laves you.

How to analyse and describe groups of words like these will
be the subject of Parts 3 and 4 of this book.

The complement slot may be filled by a noun, a pronoun or an
adjeetive:

•

Her parents are teachers.
These shoes aren't mine.
This medicine tastes awful.

Il i,-",-.,WS from what has been said above that any given word
or group G~ '.'vords canhave different functions in different
sentences:

1'11 get thejob done today. (adve, :_,::,1)
Today is your lucky day. (subject)

The teacher told the students to be quieto (subject)
I am the teacher here. (subject-complement)
Ir you want to know the answer, ask the teacher. (direct object)
The children gave the teacher a presento (indirect object)

s'
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adverbs of degree, such as very, extremely, slightly
adverbs of comparison, such as more, less

S.ub-cacegD,i es oi th e Parts Di Sp¿€ l :h

Hel p2)

See page 47 for the
sub-categories of
complement and

adverbs of reason, such as therefore, so

Just as some of the sentence functions have sub-categories,
so also do some of the parts of speech.

~;mar Hel~

adverbial.

t(Grammar Help~

Adverbials can be c1assified in the same way as adverbs. For example,

The part of speech noun has a number of sub-categories, such
as:

Adverbials such as
these are all
adjuncts.

adverbials of time:
J'm too busy at the momento
1'1/ do it lafer on.
The pareel arrived the day before yesterday.
adverbials of place:
Ceorge was in lhe house.
The boys are al school.
J've left my umbrella on lhe bus.
adverbial s of manner:
She spoke in a whisper.
I did the wholejob on my own.

common nouns (general words for people, animals, things,
ideas or states: man, girl, dog, horse, eagle, stone, house,
anxiety, pleasure, warmth, etc) and proper nouns (the names
of particular people, animals, places, etc: Tom, Mary, Rover,
Paris, )apan, etc)
concrete nouns (the names of things you can see, touch or
feel: cat, man, house, ground, stone, wind, chair, etc) and
abstract nouns (words for ideas, feelings and states: anxiety,
danga, fear, truth, beauty, jealousy, etc)
countable nouns (nouns that can be used both in the singular
and the plural: boy, bird, flower, desk, book, wall, idea, problem,
etc) and uncountable nouns (nouns that can only be used in
the singular: electricity, music, information, furniture, calmness,
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anger,

Verbs

ptc)

personal pronouns (such as 1, me, you, we, us, etc)

Auxiliary verbs (or helping verbs) are used to make different
tenses or to express ideas such as possibility, necessity and
permission: be, have, do, can, could, may, might, shall, should,

reflexive pronouns (such as myself, yourself, themselves, etc)
possessive pronouns (such as mine, yours, hers, etc)
interrogative pronouns (such as
which 7 , etc)

who 7 ,

whose 7 ,

will, would, must.

what7,

Main verbs are further divided into a number of subgroups:

relative pronouns (such as who, whom, which, that, etc)

Action verbs describe actions, activities, events and happenings
or mental processes such as thinking, knowing or wanting: say,

know, come, find, get, give, like, live, need, want, smile, stare,
throw, etc.

Of greater importance in this book, however, are the sub
categories of adverb and verbo

Whatever sub-category
they belong to, they
all have the same
function in a
sentence: they are
all predicarors.

Transitive verbs have a direct object: own, have, say,
describe, hit, make, buy, love, etc. (Complex transitive verbs
have both a direct object and an object-complement.)

Adverbs may be classified according to their meaning. For example:

Intransitive verbs do not have a direct object: laugh, come,
kneel, live, sleep, etc.

adverbs of time, such as now, soon, then, yesterday
adverbs of place, such as here, there, somewhere, away
adverbs of manner, such as quickly, wrefully, fast, well, badly

Remember that all
these different sub
categories of verb
are sub-categories of
the part of speech
'verb', not the
sentence function
'verb'.

linking verbs link subjects and subject-complements: be,
become, get, seem, feel, smell, taste, etc.

Adverbs

&D

g::GrammarHel p)

Main verbs (or !exical verbs) describe actions, activities,
events, feelings, etc: get, learn, run, talk, as k, work, buy,
c/ean, fa 11, move, find, make, become, play, teach, etc.

In the same way, the pronol.;n part of speech has a number of
sub-categories:

[ 31 ]

adverbs of negation, such as not, -n't
~
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Sentences

6.

Auxiliary verbs are divided into two subgroups:

Mrs Wang pinned her granddaughter's pictures on the kitchen
wall.

The primary auxiliaries are the ones used to make tenses: be,

7.
8.
9.

have, do.
The modal /'mouddl/ auxiliaries, or modal verbs or simply
modals, are used to express permission, possibility, etc: can,
could, may, must, etc.

10.

11.

<:

14.
15.

My wife will 500" be here.

13.

Notice that many verbs can belong to more than one sub-category of verbo

I never thought of that!

It's time to leave.
When did she arrive?
Open this door "OW I
What are you doing?
Breakfast will be ready in a minute.

12.

Grammar Hel ~

That's odd.
Otto searched desperately for the key.

For example, be is both a primary modal and a linking verb:
I am coming back.
I am Susan's farher.
Have is both a primary modal and a transitive verb:
I have come back.
I have a lovely surprise for

YOU.

Ge! is both a linking verb and a transitive verb:
He gor very angry.
He gor a lovely surprise.

Feel can be a linking verb, a transitive verb, or an intransitive verb:

www.IELTS4U.blogfa.com
He (e/r a bir sil/y.
He (e Ir a cap on his shoulder.
He (e/r in his pocker for his key.

Q.}Iii~lt
Handy Hint

--------.-/

In order to avoid
confusion, use
'predicator' rather
than 'verb' to denote
the sentence
function, and use
'verb' to denote the
part of speech.

c.'J:tt

.

State what par! of speech (noun, pronoun, verb, adjective or
adverb) the words in bold in the following sentences belong to,
and what functions (subject, predicator, direct object, etc) each
one has.
Example:

The noise grew louder.

Answer

The word lauda is an adjective and is acting as a

subject-complement.
l.

Sheila screamed in terror.

2.

Her parents are doctors.

3.

Can you smell gas 7

4.

Don't be silly.

5.

I still have nightmares about failing my exams.

I

L.
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The 8asic Elements of a
Sentence

Notice the difference between
You. boys, are not working hard enough.
in which You is the subject of the sentence and boys a vocative, and
You boys are not working hard enough.

in which You boys is the subject of the sentence, and there is no vocative.

Vocatives

Ex'Clamathms
A vocative /'vobtlv/ is a word or group of words used to
address someone or something directly.

A word or group of words that expresses strong emotion,
such as surprise or pain or pleasure, or that is used to
attract someone's attention, is an exclamation.

Vocatives may be found at the beginning, at the end, or in the
middle of sentences:

Gosh, that's a big car!
My goodness, this is a heavy box.
Look, f'm not giving you any more money, and that's final.
Whoopee' f'm going to the circus tonight'
Ouch! That was sore'
Good heavens' Who told you that7
Damn it! f've left my umbrella on the bus.
Hey, you' Come here a minute. ('you' is a voeative)

Ladies and gentlemen, it is a great pleasure to be here toda y.
It's been a fine day, hasn't it, Mrs )ones?
Look at that, )im.
You wait there, )ack, and 1'11 get a ladder.
You, boys, are just not working hard enough.

')1.( Gramma r

e

Grammar Hel P::)

Notice that many of
the words that have
the 'exclamation'
function in a
sentence be long to
the 'interjection'
part of speech (see
page 53): gosh,
whoopee, ouch, etc.
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He1~) In poetry, vocatives are often preceded by o:

'Thy' is an old word
for 'your', and 'thou'
is an old word for
'you'. Both of these
old words are often
used in poetry.

Mary, go and call the cattle home. [Charles Kingsley]
Break, break, break, on thy cold grey stones, O Sea'
O

i~(Grammar Hel p:)

[Alfred, Lord Tennyson]

O wild West Wind, thou breath of Autumn's being.

Exclamations such as gosh, ouch, whoopee and phew clearly have no
meaning uther than the expression of an emotion or to attract attention:
Phew l That's a relief' I thought she'd recognize us.
Wow l Look at that cake'
Ugh l That's disgusting.1
Hoy' What do vou think vou're doing?

[Pe rey Bysshe Shelley]

How to punctU2I!2 Vo·cativES

Vocatives are always separated off from the rest of the
sentence by commas:

Notice, however, that this is equally true of exclamations that are made up
of recognizable English words, such as mv goodness, good heavens, look
here, oh dear, dear me, damn it and so on. As exclamations, these words do
not have their normal meanings, but serve only to express emotion or to
attract attention:
Now look here. this won't do at all.
Good Lord, is that true?
Dear me. we seern ro be lost.

Tony, could you give me a hand with this?
Listen to me, my friends l
Listen, everyone, to what this man is saving.
One exception is when a vocative is preceded by a conjunction
such as and, when there is no comma between the conjunction
and the following vocative:

You stand there, )ack, and Mary, you stand over there.
[ 33 ]
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Sentence

Sentences

•

How do you do is punctuated as a question (even though no
answer is expected):

Creetings such as goodbye, cheerio, helIo, good evening, etc
are al so exclamations:
Helio! My name's Ivor.
1'11 have to be going now. Goodbye.
How do you do? J'm very pleased to meet you .

•

'How do you do? J'm Alee.'
'How do you do? Oelighted to meet you. I'm Ted.'

Yet another set of words that can be classified as exclamations
are ves, no, OK, please, thanks, thank you, etc.

.. ,.ti(;:~·f~~qUf:S~l ~f:"i

They can either stand as part of a sentence or as a separate
and complete sentence:
'Can you all hear me?'
'O id you see anything?'
Do you need any help?'

Punctuate the following sentences.

'Yes. ' OR 'Yes, we can hear you.'

'No.' OR 'No, I didn't see anything.'
'Yes, please.'
'No, thank you.'

How to punctuate Exdamations

Exclamations are sometimes punctuated as if they are pan of a
sentence, and sometimes as if they are separate sentences:

7.

¡'ve got to go now Mum

2.

Yes ¡'m OK

3.

Look can we talk for a moment

4.

No thank you

5.

Thank you for coming with me

6.

Look over there ¡t's Madonna

7.

I'm really sorry Katy to have to ask you to do this

8.

Wow that's amazing

9.

Weli Jim I thought you wouldn't come

(

Handy Hint _)
There may be more
than one correct
answer for some of
the sentences.
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Good heavens, it's only three weeks till Christmas.
Good heavens! It's only three weeks till Christmas.

7O.

My goodness what a mes s

Gosh, that's a lot of money.
Gosh' That's a lot of money.

OK, let's get started.
OK' Let's get started'

The greater the pause between the exclamation and what
follows it, the more likely it is that the exclamation will be
treated as a separate sentence.
If there is an express ion of strong emotion, an exclamation
standing on its own will usually be followed by an exclamation
mark:
J've had enough of this nonsense' Goodbye'

But if there is no strong emotion, a full stop is sufficient:
I'm sorry, but I have to go now. Goodbye.

~.

~
~!~
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Phrases, Clauses and
Sentences

The Basic Elements of a
Sentence

Oui:c~(

Summat!J

The three types of adverbial are adjunct, disjunct and
conjunct. [Unit 6] An adjunct is an adverbial that
describes where, when, why, how, for whom, with what,
how much, etc the action described in the sentence is
carried out. A disjunct is an adverbial that makes a
comment about what is being said in the rest of the
sentence. A conjunct is an adverbial that serves as a link
between sentences or parts of sentences.

This section summarizes the main points of what has been said
so far about verbs.

1

The subj,ect of a sentence is the word or group of words
that names the person or thing being talked about in the
sentence. [Unit 2]

2

The predicat:e of a sentence is everything that is not part
of the subject of the sentence. [Unit 2] The verb in a
sentence is the vv'ord or group of words that says something
about what the subject of the sentence is doing, what is
happening to the subject of the sentence, etc. [Unit 2]

7 A vDcative is a word or group of words used to address
someone or something directly. [Unít 9]

8

An -Ex-cJamatj'OJl is a word or group of words that expresses
strong emotion, such as surprise or pain or pleasure, or
that is used to attract someone's attention. [Unit 9]

9

The flJj1,Ct]DJ1 of a word or word-group in a sentence is the
role it plays in that sentence, e.g. subject, verb, direct
object, adverbial, etc. [Unit 7] A function slot, or simply
slot, is any part of a sentence that i5, or could be, filled
by a word or word-group that has a particular function.
[Unit 7]

The verb in a sentence agrees with its subject. [Unit 3]
A verb that has a direct object is a transitive verbo A verb
that has no direct object is an intransitive verbo [Unit 4]
A verb that has both a direct object and a complement is a
complex transitive verbo [Unit 5]
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The dir;ect nlJj2ct of a sentence is the person or thing that
is most directly affeeted by the action or state described
by the verb, for example, what the subject of the sentence
has, or gets, or does something to, or does something
with. [Unit 4]

4

The word or word-group that describes the person or thing
that the direet object is given to or done {ay, etc is the
jJ1d~re'ctobje'ct of the sentence. [Unit 4]

5

A comp~'emEn¡ is a word or group of words that says
something about the subjeet or object of a sentenee.
[Unit 5]

lOA part D{ ,;spre-e:ch is a class of words that all have the
5ame grammaticaf characteristics, e.g. noun, verb,
adjective, adverb, preposition, etc. [Unit 8]

Words belonging to one part of speech may have different
functions in a sentence, and on the other hand words
belonging to different parts of speech may fulfil the same
function in a 5entence.

A eomplement that says something about the subject of a
sentence is a subject-complement; a complement that
says something about the direct object of a sentence is an
object-com plement.
6

An adv.-erbial is a word or group of words that provides
information about when, where, why, how, etc the action
or state described in a sentence takes place, or that makes
some comment about what is said in the rest of the
sentence. [U n it 6]
[ 35 ]
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Phrases and their Functions
An adverb phrase is a phrase that has an adverb in it and
that can fill the same slot in a sentence as an adverb:

A phrase is any group of two or more words that can
occupy the same function slot in a sentence as a
single word:

Orive carefully! (adverb)
Orive very carefully! (adverb phrase)

Mary sings. (word)
Mary is singing. (phrase)

A verb phrase is a phrase that can function in the same way

Michael is here. (word)
Mary's father is here. (phrase)

as a single verb:

She sings beautifully. (verb)
She is singing beautifully. (verb phrase)
She can sing beautifully. (verb phrase)

a fast car (word)
a very fast car (phrase)
A preposiUonal pnlase is a phrase that begins with
a preposition:
'''~~':'~'~''
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preposition:

in the water
on the table

.~:t~." ~-i~ 2 t' -i-~ -; .. ~~"~t"a S El? 1
?~)

A phrasal veril is an expression consisting of a lexical verb
followed by an adverb, a preposition, or both an adverb and a

-- -- ---'

Prepositional

Rá j e e U ,1 e P h r-2 s e s
and Rójec1[u:a[
P fl ra s e s

She came back.
This belongs to me.
How do you put up with all that noise 7

An adjecUve ¡::¡hrase is a phrase that can occupy the
same position in a sentence as a single adjective:

a big dog (adjective)
a very big dog (adjective phrase)
an irrit.ating man (adjective)
an extremely irritating man (adjective phrase)

A nüUM phrase is a phrase that can occupy me same
position in a sentence as a noun or pronoun:

john is here again. (noun)
He is here again. (pronoun)
That old man is here again. (noun phrase)

[ 36 ]
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Phrases and their
Functions
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The word 'phrase'
comes from Greek
phrasis, meaning 'a
way of speaking'.

d

Like adverb phrases, prepositional phrases most often fill
adverbial slots in sentences.
;3 A phrase is not just any string of words that happen to be

Phr-ase?

next to each other in a sentence. In order to be a phrase,
words must occupy or belong to one single slot (subject, or
verb, or direct object, etc) in a sentence. Words that belong
to two or more slots in a sentence are not phrases.

Phrases

The following groups of words are therefore not phrases,
because they run across the boundary between two slots
(marked by'/,) in the sentences they are taken from:

A phrase is any group of two or more words that can
occupy the same slot in a sentence as a single word.

old man lau!Jhed (The old rnan / laughed. - subject + verb)
kicked john's (She / kicked / john's leg. - subject + verb +
direct object)

Bruce laughed. (noun as subject)
My !Jrandfather laughed. (noun phrase as subject)
The old man laughed. (noun phrase as subject)

bou!Jht his mother (He / bought / his rnother / sorne flowers.
- subject + verb + indirect object + direct object)

She kicked john hard. (noun as direct object)
She kicked john's le!J hard. (noun phrase as direct object)
She kicked john's sore le!J hard. (noun phrase as direct object)

sin!Js liIee (She / sings / Iike an ange/. - subject
adverbial)

+ verb +
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He bought Kim sorne flowers. (noun as indirect object)
He bought his mother sorne flowers. (noun phrase as indirect

On the other hand, the old man, john's leg, his mother and
Iike an angel are phrases because they do occupy single
slots in their sentences.

object)

He bought his !JjY1friend's mother sorne flowers. (noun
phrase as indirect object)

':miI
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We have to use
'predicator' here in
order to avoid
confusion between
the sentence
function 'verb' and
the part of speech
'verb'.

ie

Sandra lau!Jhed. (verb as predicator)
Sandra was lau!Jhin!J. (verb phrase as predicator)
Sandra will be lau!Jhin!J. (verb phrase as predicator)

..

She sings beautifuJly. (adverb as adverbial)
She sings absolutely beautifully. (adverb phrase as
adverbial)

She sings so very beautifully. (adverb phrase as adverbial)

A phrase need not always correspond exactly to one of the main
sentence slots (subject, verb, direct obJect, etc). Though it cannot be
larger than a single slot, a phrase may not on its own completely fill a
whole slot: it may be part of a larger phrase. That is to say, there can
be phrases within phrases.
For example, an adjective phrase is a group of words that can
occupy the same position in a sentence as a single adjective:
big dogs (adjective)
surprisingly big dogs (adjective phrase)
quite surprisingly big dogs (adjective phrase)

Note, however, that a prepositional phrase is a phrase that
begins with a preposition, NOT one that fills the same slot as a
preposition:

Why aren't you at school today7
Most owls sleep durin!J the day.
Your wife has been in an accidento
She stepped back in horror.
Under the circumstances, I think we should leave now.

But the adjective phrase quite surprisingly big is itself part of the
larger noun phrase quite surprisingly big dogs.
Therefore, in the sentence
Although he lives in a very small fiar, Tom owns quite surprisingly big

dogs.

[ 37 ]
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The head of an adverb phrase is the main adverb in the phrase:
the words quite surprisingly big dogs form a noun phrase filling
the direct object slot. But within that noun phrase there is an
adjective phrase quite surprisingly big, describing the dogs. The
adjective phrase does not, therefore, completely fill the direct object
slot, although the noun phrase does.

very foolishly
well enough
The head of a verb phrase is the main verb in the phrase:

In another sentence, however, the same adjective phrase may well fill
a complete slot:
Tom's dogs are quite surprisingly big. (= subject-complement)

should hove known
will be coming

On the other hand, in yet another sentence the noun phrase quite
surprisingly big dogs could itself be part of a larger prepositional
phrase filling the adverbial slot:
Tom lives in a very sma/l flat with quite surprisingly big dogs.

The head of a prepositional phrase is the preposition that
introduces the phrase:

in the gorden
wirh o knife
between you ond me

There can, therefore, be phrases within phrases within phrases - in
this case an adjective phrase (quite surprisingly big) within a noun
phrase (quite surprisingly big dogs) within a prepositional phrase
(Wit/1 quite surprisingly big dogs).
(..

Although the words that form phrases usually stand next to one
another, they may not always do so. Phrases can be found split into
separate parts:
Are you coming with us 7 (split verb phrase)
How did you do thatl (split verb phrase)
5he will almost certainly not come. (split verb phrase)
Tom's - how sha/ll put it 7 - partner is my sister. (split noun phrase)
Who should I give this letter ro 7 (split prepositional phrase)
Where did you get ¡hat from 7 (split prepositional phrase)
5he looked at me with, I fe le intense loathing. (split prepositional phrase)

Phrases are named after the part of speech (noun, verb,
adjective, etc) that the head of the phrase belongs too
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Although split into parts, such phrases still fill single slots in their
sentences, not two slots.

2.

These books are eotirely suitable.
,'ve looked everywhere for my hikiog boots.

3.
4.

Televisioo is dreadful these days.
My cOlJsio's wife weot 00 holiday to Peru.

5.

6.

Sadly, ,he died of her iojuries.
The plumber's bill sbould bave beeo paid last week.

7.

Tbere's a terrible draught io tbis room.

/.

Heads
The head of a phrase is the word in the phrase that defines
what sort of phrase it ¡s.

8.
9.

For example, the head of a noun phrase is the noun that is
being described in that phrase:

/0.

The head of an adjective phrase is the adjective in the phrase:

~

very sil/y
quite surprisingly gooá
big enough

My pareots are very keeo

00

..

Check whether the
words do 01' do not
cross the boundaries
between sentence
slots.

sailiog.

/2.

/3.

A removal van pulled up outside the house.

/4.

Do you take sugar 7
He pulled some coios out of his pocket.

/5.
/6.

( Handy Hint )
-------_ --

You're makiog too much ooise.
A copper bracelet is said to be a cure for rbeumatism.
Sbe left bome at the age of sixteen.
Tbey saw various straoge objects 00 tbe table.

//.

hot water
)ohn's new puppy
o very silly mistake

Which of the underlined groups of words in the following
sentences are phrases 7

Their daughter plays tbe piaoo aod the harp.

fJ1Yt
[ 38 ]
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Phrases, Clauses and
Sentences
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[ [ ) In the sentences in the aboye exercise, look at the word
groups that are phrases and say what their functions are
in the sentence (subject, verb, direct object, complement,
etc).

PrepDsitjDna~

Phrases

At the same time, say why the underlined words that are
not phrases aren't phrases.
Prepositional ?hras-es

(TI

Say what sort of phrases (noun phrase, verb phrase, etc)
the underlined word-groups in the following sentences
are, and circle the word that is the head of each phrase.

l.

We will consider your suggestion carefully.

2.

There were sorne lovely ¡¡trie calves in the field.

3.

Her criticisms were totally unjustified.

4.

We stared at her in amazement.

5.

By evening they had still not reached the farmhouse.

6.

The hole needs to be just a Ijtrle bit bigger.

7.

Tim sat down and poured himself a very large whisky.

A prepositional phrase is a phrase that consists of a
preposition followed by, for example, a noun, a pronoun, a
noun phrase or an adverb.

Who's that talking to George?
We saw her in town the other day
They managed it between them.
Shona was playing with her new puppy.
Children have to learn to eat with a knife and fork.
In 1965 / was still at scnoo!.
To whom should I address my remarks?
Since wnen have you been in charge here?
What's in there 7

::[: Gramma r He1P::)
So me people believe
that it is wrong to
end a sentence with
a preposition.
Although there is a
tendency to avoid
doing this in very
formal English, it is
certainly not wrong
in normal everyday
English to end a
sentence with a
preposition:
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8.

You must take a lot more exercise.

9.

I was completely exhausted by the time I got home.

/ O.

There were two small boys standing on the doorstep.

/ ,.

The bull's death could have been caused by any of a number of
things.

/2.

That is a very serious allegation.

13.

1:::l..a.iLe you ever h.e..e.n to France?
I~aning

/4.

He was

15.

An even more worrying thought occurred to her.

A prepositional phrase may sometimes be split into two parts:

Who did you give it t0 7
What can I cut it with 7
What are we standing here for 7

against the wall when suddenly it collapsed.

16.

I ran home yery quickly indeed after that.

17.

There's no point in making yet another unsuccessful atrempt.

18.

How.c..o..u.ld. you belieye such nonsense?

19.
20.

The hole isn't quite big enough.

'3 The head of a prepositional phrase is the preposition it begins

with:

in silence
on the bed
from a distance
with difficulty
to my room

Luckily I was wearing my steel-toed boots.

To whom should I give
rhe book? (formal
English)
Who should I give rhe
book ro? (everyday
English)
To which 9YOUP do
vou belong? (formal
English)
Which 9YOUP do vou
be long ro? (everyday
English)

The rest of the prepositional phrase is called the object or
complement of the preposition:
[ 39 ]

in silence
on the bed
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Functions of Prepositional Phrases
• Two of the main functions of prepositional phrases in
sentences are as adverbials (adjuncts, disjuncts and
conjuncts) and as complements (both subject-complements
and object-complements):

Prepositional phrases may themselves be the complements
of prepositions in larger prepositional phrases:

Complemef1ts:
Up till now, we have
looked on Iy at the
sen ten ce fU/lctions
'object' and
'complement',
describing the roles
of words and word
groups within whole
sentences.
Here, on the other
hand, we are dealing
with a phrase
function. 'Object of
preposition' 01'
'complement of
preposition' denotes
a role played by
words and word
groups specifically
within phrases
rather than within
sentences.

Funetions

from a distance
with difficulty
to my room

There was a lot of noise coming from berdnd t:frc doo/'.

1 Prepositional phrases as adjuncts (saying where, when,
how, with what, for whom, etc):

Sorne very odd-Iooking creatures crawled out from under the
stones.

The cat was on the table.
In Scotland ít sorne times snows in summer.
I paint with great enthusiasm but with litrle skill.
leven baked a cake for her.

And there are other word-groups that may be the complements
of prepositions:

In sayil1g tf1at, I don't wish to sound rude.
From what Jolrl1 said, I don't think he was very pleased.
11;

2 Prepositional phrases as disjuncts (making a comment
on the rest of the sentence):

A prepositional phrase may be modified (that ¡s, emphasized
or limited in so me way) by an adverb:

To my surpríse, there was no-one there.

The dog was Iying rifjfH beside the gate.
It is quite beyond belief that you could be so stupid.
The dungeons are dircctfy beneat/1 uso
I'm not doing this Siti:P[Y for my benefit.

To Mrs Brown's relief, the storm hadn't damaged her fruít
bushes.
In all fairness, I don't think we can blame her for what
happened.
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Therefore. in the
sentence

The books were Iying
on rhe rabie.

the words on the
rabIe are a
prepositional phrase
functioning as an
adverbial (a sentence
function), and the
table is a noun
phrase functioning
as the object 01'
complement of the
preposition an
(a phrase function).

E Prepositional phrases sometimes come in pairs, especially in
certain idioms:

3 Prepositional phrases as

njuncts (Iinking sentences):

You're not going diving. For a start, you can't swim.

The dog was wagging its tail frof!'! side (o side.
I see him (rom time to time.
We're going to clean this house (rOi1! top te bottom.
jenny was grinning frOll'l ea/' to ea/'.

In the first place, you don't know how to dive. For another
thing, you can't afford it.

4 Prepositional phrases as S'uhject-comple:ments:

Your work is of great value.
His opinion is of little interest to me.

CGrammar Help).

S Prepositional phrases as object-comp¡ements:

Preposrtiona! phra.ses should not be confused with comp1ex
prepositions. Complex prepositions are groups of two 01' three words that
together act as a single preposition:

We considered the information of litrle importance.
He found the work boring and beneath his dignity.

In spire of the rain, we still had a picnic.
The play had to be cancelled due ro the illness of the leading lady.
They were standing in fronr of the shop.
There's no-one here aparr from me.

•

Other complex prepositions are because 0(, by means af. except far,
in case 0(, by way of, on behalf 0(, an accaunt 0(, awing to, with respect to,
with regard ta and along with.

eJ'

(:0

L.· · .
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A prepositional phrase may modify (that is to say, describe
or identify) a preceding noun in much the same way as an
adjective does:

Who is that man with red hair? (= that red-haired man)
He is aman of honour. (= an honourable man)
They greeted us with screams of delight. (= delighted screams)

Em

r

~

phrases, cla

Llses

and

~

¡

The train at p/atform 6 is the 10.35 to London Euston.
The Iight at the front door suddenly went out.
Who wrote 'The Man in the Iron Mask?

1

A prepositional phrase may equally modify a following noun:

~<
Notí ce that when a
e
prepositiOnal phras
rnodifies a followin9
n
, it is always
oun
hyphenated.

Phmses and their
Funetions

Haw to rlistJngulsh between similar ?rEposi!ional Phrases
:1! Prepositional phrases that function as adverbials can
sometimes look very similar to prepositional phrases that
function as complements of adjectives, verbs, etc.

He made a few off-the-cuff remarks and sat down again. (= a
few unprepared remarks, thought up at the time of speaking)

Notice the differences between the following pairs of
sentences:

These offences are subject to on-the-spot fines. (= immediate
fines)

Mary was sick on the bus. (adverbial - says where she was sick)
Mary was sick of waiting. (complement - says what she was
sick of)

I don't Iike his in-your-face style of speaking. (= his rather
aggressive style of speaking)

5he decided on the way home. (adverbial - says when she
decided)
5he decided on the black dress. (complement - says what she
chose)

We need an in-depth survey of the state of the roads.

A prepositional phrase may also modify an adjective or the
word not or -n', (that is, it may emphasize them or weaken
their force):

5he shows great skill for such a young girl. (adverbial
makes a comment)
5he shows great skill in tapestry. (complement - says what
she is ski/fui at)

Your behaviour was foolish in the extreme. (= extremely foolish)
We weren't worried in the slightest.
I am not in the least surprised.
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Note tha t this is yet
another sens e of the
vVo 'complement'.
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complement of
an adjective, a verb, a noun or an adverb. The complement
of an adjective, verb, noun or adverb is a group of words
that follows it and provides further information relating to it:

.:.:.J A prepositional phrase may function as the

-.

My parents are very keen on ope¡(~?
5he is very fond of her grandchiJdr.en.
There's no need to be afraid of .10EJ5.
The dog was very possessive abctlt ;t5 puppies.
My daughter is very good with hoyses.
f've decided on the bJack dreno
Tom insisted OH a vale.
I won't comment on that.
At this very moment there are people who are dying of hunqey.
There's no point in OUy beinq here.
What is the purpose of this visir?
Could we have a jug of water, please 7
I think I got an unfair share af the bJame.
5he shows a remarkable aptitude {ar mathematics.
5he quickly moved away from the wall.

Complements, however, cannot normally do this - they must follow
the words that they are complements of.
...

¡
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Notice that adverbials can usually move to the beginning of their
sentences:
On the bus, Mary was sick.
On the way horne, she decided.
For suclJ a young girl, she shows great skill.

,._-

.

Another difference between adverbials and complements is that
prepositional phrases functioning as adverbials can have any of a
wide range of prepositions as their heads:
Mary was sick on the bus
in the cal'
at the bus-stop
over the floor
beside rhe telephone
With complements, however, the choice of preposition is much more
restricted
Mary was sick of waiting eBUT NOT sick at waiting, sick in waiting, sick on
waiting).
In fact, the prepositions in complements are determined by the words
that the complements are attached to. Nouns, verbs and adjectives, in
particular, usually have one, sometimes more than one, preposition
that they must be followed by:
keen on. good at, tired of. angry with, annoyed at

~Grammar Help~
These prepositions
are sometimes
called customary
prepositions.

&J

Functions

•

think about, laugh ato sneer at
belief in. fear of. aptitude foro desire foro love of

Two prepositional phrases may stand next to each other in a
sentence but with different functions:

and so on.

Her grandmother was sitting in an aymchaiY with /1er caro

The choice of customary preposition may depend on the sense of the
word or on what follows the preposition:
She is good ar maths.
She is good wirh children.
Fruit is good (or you.

Her grandmother was sitting in an aymchaiY Witl1 old,
frayed cus/1iOtfs.
In the first sentence, both in an armchair and with her cat are
adverbials, describing where and how the grandmother was

He was angry ar the delay.
He was angry wirh you because you were late.

sitting:
Her grandmother was sitting in an aymchaiy.
Her grandmother was sitting with hey cato

•

Prepositional phrases that modify (that is, describe or identify)
nouns are often hard to distinguish from ones that are
complements of nouns (that is, that give more information
about what the nouns relate to).

In the second sentence, however, the phrase with o/d, frayed
cushions is not an adverbial but is modifying (describing)
the chair. There is, therefore, only one adverbial in the
sentence: in an armchair with o/d, frayed cushions.

Notice the differences between these pairs of sentences:
The bag on the table is mine. (modification - identifies which

1

She was holding a bag of potatoes. (complement - says what
was in the bag)

I

Similarly, in the sentence
Who lives in that house on Ore 11i1/?

bag)

the phrase on the hil/ is modifying (identifying) the house,
so again the structure of the sentence is subject + verb +
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I

I

The answer in the book is wrong. (modification - identifies
where the answer is)
The answer to your problem lies in yourself. (complement
gives information about what the answer relates to)

I

adverbial: Who / lives / in that house on the hil/?

Of course, there may be more than two prepositional
phrases together in a sentence. Here is one with three:

Her grandmother was sitting in an aymchair wi1b hey cat
beside her.

The problems in the office can easily be sorted out.
(modification - says where the problems are)
The problem with John is that he's too shy. (complement
gives information about who the problem relates to)

In this sentence, beside her is an adverbial, saving where the
cat was.

CGra;~a~i?>

In this next sentence, there are four prepositional phrases
together:

Here again. the choice of prepositions is much wider in phrases that are
modifying the preceding noun than in those that are complements of the
preceding noun:
the problems in the office
on the roads
under the sea

Her grandmother was sitting in an aymchair with a cup

o.t

1..e.Jl in hey hand.

Here the phrases in an armchair, with a cup
in her hand are adverbials, and, in addition,
complement of 'cup'.

of tea and
of tea is the

n

I:r.fA
~..
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Piek out the prepositional phrases in the following
sentenees. Underline the head and eirele the eomplement
of eaeh prepositional phrase.

Phrases and their
Funetions

Say whether the prepositional phrases in the following
sentenees are funetioning as adjunets. funetioning as
eomplements or modifying nouns.

l.

He raised the cup to his lips and drank deeply.
This is an exception to the general rule,
I saw a strange man on the bus.

1.

In the corner, on a blanket, laya huge black cat.

2,
3.

2.

The match was cancelled because of the weather.

4.

The man on the bus was wearing a tattered old coat.

3.

In Britain such a thing would never have happened.

4.

Where are we going to?

5.
6.

Molly was rather surprised at Tom's behaviour.
The boat was heading away at full speed.

5.

I waited anxiously for her reply.

7.

Mrs Park wasn't pleased at the de/ay.

6.

Amongst other things, I'm a writer.

8.

There's no doubt about it. That's the man I saw.

On behalf of my family, I would like to thank you all for your
good wishes.

9.

Gradually the noise behind them died away.

7.
8.

We got the car started without much trouble.

10.
".

9.

Apart from the kitchen it's a lovely flat.

12.

10.

With increasing alarm, she looked to see ifthe man was still there.

".
12.

She pulled out a box from under the bed.
He pressed a coin into the man's hand.

The house has rather suffered from neglect recently.
Put the toys in that box.
The little girl was glowing with pride.
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Piek out the prepositional phrases in the following
sentenees and say what their funetion is in the sentenee
(i.e. is the phrase an adjunct, a disjunet or a eonjunet, or
is it modifyi ng someth ing?).

1.

The meal was eaten in silence.

2.

To their horror, the vase slipped from his grasp and fell to the
floor.

3.

She studied the picture for a few minutes with great interest.

4.

The man in front of me seemed to have lost his wallet.

5.

This dress is meant to be worn off the shoulder.

6.

She was wearing an off-the-shoulder dress.

7.

The Smiths live in the house on the corner of the street.

8.

I don't mind in the least.

9.

The clothes were Iying in apile on the floor.

10.

The clothes in that pile on the floor are mine.

".
12.

In my opinion, we're lost.
If you pull and I push at the same time, we should manage to
move the caro

13.

In that case, 1'11 let you decide what to do.

14.

There's a bird with a broken wing in the garden.

i"
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Functions of Adjective Phrases
Like adjectives, adjective phrases have two main functions.

RdjecHue Phrases ano Adjectiual

11 Adjective phrases modify nouns:

Phrases

a very exciting proposal
a surprisingly easy exam
a good enough result

Adjective Phrases
•

Adjective phrases functíon as subject-complements or

object-complements:

An adjective phrase is any phrase that has an adjective
as its head and that can occupy the same position as a
single adjective in a noun phrase or fill the same slot as a
single adjective in a sentence.

Her proposal was very exciting.
The results were good enough.
You've made us very proud.
That was awfully sil/y of yOU, wasn't it?
Let's consida the subject pretty well e/osed.
Pat the fruit completely dry with some kitchen papero

Her behaviour was unbelievable. (adjective)
Her behaviour was absolutely unbelievable. (adjective

4C:Grammar Help~
An adjective or
adjective phrase that
precedes the noun
it modifies is said
to be attributive
/;¡'tnbjutlv/:
a green cal'
a very large dog
An adjective or
adjective phrase that
functions as a
complement is said
to be predicative
/PrI'dlbtlv/:
His new cal' is green.
Their dog is absolutely
enormouS.

phrase)

Adjectlve Phrases and Adjectivcd Phrases

We considered her behaviour unacceptable. (adjective)
We considered her behaviour completely unacceptable.

www.IELTS4U.blogfa.com
Adjective phrases are sometimes called adjectival /adSlk'taIV;:l!/
phrases but, to avoid confusíon, the two terms are best kept

(adjective phrase)

/t was lA l1appy marriage. (adjective)
/t was a very happy marriage. (adjective phrase)

separate.

An adjective phrase is a phrase that has an adjective as its head:

i1 The head of an adjective phrase is the adjective in that phrase:

/ was absolutely amazed at what / saw.
The dog was extremely {.~,.otecl1ve of the baby.
5he was wearing quite ddicu(ous shoes.
Can't yOU find something more se.lfsibte to do?

abso/utely unbelievable
quite good
reallyeasy
strong enough

An adjectival phrase, on the other hand, is any phrase that
can function like an adjective, for example by modifying a
noun. Not only adjective phrases, therefore, but also noun
phrases, prepositional phrases, and other types of phrase can
be classedas 'adjectival phrases':

CGramma r He1P.l0
The words most commonly found along with adjectives in adjective
phrases are adverbs, such as very, s/ight/y, extreme/y, real/y, {air/y, quite,
pretty, so, enough, etc.

We had a (ive-hour de/ay at the airport.
/t was very much a last-minute decision.
This is a good examp/e of a 1 5th-century cast/e.
Our company be/ieves in on-t/1e-job training.
We've done an in-depth survey.
/ must have reliab/e. up-to-date information.
/ need a (ast-acting medicine.

Adverbs in adjective phrases modify the adjectives, that is, they increase
or weaken their force:
She was really angry.
I was very surprised.
She was slightly annoyed.
I was somewhat surprised.
~.

..
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((Spell ing Note~
Notice that adjective phrases preceding the nouns they modify do not need
hyphens:
an absolutely incredible idea
a strong enough piece of wood
a widely held belief
socially unacceptable behaviour

W

The other types of adjectival phrases are hyphenated when they precede
the nouns they are modifying:
an up-to-date repon
a slow-moving vehicle

However, sometimes a hyphen is added between an adverb ending in -Iy
and an adjective when what is being expressed is felt to be a single idea:
mentally-handicapped children
a Iightly-boiled egg

And if the adverb is wel/, better, best, il/, worse or worst, or any adverb
(such as fast or little) that might be confused with an adjective because it
doesn't end in o/y, then there must be a hyphen:
a well-I<nown writer
the best-Ioved make of car
an iI/-conceived plan
a fast-aetitlg medicine
a little-kI1own fact

Phrases and their
Funetions

Some of the adjectives in the sentences aboye have
complements. Identify these complements.

Underline the adjectival phrases in the following
sentences, and add hyphens where necessary.

,.

A first past the post voting system means that the candidate
who gets the most votes wins.

2.

The most sensible way of going about this would be to borrow
the money from a bank.

3.

This is the all in one solution to all your decorating problems.

4.
5.

The country has a serious balance of payments problem.
She's a totally normal teenager.

6.

There was something strangely familiar about the mano

7.

Meeting the president was a never to be forgotten experience.

8.

She glanced at him with an oh my goodness look on her face.
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In other positions, hyphens are not needed:
5he is well Imown as a writer.
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Underline the adjective phrases in the following
sentences:
That wasn't very sensible, was it?

2.

Exercise is very good for you.

3.

We knew we were totally lost.

4.

She's absolutely impervious to criticismo

5.

The trees were completely covered in golden leaves.

6.

We're very proud of our children.

7.

I'm really surprised at your behaviour.

8.

How on earth can you be feeling so calm about all this?

9.

There is an extremely small risk of contamination.

10.

e8

1.

We were utterly exhausted.

I

I

I
I

I
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Sometimes a pronoun can be the head of a noun phrase:
That's a big one.
I'd like those red ones.
They both knew the truth.
Are all U1ese for me?
Have you anythil1fj new to telf me?

Noun Phrases

"'aun Phrases

CGrarnrnar Hel

p>

Among the words that can be found with nouns and pronouns in noun

A naun phrase is any phrase that has a noun as its head
and that can occupy the same slot as a single noun or
pronoun in a larger phrase or in a sentence.

phrases are:
adjectives and participles:

empry boxes
small green apples
[hose sil/y Uttle boys
a rall Spanish woman
a broken branch
a sudden bUnding Iight

Oogs frighten me. (noun)
Big dogs frighten me. (noun phrase)

descriptive nouns:

She ran outside to play. (pronoun)
The litt/e gil'/ ran outside to play. (noun phrase)

paper towels
a srone wall
an iron mask

Oon't touch that. (pronoun)
Oon't touch those books. (noun phrase)

determiners, such as ajan, the, my, his, their, some, this, that:
an orange
rhe president

www.IELTS4U.blogfa.com
her new car
my Job
some people
rhese books
every right-minded citizen

She carne with Margaret. (noun)
She carne with her o/del' sister. (noun phrase)

predeterminers (words which precede determíners), such as all. both, half:

Other examples of noun phrases are:

AII the best seats were taken.
I need borh these books.
Half the fruit was bad.
Whar a good idea'
He is such a nice persono
quo.ntifiers, such as many, much, few, litt/e, several, enough:
Many people consider him a hero.
I have read several books on the subject.
We don't have much food lef[ and we don't have enough money to buy any more.
We've had very Urtle news of them lately.
numeral s, such as two, three, first, second:
These four books are alll need.
The firsr rhree correct entries will win a prize.

She gave him a great big kiss.
They're both excellent teachers.
There's a ta/f, good-Iooking man outside who wants to talk to
you.
They're in the back garden.
He had been watching her all evening.
He's such a kind mano
I started this project without very much enthusiasm.

and possessives:

He picked up the ornate/y decorated wine-g/ass and took a
small sipo

That's John's caro

m The head

of a noun phrase is the noun being described or
referred to in the phrase:

(['~~

her older sister
a great big kiss
manya pleasant day

~,
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Woro OrdoerL1 i'l o \-1 n Ph ras es

T
1

The words that precede a noun or pronoun in a noun
phrase follow a certain order.

2 Continuing towards the head of the phrase, next again are
adjectives denoting age (new, old, young, etc) and then
adjectives denoting colour (for example black, brown, red,
white, etc):

a beautiful old cal'
a pretty new blue dress

la In first position in noun phrases come the predeterminers,
determiners, quantifiers and numerals, in that order:

3 To the right again come participles (for example broken,
cut, laughing, singing, woven, etc), sometimes preceding

5he was carrying severallarge black books.
Who owns those two cars 7
They own both these big yachts.

and sometimes following the colour adjectives:

a strange carved idol
a lovely green woven scarf OR a lovely woven green scarf

Ordinal numbers (first, second, third, etc, and also last)
come before cardinal numbers (one, two, three, etc):

~(Grammar Help:')

the first six contestants
the last two riden
~

;3>. /\ \
Phrases and their
Functians

Many adjectives in English end in -ing and -ed, such as disturbing,
interesting, surprising, frightened, offended, relieved, surprised, worried,
and therefore look like participles. (In fact, in origin they were participles.)

After this group of words come the adjectives and other
descriptive words.

CGrammar Help>
Participles are the
parts of verbs used
to form the
continuous tenses
and the perfect
tenses:
I arn going harne.
(present partieiple)

We were singing /aud/y.
(present partieiple)

They have mended the
vase. (past partieiple)

Such adjectives are found in the 'general adjective' position in the noun
phrase, not the participle position:
an interesting o/d rusting gate NOT an o/d rusting interesting gate
a frightened YOLlnfj escaped prisaner NOT el YOLlng escaped frightened prisoner
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It is important to note that the order of adjectives in a noun
phrase is not entirely free. Certain categories of adjective
must always precede or follow others within the phrase:

4 To the right again come adjectives denoting countries,

a big green cal' NOT a green big cal'
an old Russian cal' NOT a Russian old cal'

peoples, tribes, and so on, for example Californian,
French, )apanese, Roman, etc:

1 Closest to the determiners, etc come the general descriptive
adjectives:

an excel!ent French wine
a little japanese dol!

a disturbing outlook on life
an amazing coincidence
a beautiful tapestry
an urgent telephone cal!

5 Nearest to the head of the phrase stand:
• adjectives and nouns that describe what the substance
is made out of or what it resembles (for example brass,

cardboard, iron, leather, metal, paper, steel, stone,
wooden, woollen, etc):

~Grammar Help~

a brass band
a long iron rod
a strange Celtic stone carving

When there are two or more descriptive adjectives of this type in a noun
phrase, there are certain tendencies with regard to order that are worth noting.
For example, nice tends to come at the beginning of the group:
a nice comfortable house NOT a cornfortab/e nice house

• adjectives that mean 'relating to - ' (for example atomic,

Adjectives expressing opinions usually precede adjectives expressing facts:
a beautiful big house NOT a big beautifu/ house ('beautiful' expresses an

biological, criminal, historical, medical, moral,
philosophical, political, social, etc)

opinion, 'big' states a faet)

.D

Adjectives denoting size usually precede adjectives denoting shape:
a small square box NOT a square srna// box
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Sentences

2 Another type consists of a direct object or complement plus
a participle:

an important social gathering
a boring polítical speech
• nouns being used descriptively (for example church,
school, etc), and other words that most closely define
what the noun refers to:

man-eating sharks (= sharks that eat people)
a good-Iooking boy (= a boy who looks good)
labour-saving devices

a small church choir
a national economic recovery plan
a school choir
•

3 A third category of modifying phrase is the prepositional phrase:

an on-top-of-the-world feeling
a rather over-the-top suggestion

Putting all the above rules of word arder together, we can
see that the following noun phrase is grammatically correct
(though highly unlikely!):

4 There are many other types of phrase that can modify nouns:

a four-page essay
a month-Iong wait
four-day-old chicks
a fifty-pence piece
a human-rights activist
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation
a one-woman show
an after-dinner speech
a world-famous composer
ten-pin bowling
a hit-and-run accident
a make-or-break situation
an out-of-the-body experience

both the first two nice interesting small round old black rusting
French steel atomic reactors
Many of the adjectives in such a phrase could, of course, be
modified by an adverb, so instead of adjectives we would
have adjective phrases, but still in the same arder (and
notice that in arder to make the structure of the noun phrase
clearer, it is helpful to insert commas after every adjective
phrase):

(

Handy Hi nt )
Hyphenation is often
very im portant for
making your meaninc
clear.
Compare the
following sentences:
four day-old chicks (=
four chicks that are a
day old)
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both the first two very nice, extremely interesting, quite small,
fairly rounc/, rather o/d, depressingly black, badly rusting,
typically French, steel atomic reactors

Other examples of noun phrases with a number of
descriptive phrases are:

(:spell i ng He 1 ~§

There were thirty-odd
people al the meeting.

(= about thirty people)

There were thirty oda
people at the meeting.

(= thirty str"ange

people)

¡ the

words are linked by hyphens:
a bad·tempered old man
a three-inch steel pin
a never·to-be·forgotten experience
out-of-date equipment

I

:
,

Other types of adjectival phrase can modify a following
noun in a noun phrase.

Phrases of the -ed and -ín9 type are also hyphenated when used
predicatively (that ¡s, in complements):
He was very bad·tempered this morning.
He's very good-Iooking, isn't he?

1 One common type of phrase that modifies a following noun
or noun phrase has the general structure adjective + noun

Other types of phrase are generally not hyphenated in complements:
The equipment was completely out of date.
His suggestions were rather over the topo
It was an expel'ience that was never to be forgotten.

+ -ed:

cm»

(~

I Note that in all these phrases that modify following nouns 01" noun phrases,

the last four new blue Cerman plastic model aeroplanes
the next great British girl pop group

a
a
a
a

four-day·old chicks

chicks that are four
days old)

bad-tempered old man (= aman who has abad temper)
four-Iegged animal (= an animal that has four legs)
good-natured laugh
blonde-haired, blue-eyed little girl

I

! Words
,
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of the adjective + noun +-ed type that are very well established as
compounds may be written as a single word rather than with a hyphen:

L

Sue's so bigheaded l
How could you be so hardhearted?

~.

~

rases, Clauses and
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E:tJ:ensioi15 of tne Noun Phrase

.~ A noun phrase may also function as an

I gave the old beggar money for a cup of tea.
Tom took his wife sorne flowers.
I've lent your brother my caro
She promised her children a trip to the zoo.

A noun or pronoun may be modified by a following word or
phrase.
¡>.... G

.

~

rammar

H 1;:) 1II A noun or pronoun may be modified by a following adjective
e p ..
"·
or a d
ljectlve
p h rase:

.n adjective that
+f)/Iows the nou n it
,rlodifies is called a

~ Noun phrases may be

AII the people i:oncerned have been informed of the change
of plan.

ost positive

The president eJect will be addressing the meeting.

adjective.

I

Those present knew that something important was happening.

I

I need something even sJ.rongeY.
;¡'I

indirect object:

Phrases and rheir
Funcrions

i

A noun or pronoun may be modified by a following

¡

prepositional phrase:
I see the house on the corner has been sold.
Her husband is a tall man with long black hair.

,r

subject-complements:

John is a gifted teacher.
That's a very good idea.
The rain was a great relief.
She'll make him a good wife.
Or object-complements:

We consider John a very good teacher.
They've elected me chairman.
He made her his personal assistant.
We named our daughter Elizabeth.
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:zl A noun phrase may often function as an adverbial, for

example saving when or how something is done:

:1 Nouns may equally be followed by complements (see

page 76):

What a beautiful vase of flowers'
There was a sudden gust of wind.
Do you realize the absurdity of our position 7
I don't understand her enthusiasm (or stamp-collecting.
A bird's life involves a constant search forIood.
I had the satisfaction of doing something useful.
They had grasped the impossibility of escaping from the isJand.

i

I

I
I
¡
¡

Functions of Noun Phrases
;¡JI

-:a

You're in great danger.
They watched the river level rising wjtlJ growing alarm.
Do stop scraping your knife and fork 061 your plate.
adverb, in the same way that an adverb does:

She is feeling a good deal better today, thank YOU.
It was a lot 'Noyse than I had expected.
I'm not the least bit worried about where she is .

A noun phrase may occupy the direct object slot in a sentence:

The old lady was wearing a thick woollen coat.
I don't much like modern pop music.
The waiter brought two glasses of beer.

,] A noun phrase may be the complement (or object) of a
preposition in a prepositional phrase:

8'lI And final/y, a noun phrase can modify an adjective or

Like nouns, noun phrases may fill the subject slot in a sentence:

More heavy rain is expected later.
A rather fat, middle-aged man was staring at her.
The entire male population of the vil/age was in love with her.
•

1'11 see you tomorrow night.
Next year we'll do things differently.
1'11 show you how to fix it. You do it this way.
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Insert hyphens where necessary between the underlined
words in the following sentences.

l.

It seemed to be a well cared for dogo

Z.

The dog had been well cared for.

Describe the structure of the following noun phrases (i.e.
state the categories of words - determiners, numerals,
adjectives, etc - that form the phrases).

3.

Many trees had been badly damaged in the storm.

l.

three very large pigs

4.

The house stand s in a well la id out garden.

Z.

doctors' signatures

5.

The house stand s in a superbly laid out garden.

3.

a huge mahogany table

6.

We sheltered in a hastily construered hut.

4.

their first year

7.

We were well treated by our captors.

an old iron dustbin

8.

Best known for her poetry, she is also an excellent sculptor.

@J

Insert hyphens where necessary between the underlined
words in the following sentences.

5.
6.

a large rhubarb tart

7.

two empty cardboard boxes

8.

some good ideas

9.

another stupid mistake

10.

What a brilliant plan'

1 l.

both those books

1Z.

ten green bottles

13.

such a gifted musician

14.

the first six people

l.

She answered me in a very matter of faer way.

Z.

John was wearing his Sunday go to meeting suit.

3.

The report was over fifty pages long.

4.

I can't stand her holier than thou attitude.

5.

The Prime Minister proposed that people found drunk should
be fined on the spot.
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l.

There's a stone small statue in the garden.

Z.

Look at those beautiful big brown cows!

3.

Come and look at my red new caro

4.

She was carrying the eggs in a cardboard brown square box.

5.

,'ve got all their names in my little black book.

6.

That's a copy of a Spanish famous old painting.

The police said that on the spot fines were not feasible.

7.

Let's go over the plan again step by step.

8.

Easy to follow step by step instructions.

9.

This is a one off never to be repeated offer.

10.

His mother had a What are you doing here 7 look on her face.

11.

We're planning a

1Z.

My trip to Japan was a once in a lifetime experience.

W

tb.r:e.e..-~

protesto

Combine the following pairs of sentences into a single
sentence by converting the information in the second
sentence into á modifying phrase 01' a complement
attached to the underlined noun in the first sentence.

7.

Sue found a green big caterpillar in her salad.

8.

You do have some ridiculous political ideas!

Example

I bought a Peruvian leather drum when , was on holiday there.

Question:

The man dropped his wallet. The man was on the
bus.

Answer:

The man on the bus dropped his wallet.

9.

~

The adjectives in sorne of the adjective phrases in the
following sentences are not in the correct order. Decide
which are not in the correet order and reorder them
correctly.

6.

10.

I'm very interested in modern Chinese poetry.

11.

They want to build a new medical school in the town.
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l.

The waiter brought them a jug. The jug was full of water. (of)

Z.

She was carrying a heavy hox. The box had books in it. (of)

(

Handy Hi nt
You may want to use
the words suggesteL.
in brackets.

m

'.. rases, Clauses and
Hences
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3.
4.

,'m laaking far a gW. The girl has long faír hair and brown eyes.
(with)
The b.mLs- were playing faatball. The bays were in the garden.

Rdverb Phrase S Cln [] Adverbial

(i n)

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
I ,.
12.

Phroses

My little sister has an allergy. She's allergic ta apples and
pears. (ta)
Dactars have been searching far a .c.u..r.e. far years. They want ta
cure cancer. (far)
I need ta find a way af expressing my admiratian. I admire her
work. (far)
The palice asked far p.rllilÍ. I had ta prave wha I was. (af)

Adv€ r b

phrases
- - - - ._-- ----- ·'--1

An adverb phrase is a group of words that has an adverb
as its head.

Gavernments are discussing ways af tackling the threa1. The
environment is being threatened. (ta)
The heavy tax caused a lat af pratests. The gavernment was
taxing petral heavily. (an)
Her marriage was nat a happy ane. She was married ta a rich
mano (ta)
She was sacked far disloyalty. She had been dislayal ta the
campany. (ta)

5he got out of bed very slowly.
/ get along very well with her.
There's such a demand, we can't make these pens fast enough.
5he could so easily have believed what he was telling her.
Please walk more quickly.
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.] The head of an adverb phrase is the adverb that carries the
main meaning of the phrase:

(-.=-) State the function (subject, direct object, adverbial, etc) of

,.

the underlined nouns and noun phrases in the following
sentences.
Susan was being watched by a small green lizard.
I do like a nice cup of tea.
A few seaglJlls were circling slawly in the sky abave.

2.
3.
4.

With a smile, he checkmated his appanent.

5.

Sian gave the elephant a banana.

6.

Have yau seen aur holiday photos 7
They appainted Lucy deputy managing director.

7.
8.
9.

12.

We're in far some very unsetrled weather.

13.

I dan't knaw all the details.
He cauld hear a strange moaning noise autside.

,

.

)

He1PO>

These adverbs modify the main adverbs (the heads of the phrases) by
increasing or weakening their force:
5he was behaving extremely oddly.
I was walking very slowly.
5he was laughing s/ight/y uneasi/y.
His heart was beating rather irregular/y.
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,

The words most commonly found along with adverbs in adverb phrases are
also adverbs, such as very, s/ight/y, extreme/y, real/y. fa ir/y, quite, pretty.
so, enough, etc.

7

I 1.

14.

'CGramma r

Lucy was appainted deputy managing director.
Mr and Mrs Lee went ta New Zealand far their summer holiday.
What are yau giving Klm far Christmas
The bridesmaids were wearing pretry litrle white lace dresses.

la.

very slowly
very well
fast enough
so easily
more quickly

El

Sentences

Functions

/ know her quite well.
The traffic is moving awfu/ly slowly.
/ do think we're doing this unnecessarily carefully.

Functions of Adverb Phrases
•

Adverb phrases mostly function as adverbials. For
example, an adverb phrase may be an adjunct, saving how,
when, how much, etc something happens or applies:

An adver'bia! phrase, on the other hand, is any phrase that
can function as an adverbial in a sentence. Adverb phrases can,
of course, function as adverbials, but 50 can prepositional
phrases and noun phrases:

/ don't think john is behaving entirely rationa/ly.
She p/ays well but her brother p/ays even better.
/ so often fee/ that no-one is Iistening to me.
You're not thinking very c1early, are you?
/ don't think / have checked this thoroughly enough.

Noun phrases that function as adverbials:
1'11 visit Susan tomorrow morning.
She moved out the very next day.
We'lI come back next week.
Are you going to sit there a/l day7
/ fee/ tired a/l the time.
Every night she wou/d go to s/eep hoping never to wake up again.

Adverb phrases also function as disjuncts, commenting on
the rest of the sentence:

Quite frankly, / don't want to know your reasons.
Oddly enough, Sue didn't seem to recognize uso
She is quite obviously /ying.
Very sensibly, she didn't give the man her address.

Prepositional phrases that function as adverbials:
oid you meet anyone interesting in town 7
They stood watching from a safe distance.
School starts again on Tuesday.
joe was sitting under a chestnut tree.
J've never felt so awful in my whole life.
I thought he behaved with great dignity.

An adverb phrase may be a conjunct, linking two sentences
or two parts of a sentence:
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/ know you on/y wanted to he/p. Even so, / don't think you
should have got invo!ved in the argumento

She might agree. Then again, she might noto

She may not disapprove of what we're doing but even then she
may not actually he/p uso

Noun phrases and prepositional phrases can therefore be classed
along with adverb phrases as 'adverbial phrases'.

1: Another function of adverb phrases is, like adverbs, to modify
adjectives, adverbs, and other word-groups, for example to
say how much or how little something is the case:

".

. \':.¡"?:-V ::.:::~ ..~:.,..,¡~,.:;
'~-i"tJ(";;' t··" ¡l,; ..
F;",

:l f
"".. ~~Li~~¿~.,.ü?·
~
CKJ Stéite \¡vhat sort of phrase (noun phrase, prepositional

/ know only too wert how you fee/.
You're singing far too fauáty.
The ho/iday was over much too SaOlf.
/ know all too wefl the consequences of drug abuse.

,.

Adverb Phrases and Adverbial Phrases

~

~.

phrase or adverb phrase) the adverbial phrases in the
following sentences are.
Last year over 3000 people in Scotland died of flu.
I only decided to come at the last minute.

An adverb phrase is sometimes called an adverbial phrase
but, to avoid confusíon, the two terms are best kept separate.

2.
3.
4.
5.

You're talking far too loudly.

An adverh pnra.se is a phrase that has an adverb as its head:

6.

They stood there in silence.

7.

We meet for coffee fairly often.

8.

We go there every summer.

You're not thinking very c/carfy.
Do you come here very aften?

1
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Sasha stretched out her arm very slowly.
This house was built in 1874.

€

'n rases, Clauses and
lltences
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~ndY Hint )
.part from examples
1,4 and 9, your
-"nswers should
'legin with 'yes'.

Using the modifying adverbs given in brackets to form
adverb phrases, answer the following questions.
Examples
Question:
Answer:

How well do you know her7 (quite)
I know her quite well.

Question:

Do you know her well? (quite)
Yes, I know her quite well.

Answer:

l.
2.
3.
4.

T
lJ-erb Phras es and Phrasol Uerbs

Verb ?hr:as·.2s

How soon do you think you'll be finished 7 (fairly)
Does she play the piano wel1 7 (very)
Did your mother recover quickly after her accident? (remarkably)

5.

How well is the company doing at the moment? (really)
Do we need to finish this soon 7 (pretty)

6.
7.

Did he do the job well? (enough)
Does the tide come in quickly round here? (ineredibly)

8.
9.

15 it raining heavily7 (quite)
How quickly should I have reacted? (much more)

A verb phrase is a group of two or more words that can
function in a sentence in the same way as a single verbo

We looked (ay vou eveyvwheye. (verb)
We have been looking (ay vou eveyvwheye. (verb phrase)
I read sorne veyv inteyesting books. (verb)
I have read sorne veyv inteyesting books. (verb phrase)
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10.

Did the two of them play better the next day? (even)

1 l.

Were her parents waiting anxiously for her to come home?

12.

(rather)
Was Violet driving fast at the time of the accident7 (far too)

Helga knew what to do. (verb)
HelgCl should have lmown what to do. (verb phrase)

11 The head of a verb phrase is the main v¿rb or lexical verb
in that phrase, the word that carries the main meaning of
the phrase:
I have been reading sorne veyv inteyesting books.
Helga should have known what to do.
MV aunt rnight be coming tornoyyow.
MV uncle will de(initelv be here, though.

The other words in a verb phrase are au;dl¡ary verbs or
'helping' verbs:

have been yeading sorne veyy inteyesting books.
Helga should have known what to do.
I would tell you i( I knew.
I don't know.
I haven't decided yet.
I

Auxiliary verbs are used to indicate tenses:
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6!D

He is going. (present continuous tense)
We wiIJ go. (future tense)
They have gone. (present perfect tense)

tmJ

runcrlOns

Auxiliary verbs are also used to indicate permission,
intention, possibility, necessity, emphasis, etc:

He can go.
You must go.

I shall go.
She should go.

Operators
The first or only auxiliary verb in a verb phrase is sometimes
known as the operator.

We might go.
They did go.

Auxiliary verbs are usually divided into two groups: the
primary auxiliaries be, have and do, and the moda!
auxiliaries can, could, mav, might, shall, should, will, would
and must.

She was speaking to )ean.
They have spent all their money.
)ohn has been wasting his time.
They should have come before breakfast.

Also usually included among the modal auxiliaries are dare,
need, ought to and used to:

The operator has a very important role in English grammar, as
a key element in the formation of interrogative sentences and
negative sentences (sentences formed with not or -n't).

I daren't tell her that.

You needn't lea ve.
We ought to be on our way.
They used to live next door to uso

c::
~

Grammar Hel

In interrogative sentences, the operator moves to a position in
front of the subject:

p>

Was she speaking to )ean 7
Have they spent all their money?
Has )ohn been wasting his time?
Should they have come before breakfast7

Notice that be, have and do can be both auxiliaries and lexical verbs:
Maria was in rhe garden. (Iexical verb, a 'Iinking verb')
Maria was singing. (auxiliary verb - rhe main verb is 'singinq')
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In negative sentences, not and -n't follow the operator (and -n't
is in fact attached to it):

The Wangs have a new car. (Iexical verb)
The Wangs have crashed rheir new caro (auxiliary verb - rhe main verb is
'crashed')

She was not speaking to )ean.
They haven't spent all their money.
)ohn has not been wasting his time.
They shouldn't have come before breakfast.

We did lors of interesting rhings on our holiday. (Iexical verb describing an
acrian)
We didn'r see anyrhing interesting. (auxiliary verb - rhe main verb is 'see')

~.

If there is an adverb in a sentence, it often stands
auxiliary verb and the main verb:

between the

The Wal1gs have just crashed rheir new caro
People have ofren told me rhar ir is hard ro learn English.
I was only joking.

For more about the use of the operator, see Units 24 te 26.

Funct¡ons of tf:te Verb Phrase
~

A verb may be fo/lowed by a complement consisting of a
prepositional phrase (see page 76):

The only function of a verb phrase is to fill the verb or predicator
slot in a sentence:

They based the film on a true story.
Tom suffers terribly from migraines.

We could wait till tomorrow.
He had often seemed tired and withdrawn.
Why was she wearing sunglasses on a cloudy day?

CF\

€m.
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Phrases and their
Funaions

Other phrasal verbs have quite unpredictable meanings:

We're going to have to fork out for a new caro (= spend money)
Don't bottle up your feelings of anger. (= keep them to

A phrasal verb is an expression that consists of a lexical
verb plus an adverb or a preposition or both an adverb and
a preposition.

yourself, not express them)

His speciality is sending up the Prime Minister. (= making fun of,
ridiculing)

Everybody please stand up. (verb + adverb)

HelJ?>

1 some grammar
f1ooks, only the
.erb + adverb
-onstructions are
called phrasal verbs.

'erb + preposition
constructions are
. .alled prepositional
"erbs, and verb
T

3

adverb +
reposition

constructions are
.alled phrasal

..,repositional
.terbs.

.1( Gramma r

Don't you want to 90 out and play? (verb + adverb)

He 1§:)

Like other verbs, phrasal verbs may be transitive or intransitive:
Co away! (intransitive)
Take it away! (transitive)

The sound of their voices gradually died away. (verb + adverb)
This ca/ls for immediate action. (verb + preposition)
Can we rely on him? (verb + preposition)

Do cheer up. (intransitive)
15 there anything we could do to cheer her up7 (transitive)

This book deals with the essentials of English grammar. (verb
+ preposition)

We get along very well. (intransitive)
I get along w;th her very well. (transitive)

The rules for positioning the direct objects of transitive phrasal verbs are
very important:

I get along with her very well. (verb + adverb + preposition)
I don't know why you put up with this noise every day. (verb +
+ preposition)

If a transitive phrasal verb is formed with a preposition, then the
direct object of the verb follows the preposition:
They fell in w;th Olli' SI19D'!o':io;!.
I was just looking at ¡iJOS2 lov,zly f!owers .
You can always rely on )euJJ.
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. he adverbs and
'repositions that go
lO form phrasal
erbs are sometimes
called particles.

Handy Hi nt -¡

----_._-_/
Hyphenating phrasal
erbs is a very
rommon error and
..>hould be avoided:
re you going to clear
"P this mess 7

adverb

We've all come out in spots! (verb + adverb + preposition)

:Gell ing Hel

i:J

2

Phrasal verbs should not be hyphenated, but nouns derived from them
should be:
The plane will take off soon.
PIe ase fasten YOL/r seat belts for take-offWe felt he had rather let down the whole team.
It was rather a let-down.

If a transitive phrasal verb comprises a verb and an adverb, then a
pronoun direct object must stand between the verb and the adverb:
Put t!Je:n back at once l
Come in and dry yourself off
Take chal off-

But if the direct object is a noun or a noun phrase it may come either
before or after the adverb:
Take YOl/r coal off
Take off your coat.
They always open rile shop up at six o·clock.
Tiley always open up lhe sllop at six o'e/ock.

In some cases, the noun is not hyphenated but written as a single word:
The computen crashing set the project back a bit.
It was a bit of a setback.

An indirect object always precedes the adverb (and often precedes the
direct object as well):
C;ve 11;/11 back his book.
C;ve 11;111 his book back.
C;ve YOUy brother back his book.

OT
Are you going ro e/ear
~ Some phrasal
p this mess 7

verbs have meanings that are predictable from
the meanings of the words that form them:

Why don't you just go away?

.....a

Your mother phoned whíle you were out. 5he wants you to ca/l
her back.

Phrasal VErbs and Verbs followed by Adv-erbials

Let's swim as far as that rock and then swim back again.

Many intransitive phrasal verbs, which are always formed with
adverbs, are closely related to constructions consisting of a
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Sentences

On the other hand, if the lexical verb can stand on its own,
treat the preposition as the head of a following prepositional
phrase:

verb followed by a prepositional phrase that is functioning as
an adverbial:

The boys ran pasto (phrasal verb)
The boys ran / past my house. (verb + adverbial)

He came / to me in a panic. (You can say He came)

5he walked out. (phrasal verb)
She walked / out of the house. (verb + adverbial)

I wouldn't like to comment / on that. (You can say I wou/dn't
like to comment)

They came in and sat down. (phrasal verb)
They came / into the house and sat down. (verb + adverbial)

2 Phrasal verbs often have meanings that cannot be predicted
from the meanings of the words they consist of:

How to distinguish between Phrasal Verbs followed b}.'

He promised to stand by / his wife. (= give her his support)

Direct Objects and Verbs followed by Prepositional
Phrases

(= improve my knowledge of it, remind myself of the facts)

I must brush up on / my maths before the exam next week.

Constructions consisting of a phrasaJ verb with a direct object
look much the same as constructions consisting of a verb
followed by a prepositional phrase. Compare the follow;ng
sentences:

This is not the case with verbs followed by prepositional
phrases - their meanings are entirely predictable:

He was standing / by the door. (= standing at the door,
standing beside the door)

He came / to me in a panic. (verb + prepositional phrase)
3 Prepositional phrases may begin with almost any preposition:

That book belongs to / me. (phrasal verb + direct object)
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He was standing / by the door.
... at the door.
... beside the door.
... near the door.
... in {ront o{ the door.

He said he wou/d stand / by the door. (verb + prepositional

ph rase)

He said he would stand by / his wife. (phrasal verb + direct

object)

She looked / up the road to see if her husband was con1ing.

She looked up the road to see if her husband was coming.

(verb + prepositional phrase)

... down the road .. '

She looked up / the road in her street atlas of London.
(phrasal verb + direct object)

... across the road ...
Prepositions and adverbs in phrasal verbs are much more
restricted, and usually only one preposition or adverb is
possible:

There are four ways in which you can decide what is a phrasal
verb and what isn't:
1 If the lexical verb cannot stand afane in a sentence without a
following preposition, consider the verb and preposit;on to
be a phrasal verb:

He can rely on / john. BUT NOT rely with or rely at or re/y to
She looked up / the road in her street atlas. BUT NOT looked
down or /ooked across

That book belongs to / me. (You can't say That book belongs)
If more than one preposition or adverb is possible, then the
meanings of the phrasal verbs change:

We can a/ways rely on / Pete. (You can't say We can always
re/y)

He is standing by / his wife. (= supporting)

The king sent for / the chancel/or. (You can't say The king
sent)

These little crosses on the map stand {or / churches.
(= represent)

m:i
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6.

4 With transitive phrasal verbs formed with adverbs, if the
direct object is a noun 01' noun phrase then the adverb can
come either after the object 01' in front of it:

5he looked up / the road in her street atlas. OR
5he looked the road up in her street atlas.

1.

The problem won't b..e. hard to solve.

8.

ls. she a good teacher 7

9.

He said he

la.

This is not possible with a verb and a prepositional phrase:

(I)

5he looked / up the road to see ir her husband was coming.
BUT NOT 5he lool<ed the road up to see ir her husband was coming.

_"w
~

.. "

..

)~~

.

o

:

.,~."

1

wuuld come but he ilictn't.
am saving?

Do you ever l.i.s1en to what I

Replace the underlined words in the following sentences
with phrasal verbs having the same meaning, selected
from the list given in brackets. You may need to check the
meanings of some of the phrasal verbs in a dictionary.
There may be more than one correct answer.
Example
Question:

Using the auxiliary verbs and lexical verbs provided in the
brackets, complete the following sentences.
Example
Question:

I wondered why I ilictn't get a reply.

Answer:

I don't know how you tolerate all these
interruptions. (fall for, put up with, bring on)
I don't know how you put up with all these
interruptions.

(

Handy Hi nt)
Do not forget to
think about the
correct position for
the object of the
phrasal verbo
If you are not sure,
check in the
Grammar Help on
page 105.

my umbrella. (have; forget)
l.

That just ineceases our problems. (add to, gather together, size
up)
Miniskirts became popular in the 1960s. (carrv on, catch on,
get on)
Why don't you just l.e.aYi: 7 (shove off, go away, push off)
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Answer:

I have forgotten my umbrella.

2.

--- Handy Hi nt ~
-----
'-.s the underlined
verb carrying the
main meaning? Is it a
linking verb 7 01' is it
simply indicating
:ense, necessity, etc?

..d!D

l.

1_

2.

She

3.

They

4.

5.

The police
Mrs Jones

6.

The leaves

7.

James

8.

You

if you want. (can; gol

9.

You

off your bike. (might; fall)

la.

We

1 l.

Several trees

12.

The tiles

m

_ _ my mother. (have; visit)

the dishes. (have; do)

4.

rioters. (do; arrest)
her keys somewhere. (have; lost)

5.

from the trees. (be; fall)

11.
12.

I have great sympathy for her. (fall for, feel for, ¡ook for)

13.

I fell in love with her when I first saw her. (fall for, pick on, send
for)
That was just some story they invented. (cook up, cover up,
mix up)
Will you wal1 for a minute, please. (hang up, hang on, go on)

7.
8.

the train. (are; catch)
down in the storm. (have; blow)

9.

off the roof. (may; blow)

/0.

Say whether the underlined verbs in the following
sentences are auxiliary verbs 01' lexical verbs?

2.
3.
4.
5.

She's making a good job of it.
Jan's puppy wagged its tail and barked happily.

Pat

14.
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We have a nanny to take care of the children. (rely on, look
after, look for)
I'm trying to get rid of this cold. (shake off, put down, get out)

I'm the one who has to P-a'i for her wedding. (fork out, shell
out, cut out)
We can clfe..r: you accommodation for the night. (put up, put up
with, get up)
She was tal.king at great length about the environment. (doze
off, fall in, rabbit on)
It's pollution that has killed the fish. (put down, cut out, wipe
out)
You'lI need to ~ her if you want her to help you. (buyoff,
butter up, fill up)
,'11 visit you tomorrow. (drop by, drop in, drop out)

6.

a much-needed haircut. (have; have)

wa.s. upset at losing her necklace.
I .kn.ow all about that.
Lucy has. done the washing-up.

l.

3.

to bed. (have; gol

15.

tm)

;:~J~

Phrases and their
Functions

Sometimes pairs of words act together as co-ordinators:
Bof"f1 Sue al1rt Richard were painting the kitchen.

Ta be successful vou need botEL talent atrd luck.

Co-or·dtnat~on

EiOtel' /

0('

my wife will be at the meeting.

To match the wallpaper, the curtains will have ta be eíe/ter
orange

01'

yellow.

Neirher Cordon nor Helen were invited.

Co-ordination

The operatian is neicher feasible nol' desirable.
• The words forming the links (and, or, but, etc) are known
as co-ordinating conjunctions.

Co-ordination .occurs when two or more words or phrases
of equal importance and with the same function are linked
by words such as and, or or but:

The phrases formed by co-ordination are co-ordinate
phrases. A co-ordinate phrase has as many heads as there
are co-ordinated words or phrases in it:

--'

Sue and Richard were painting the kitchen. (co-ordination of
s u bjects)

The collection is both unique and price/ess. (a co-ordinate

John ol' George cauld do thejob. (co-ordinatíon of subjects)

complement phrase with two heads)

I've brought some boo1<s c-md some magazines.

Mary, her /1usband, and 11ís cousin Alec were all at the

(co-ordination of objects)

CGrammar Hel~
Co-ordinate phrases
are named after their
function in the
sentence. For
example, in
Two dogs and three
cats were Iying in (ront
o( the (ire.
rwo dogs and rhree
cars is a co-ordinate
subject phrase
consisting of two
noun phrases rwo
dogs and rhree cars
linked by the co
ordinating conjunction
and.

And in
I play the piano with
great enthusiasm but
with litrle skil/.
wirh grear
enrhusiasm bur with
litr/e skil/ is a LO
ordinate adverbial
phrase consisting of
two prepositional
phrases wirh grear
enrhusiasm and wirh
litr/e skil/ linked by
the co-ordinating
conjunction but.

<:
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wedding. (a co-ordinate subject phrase with three heads)

Simon painted his bike blue m:d purple. (co-ordination of

object-com p le ments)

Gra~~-~~H;¡·P1;;

Should I put these tools in the garage ol' the garden hut 7
(co-ordínatíon of objects of a preposition)

1'11 do it this evening 01' tOl11orrow morning. (co-ordination
of adverbíals)

Only elements that have the same functíons (such as subjects, direct
objects. prepositional phrases, adverbials, complements of prepositions,
etc) can be co·ordinated:
Mum was baking ca/(es m¡l! scones. BUT NOT Mum was baking cakes
and (01' lea.
Mohamed washed quicl<ly bar! tllOroughly. BUT NOT Mohamed washed qLlickly
and his (uce.

I tald him politely but firmly that I didn't want to buv double
glazing. (co-ordínation of adverbíals)

Ir. Co-ordinating conjunctions are not the only words that can

This Job needs to be done quic1<ly altd accurately.
(co-ordination of adverbials)

be used to form co-ordinate phrases. A few other words can
also serve this purpose:

It had been a long affd tiring but enjoyable trip.
(co-ordination of adjectives ín a noun phrase)

It was a rather frightening yet strangelv uplifting experience.
Her mather is a kind-hearted if somewhat gullible woman.
The meals were adequate though rather unimaginative.

If there are more than two words or phrases linked together,
then usually there is only one co-ordinating word, and the
others are separated by commas:
Would vou Iike tea, coffee

01'

c::

hot chocolate? (co-ordination of

direct objects)

Grammar Hel p)\'1

Yet is an adverb that acts as a conjunct (see page 41). You could say ' ...
rather frightening and yet strangelv uplifting .. .', with both a co-ordinating
conjunction and a conjunct.

Abdullah went to the shop ta buV a melolt, bananas, two
lemons al1d sOl11e oranges. (co-ordinatíon of objects)

mi)

If and thouqh are subordinating conjunctions (see page 127).
[ 58 ]
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Co-ordination can be found without any co-ordinating conjunctions
at all:

T

ce

'f~.

Phrases and their
Functions

..

~
Grammar Help);\
~~

When a co-ordinate phrase does not refer to two or more things but rather
to something that in reality is only a single object or at least is thought of
as a single thing, the verb must be in the singular:
'Or )ekvll and Mr HVde' was written bv Robert Louis Stevenson. ('Dr Jekyll and

Slowiy, cautiously, inch by inch. she crawled towards the door.
We need eggs, burrer, sugar, (Iour, mi/k.

Mr Hyde' is a book)

This is known as parataxis /par~'taksIs/ or asyndeton Jg'smdlt;)nj.

The Hammer and Sickle was flVing over the building. (The 'Hammer and Sickle' is
the name given to the flag of the former Soviet Union.)
Bacon and eggs is what I alwavs have for breakfast.

Handy Hint )
Always check in your
.wn writing for

Sometimes English grammar allows a singular or a plural verb:
Two and two is (OR are) four.

Ambiguity in Co-ordinatce Pnrases
Co-ordinate phrases are sometimes ambiguous:

The old men and women were spared by the raiders.

~mbiguous

Lonstructions like
Id men and women.
If your meaning is
ot clear, find so me
'vay of rewording
",hat you have said
") avoid the
ambiguity.

Either
(Ooes this mean 'old men and old women' or 'old men and all
women'?)

o o o

01'

and n2ither

o o o

nor

Eíther
or and neither ... nor often pose problems with regard
to subject-verb agreement.
0.0

He has a passion for smal/ cars and motorbikes.

Either

(Does this mean 'small cars and small motorbikes' or 'small
cars and motorbikes of any size'7)

o ••

OY

1 When both the co-ordinated elements are in the third person
(for example he, she, it, they, the dog, )oan, China, etc) and
both are singular, the verb is singular:
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S1.lb}ect-Verb

.~9Je~m~nt ~jljii:h

Co-o¡'di:na!·e Stlbjects

Either Kathy or Tim was wrong.

When the subject of a sentence is a co-ordinate phrase,
care must be taken to ensure that the verb in the sentence
agrees with the whole of the co-ordinate subject, and not
just with the part nearest the verbo

2 When both the co-ordinated elements are plural, the verb is
plural:

Either the Browns or the Smiths were wrong.
3 If the linked subjects differ with regard to person (first person
1, we, second person you, or third person he, she, it etc) or
number (i.e. whether they are singular or plural), the verb
should agree with the subject closest to it:

)ohn has arrived and Peter has arrived.
)ohn and Peter have arrived. NOT )ohn and Peter has arrived.
Kathy was wrong and Tim was wrong.
Kathy and Tim were wrong. NOT Kathy and Tim was wrong.

Either you or I am wrong.
Either you or she is wrong.
Either I or they are wrong.

Similarly:

She and I are on holiday. Cshe and l' = 'we')
You and he have been chosen for the task. ('you and he'
Your problem and his are tota//y different.
My car and yours are both Fords.
Her mother and my mother were second cousins.

=

However, such constructions often sound a little awkward,
and it is generally better to reword the sentence in some
way to avoid the problem altogether:

'you')

Either you are wrong or I amo
[ 59 ]
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Phrases and their
Functions

Neicher ... nor

He was holding a short, sharp, nasty-Iooking sword in his
hand.

The rules for neither ... nor are similar to those for either ...
or, but not quite the same.

Two adjectives modifying a following noun are nowadays
usually not separated by a comma, but a comma is not incorrect:

1 With co-ordinated subjects that are both singular and in the
third person, the verb should be in the singular:

There was a strange bright light in the sky. OR
There was a strange, bright light in the sky.

Neither Kathy nor Tim was wrong.
However, if the second adjective is itself modified, for
example by an adverb, there must be a comma between it
and the first one:

In informal English, however, a plural verb is acceptable:

Neither Kathy nor Tim were wrong.

There was a strange, very bright light in the sky.

2 If one of the linked subjects is singular and the other plural,
the verb should be plural:

Of course, if the adjectives are linked by and, or or but,
there should be no comma:

Neither Kathy's parents nor her brother were at her party.

There was a strange cmd very bright light in the sky.
They live in a large bur fairly inexpensive house.

3 If the subjects are both singular and differ with regard to
first, second or third person, the verb either agrees with the
subject closest to it or else is in the plural:

Sometimes commas are inserted to indicate that there
should be a slight pause in the sentence:

Neither Kathy nor I am going.
Neither I nor Kathy is going.
Neither /(athy nor I are going.
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They live in a farge, but fairly inexpensive, house.

Numbers, determiners, etc are not separated from following
adjectives by commas:

Punctuation in Co-ordinate Phra.s:es

There were two strange, very bright lights in the sky.

¡¡¡ When two or more co-ordinated words or phrases are linked

I wondered what was causing the two strange, very bright
lights in the sky.

by a co-ordinating conjunction (such as and or but), they are
not separated by a comma:

t.; When three or more words or phrases are co-ordinated, and

Her hobbies are music mul photography.
The Indonesian (lag is red and white.
AII around us we see inhumanity and cruelty and greed.
As a teacher, she was kind bu! firmo
Foolishly but courageously, she openly opposed the dictators.
She screamed altd shoutedbut no-one heard.
/'11 do it when and where I like.

only the last two are linked by a conjunction, there are two
options available - either they are al! separated by commas,
or al! but the last two are:

Her hobbies are music, dancing, and photography.
Her hobbies are music, dancing and photography.
The cushions will have to be yellow, beige, brown, 01' orange.
The cushions will have to be yellow, beige, brown 01' orange.

It When two or more co-ordinated words or phrases are not

linked by a co-ordinating conjunction (as in parataxis), they
are usually separated by commas:

~-'.~:

~.

Slowly, careful/y, holding her breath, she Ii(ted the vase 0((
the shelf.

I

AII around us we see inhumanity, cruelty, greed.

I

j

L
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Tessa's brothers are Tom, Dick, and Han'y.
Tessa's brothers are Tom, Dick and Harry.
El When words or phrases are co-ordinated by subordinating
conjunctions (such as though or if) or by a conjunct (such as

Handy Hint

... - - 
Make sure that your
punctuation of
co·ordinate phrases
like these is
consistent.
_

If you want to put a
comma in before a
co·ordinating
conjunction (as in

red, white, and green).
that is fine, but make
sure that you do so
every time.
If you want to omit it
(as in red, white and
green), that is al so
fine, so long as you
do it every time.
Both styles are
correct, but it is not
good style to mix
the two in one piece
of writing.

(JD

··T·
.

.

. ases, Clauses and
., ... tences

-

,

vet), there is again some flexibility in the use and non-use of
commas. Commas are often used to indicate a slight pause
in the sentence, with a lack of commas suggesting there
should be no pause:

Phrases and cheir
Functions

'i!: Grammar Hel p:)
There are various words and phrases that indicate apposition in a sentence,
such as name/y, that is, that is ro say, say, such as, i.e., (or examp/e and

e.g.:
The principal, that is to say Mr Lee, refused 10 speak to the press.
Mr Blair, that is, the British Prime Minister, will be meeting the President chis
afternoon.
He was accused of being in possession of an offensive weapon, namelya large
samurai sword.

/t was a rather frightening yet strangely uplifting experience.
/t

was a rather frightening, yet strangely uplifting, experience.

Her mother is a kind-hearted if somewhat gullible woman.
Her mother is a kind-hearted, if somewhat gullible, woman.
We were served nutritious though rather boring mea/s.
We were served nutritious, though rather boring, mea/s.

]J

And note the use of the commas in these sentences, where
the arder of the elements is slight!y different. Again, the
commas indicate slight pauses in the sentences:

Another type of apposition involves the use of a prepositional
phrase with the preposition of, especially with place names:

the city of New Orleans (the city

= New Orleans)

J M Sanie was born in the town of Kirriemuir in t-he county
ofForfar.

/t was a rather frightening experience, yet strangely uplifting.

Her mother is a kind-hearted woman, if somewhat gullible.
The mea/s were nutritious, though rather boring.

:¡j

When part of a sentence that is really the subject of a verb is
moved to a position after the verb and the empty subject
slot is filled by ir (see page 14), this too can be treated as a
type of apposition:
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AppD.5ltion

Jt doesn't matter what you thinl<. (= what you think doesn't

matter)

Apposition /ap;;lZI'j":)I1/ is a special type of co-ordination
that occurs when nouns, pronouns or noun phrases
referring to the same person or thing are co-ordinated,
often sim ply by bei ng placed together in the sentence.

It is our duty to heJp others.

(= to help others is our duty)

It's news to me that he was invited. (= that he was invited is
news to me)
This type of apposition is sometimes called extraposition
/ ekstrJ¡x)'z 1J;:)I1/.

My neighbour, i'vtrs Lee, is f/ving to the USA next week. (my
neighbour = Mrs Lee)

John Milton, ¡he famous poet, was born in this house. Uohn
Milton

=

Pun{;tuation of w'Ords and p~1ra5eS in Apposition

the famous poet)

Words or phrases in apposition are normally separated off from
each other and the rest of the sentence by commas:

He, the cause of alJ my probJems, got off scot-free whi/e "
the vÍctim, was fined $/,000.

Harry, my ola enemy, was /aughing at my discomfiture.

Sometimes the words and phrases being apposed are not
actually side by side in the sentence:

/'ve bought some new plants for the garden, smaJJ rose

/ flot a brilliant present from my aunt for my birthday, a new

bl1shzs.

;',k2. (the brilliant present = the new bike)

Mr Jones, ¡he pnÍnter, has just phoned.

The boy had a dangerous weapon in his pocket, a lnrg2
flid<-knife.
~
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However, if the second element of an apposition does not just
add information about the person or thing mentioned befare it
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but actually defines that person or thing or distínguishes it
from other similar people or things, then there are no commas:

o

Mr jones the painter has just phoned. (that is to say, Mr Jones
who is the painter, as opposed to any other Mr Jones you might
be thinHng of)

Phrases and their
Functions

Combine the following pairs of sentences into a single
sentence by means of the co-ordinating conjunctions
given in brackets.

When one of the special words and phrases that indicate
apposition is used, there will be a comma before them in the
sentence but there may or may not be a comma between them
and the following word or phrase.

Such as, i.e., for example and e.g. are normally not followed by
commas:

You can play all your favourite casino games here, such as
blackjack. poker and roulette.
I have studied the habits of many birds of prey,
kestrels, merlíns and peregrine falcons.

(01'

Answer:

You need ambition and luck.

My mother was baking cakes. My mother was baking biscuits.

2.

(and)
This poi son is deadly. This poison is fast-acting. (both ... and)

example
4.
5.
6.

Namelyand that is to say may or may not be followed by

You need ambition. You need luck. (and)

/.

3.

commas:

Example
Question:

I scanned the horizon desperately. I scanned the horizon in
vain. (but)
Is he a fair ruler 7 Is he a just ruler 7 (and)
Would you like tea? Would you like coffee? (or)
She does her work quietly. She does her work conscientiously.
(but)
They stared at her in complete amazement. They stared at her
in utter amazement. (and)
The king surrounded himself with men of wisdom. The king
surrounded himself with men of good character. (and)
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7.

While touring certain European countries, f1-ctmefy Creat Britain,
Cermany and France, the US Secretary of State informed the
leadership of these states about the US plans.

8.

As to your other question, l1amely, how to determine the age of
a sheep, I employ the following method.

9.

/0.

In this paper we try to define the reason for the European
Union, tltal i5 Co say its objectives.

You have to use words that people ul1derstand, thea
saj', normal everyday language.

j:; fo

m

That is and say are generally followed by commas:

/.

We'd need quite a lot o( money, say, at least $20,000.

of or

2.

with

3.

the city of London
It is our duty to help others.

4.

5.
~
~

Combine the following pairs of sentences into a single
ólc
sentence by me;;tn.s c·f t!Jc: co-ordinating conjunctic
given in brackets, in each case making the verb agree with
the new co-ordinate subject.

Colín Po we 11, rhar: ¡s, the US Secretary of State, informed
the European leaders of the US plans.

There are no commas in appositions using
extraposition:

Is she a Buddhist 7 Is she a Hindu? (or)
7
Are you working in the house 7 Are you working in the garden
(or)

!

1.
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6.

Mum was working in the garden. Dad was working in the
garden. (and)
My brother speaks French. Your brother speaks French. (and)
Her brother speaks French. Her sister speaks French. (either ...
or)
Her aunt was in Paris last year. Her parents were in Paris last
year. (either ... or)
Her aunt was in Paris last year. Her parents were in Paris last
year. (neither ... nor)
1 am going to the concert. You are going to the concert.
(neither ... nor)

~

y) /1 T
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Phrases and their
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7.

Kate makes the tea. Fred makes the tea. (either ... or)

8.

Kate makes the tea. Fred makes the tea. (neither .,. nor)

9.

Kate makes the tea. I make the tea. (neither .. , nor)

10.

An Zidj"2:r:tivaJ pnrtis:e is any phrase that can function in
the same way as an adjective. Not only adjective phrases
but also noun phrases and prepositional phrases can be
adjectival phrases.

You have done very well. 5he has done very well. (and)

4

(

HandYHi~t)
-here may be more
than one correct
.nswer, since in
'ome positions a
Lomma is optional.

(TI

In the following sentences, commas are missing from
sorne of the co-ordinate phrases. Insert commas vyhere
lhey are needed.

l.
2.

It has an odd but quite pleasant taste .
The horses in the field were brown grey and white.

3.

I want to go somewhere quiet and peaceful for my holiday.

4.

There were several small green caterpillars on the leaf.

5.
6.

My favourite teams are Arsenal Manchester United and
Liverpool.
On the table were sorne juicy green freshly picked apples.

7.
8.

Please write in blue or black ink.
5he was wearing an old and very shabby dress.

9.

She was wearing an old very shabby pink dress.

10.

She crawled slowly and painfully ayer the rocks.

1 l.

Lying cheating stealing killing - is there nothing you wouldn't do?

A noun phr,ase is a phrase that can occuPY the same
position in a sentence as a noun or pronoun. [Unít 13] The
head of a naun phrase ís the noun in that phrase. A noun
phrase can have any of the functions that a noun or
pronoun has, such as subject, direct object or indirect
object.
A noun phrase may include such parts of speech as
predeterminers, determiners, quantifiers, numerals,
possessives and adjectives. Adjectives must come in a
particular arder in a noun phrase.
There may also be extensions of a noun in a noun phrase,
wards or phrases that follow the noun.

5

An ad-v 2rb p}~r:as.e is a phrase that has an adverb as its
head. [Unit 14] It can have any of the functions that an
adverb has, such as adjunct, disjunct and conjunct.
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An ad'v'2rb'ia] p.hrase is any phrase that can function as
an adverbial. Not only adverb phrases but also noun
phrases and prepositional phrases can be adverbial phrases.

Ouick Summary
6

This section summarizes the main points of what has been said
so far about phrases.

1

2

The op,erator is the first or only auxiliary verb in a verb
phrase. Operators have an important role in the formation
of questions and negative sentences.

A phrase is any group of two or more words that can
occupy the same function slot in a sentence as a single
word. [Unit 10] The head of a phrase is the word in the
phrase that defines what sort of phrase it is.

A phrasai verb is not the same as verb phrase. It is an
expression consisting of a lexical verb followed by an
adverb, a preposition, or both an adverb and a preposition.

A prepositiona~ phrase is a phrase that begins with a
preposition. [Unit 1 1] It may function as an adverbial or as
a subject- or object-complement. It may also be the
complement of a noun, verb, adjective or adverb. It may
modifya following noun.

7

The head of a prepositional phrase is the preposition that
begins the phrase.

3

.- JD

Anadjective phrase is a phrase that has an adjective as
its head. [Unit 12] It may modify a following noun or it
may function as a subject- or object-complement .

A vi2rlJ p¡':1rase is a phrase that has a lexical verb as its
head. [Unit 15] Verb phrases function as predicators.

[ 63 ]

Co-ordination takes place when two or more words or
phrases of equal importance and having the same functian
are linked by a word such as and or bUfo [Unit16] The
linking word may be a co-ordinating conjunction, a
subordinating conjunction or a conjunct.
Appos¡t~on is a special type of co-ordination in which the

co-ordinated elements refer to the same person or thing.

mi



Clauses and their
Functions

This is the house I was tel/ing you about.
5he was wearing a dress tltat was much too big

~.;~;::':?;~ z;.rt~~:;.:
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(01'

her.

J
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The person 01' thing that is described
clause is its arttecedent:

Clauses and their FunctEons

01'

identified by a relative

Robert, who had been listening to their conversation, suddenly
laughed.

Sentences may be linked by words such as and, but,
when, because, etc in larger structures that are also
sentences:

This is the house I was tel/ing you about.
5he was wearing a dress that was much too big for her.

5he looked at him and they both smiled.
I don't know the answer but I'm going to find out.
1'1/ see you when I come.
I'm crying because I'm happy.

An ~dverbial dause is a clause that has the function of an
adverbial in the main clause of its sentence:
We can talk about that when I get home.
Put that one where you put the others.
He was driving as i( he was completely drunk.
I( you don't have any tea, 1'1/ drink coffee.

The smaller sentences that are linked to form a larger
sentence are called c1auses. A clause is a word-group
which has the same structure as a sentence but which
is part of a larger sentence.

A ¡¡aun da use is clause that can fill the same slot in a sentence
as a noun 01' pronoun:
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Clauses that are linked by words such as and and but,
like links in a chain, are called cQ-ord¡n;ate dauS'es:

I know that she can', hear uso
What you think is of no concern to me.

I saw him and we discussed the matter but he
disagreed with our point of view.

A non·f[nrte dause is one that is formed with an infinitive, a
participle 01' a verbal naun:

Clauses that depend on other clauses are called
suboró¡nate dauses:

1

To go there on your own would be very foolish. (with an

The house seems very empty when you aren', here.
Even i( ir's raining. I go for a walk because ir's good
(01' me.
.

infinitive)

Being rather shy, she just stared at the man, saying nothing.
(with a present participle)

j I The clauses that subordinate clauses depend on are

[1 -'
O, l''''P

.":;.~,J
C'

Clauses

I

.J

J
I'\an-Finite and
Uer-t¡ ¡ess Clauses

called main clauses

01'

In saying that, I don't mean any harm to him. (with a verbal

principal c1auses:

noun)

The house seems ve,-y empty when you aren't here .
Even if it's raining, I go (01' a walk because it's good
for me.
5he knew that she shouldn't be alone with him.

A verbless c!ause is one that has no verb in it at all:

When on holiday, Ilike to go {or long walks.
EHipsis occurs when an element of a sentence is left unsaid
because it can be deduced from the context in which the
sentence is spoken:

A relative c1ause is a subordinate clause that
identifies someone 01' something 01' provides
information about them:
Robert, who had been listening to their
conversaríon, suddenly laughed.

I
.L
I
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!'ve cleaned ffle--et5H" and polished the cal'.
.I1I'P ,'QU Coming 7

y.\
Clauses and cheir
FuncCions

Similarly, Tom was reading, julie was writing letters, and Fred
was playing his guitar consists of three clauses:

~~lZfJE!2~313:JPJirs~0~l1ik~!{,

'john was reading', 'julie was writing lettas' and 'and Fred was
playing his guitar'.

[o-vrdin:a"!E []~U:SES, M:ain
Clauses ClDD SUbDrdinate C]auses

3 Since a clause is a 'sentence within a sentence', it normally
has the same range of possible structures as a sentence (see
page 46). For example, c1auses in a declarative sentence will
normally have both a subject and a verb:

Co-ordinate Clauses

You look in the garage and 1'11 try the garden hut.
l've looked everywhere but I just cannot find the spade.

It is not only words and phrases that can be co-ordinated.
Sentences can be co-ordinated too.

However, when two or more clauses have the same subject,
the subject may often be omitted from all but the first clause:

J'm floing.
You re not going.
J'm going but you're not going.

The baby cooed and gurg/ed.
J bent down, patted the dog, and examined its paw.

The people either hid or ran away.

Sue is painting the kitchen.
Richard is painting the bedroom.
Sue is painting the kitchen and Richard is painting the bedroom.

(For more about this, see Unit 22 on Ellipsis.)
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john sings.
Mary dances.
john sings al1d Mary dances.
john sings but Mary dances.
Either john sings or Mary dances.

:!J Clauses that function together as equal partners to form a
sentence are known as co-ordinate c1auses.

A sentence that consists of two or more co-ordinate clauses
is called a compound sentence.

Tom was reading.
julie was writing letters.
Fred was playing his guitar.
Tom was reading. julie was writing letters. and Fred was
playing his guitar.

/, Did You KnOw?)
/

The word 'clause'
comes from Latin
claudere 'to close'.
'Clause' originally
meant the end of a
section of a speech
or formal argumento

-'<

These are compound sentences:

john sings and Mary dances.
Anne lost her hat but / found it.
The lambs were gambolling ih the field and the ewes were
grazing contentedly.

When sentences are linked in this way in larger structures
that are also sentences, the smaller sentences that form a
larger sentence are called c1auses.

A sentence that is not linked to any other sentence to form a
larger sentence is a simple sentence. (You could say that a
simple sentence consists of only a single clause.)

A c1ause is a word-group which has the same structure as
a sentence but which is part of a larger sentence: a clause
is 'a sentence within a sentence'.

These are simple sentences:

john sings.
Anne has lost her hato
The /ambs were gambolling in the fie/d.

Grammar Hel P:) john sings but Mary dances therefore consists of two clauses:

A conjunction is
always considered to
be part of the clause
that follows it.

..m

'john sings' and 'but Mary dances'.
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Co-ordinate sentences can be formed by means of conjuncts (see page 41)
as well as conjunctions:
She was obviously upset. I asked her what was wrong.
She was obviously upset, so I asked her what was wrong.
She wanted to tell me what was wrong. For sorne reason she wouldn't tell me.
She wanted to tell me what was wrong, yet ror sorne reason she wouldn't tell me.

I

l__

I

A subordinate dause is a clause that depends on another
clauseo
A subordinate clause is also called a dependent c1auseo

/ knew that she was very worriedo
She sereamed when she saw the bodyo
What he told me made no sense at al/o
Leave the books wherever you /ikeo
00 you ever listen to anything that anyone says to you?
/ slipped on a patch of ice while I was running for the buso
I'm more cautious now than I used to beo

lE Sometimes co-ordinate clauses are simply placed side by
side without being linked by a conjunction:

/ came, / saw, / conquered.
Cats chase mice, dogs chase cats, / chase dogso
We laughed at his jokes, we wept for his pain, we cheered his
courageo
This is known as asyndeton or parataxis (compare page 1 12)0

1

Ii

r;¡ Rather than being repeated in a co-ordinate clause, a lexical

verb and other parts of the predicate may be replaced by an
auxiliary verb, sometimes along with the adverb so:

The clause that a subordinate clause depends on is called
the main clause or p,dndpa[ dause.
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I knew that she was very worriedo
She screamed whel1 she saw the body.
Show me what you're doing.
This is the house where / was born.
I wouldn't go to her party un/ess / was invited.

Either )ohn broke the window or his brother dido (= ... or his

brother broke the window)

Sue left early but her sister didn'to (=

o-o

but her sister didn't

leave early)

Sue didn't leave ear/y, nor did her sistero

(= and her sister

didn't leave early either)

Mary was reading and so was )ohl1.

(= ..

o

A sentence that consists of a main clause and one or more
subordinate clauses is called a co mpíex sentence.

and John was

reading too)

Lynn left early and so did her sistero

(= ..

o

and her sister left

¡he word that links a subordinate clause to a main clausc
may be a submodinaUng conjunct¡on, such as although,

early too)

as, because, before, how, if, since, that, though, till, unless,
until, when, whenever, where, wherever, whether and while:

A noun or noun phrase may be replaced by a pronoun in the
second and later clauses of a compound sentence:

I knew that she was very worriedo
She sereamed when she saw the body.
How can / brush your hair if you won't stand stil/?
Although she is only two years o/d, she has a very large vocabulary.
1'1/ come whenever / can.
You'd better leave before she gets hereo

Either Mrs Jones lost her money or sl1e was robbed.
/ picked up the baby and kissed ir al1d cuddled ito

<. Grammar Hel p;
am-:

Notice the inversion of the subject and the verb in the clauses with nor
and so:
Sue didn't lea ve early, nor díd her síster.
Mary was reading and so was Johl1.
Lynn lerr early and so díd her sister.

1
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The linking word may, on the other hand, be a relative
pronoun, such as that, what, which, who, whom, whose,
whatever, whichever and whoever, an interrogative
pronoun, such as who, whom, whose, what and which,
or a determiner, such as what, whatever, which, whichever
and whose:

exactly the same way as tomorrow morning does in the simple sentence)

Leave the books on rhe rabIe. (simple sentence, with on the table as an
adverbial)

Leave the books wherever you lihe. (complex sentence - the subordinate
clause wherever vou like is functioning as the adverbial in the same way as
on the table does in the simple sentence)
Her behaviour surprised me. (simple sentence, with Her behaviour as the
subject)

That she came to the party ar all surprised me. (complex sentence - the
subordinate clause That she carne to the party at all is functioning as the
subject just as Her behaviour does in the simple sentence)

Stand up the boy who made that rude noise.
I don't know who you're talking about.
Where have you put the book that was here on the table?
That's the man whose son is the local MP
Find out which route is the quicker.
Take whatever you want.
Take whichever book you want.

I heard that. (simple sentence, with that as the direct object)
I heard what you said. (complex sentence - the subordinate clause what
vou said is functioning as the direct object in the same way as that does in
the simple sentence)

It is for this reason that subordinate clauses are said to be 'subordinate
to' or 'dependent on' main clauses - in a way they 'belong to' the main
clauses because they fill one of the slots in the main c1auses.
(o-ordinate clauses, on the other hand, are linked together, but you
cannot say that any co-ordinate clause 'belongs to' or 'depends on'
any other - they are equal partners in their sentences.

Sometimes there is no conjunction or relative pronoun linking
the clauses at all:

I knew she was very worried. (= ... that she was very worried)

.)

Where have you put the book I left on the table? (= ... that I left
on the table)

Sometimes a main clause could form a complete sentence on its own:
You can come wirh usif VOL! like.
The match was cancelled beca use it was raining.
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But if the slot filled by the subordinate clause is an 'obligatory slot'
(see page 50), ::>uch as the subJect of a verb in a declarative sentence
or the direct object following a transitive verb, then it would not be
possible for the main clause to form a complete sentence without the
subordinate clallse:

Who was that girl you were talking to 7

Lying is one thing I can't abide.

( :Gramm-a-r He1
..

P-:)

In what way are co-ordinate clauses different from main clauses
and subordina:e dauses 7
(o-ordinate clauses are linked together as a series in a sentence, like
links in a chain:
I sing / and Moira sings / and Peter sings / but Peter's brother duesn't sing.
Either Marv sings / or Peter sings / but his brother never sings.
The only thing connecting these co-ordinate clauses is the presence of
the co-ordinating conjunctions. The clauses are of equal importance
in the sentence - none of them is more important than the others.

•

: 1)

With main clauses and subordinate clauses, however, the relationship
is quite different. Not only are the subordinate clauses linked to the
main clauses, they are in a way part ofthe main clauses - that is to
say, they actually occupy one of the sentence 'slots' (subject, object,
complement, adverbial, etc) in the main clause.
You can see this by comparing similar simple sentences and complex
sentences.
You can finish that romorrow morning. (simple sentence, with tomorrow
morning as an adverbial)
You can finish that when we ger bade (complex sentence - the
subordinate clause when we get back is functioning as the adverbial in

I
I
I

What she did amazed me. (amazed me is not a complete sentence because

it has no sllbject)

I

I
I

I

Oid you find what vou had lost 7 (Did vou find 7 is not a complete sentence
becallse there is no direct objeet for the transitive verb find)

':J A complex sentence consists of a main clause and one or

more subordinate clauses. The subordinate clause may precede,
follow, or be in the middle of the main clause:

When we arrived, the concert had already started.
1'11 send you a postcard when I get there.
Anyone who knows anything about computers knows that.
That would be, as I have said, a grave mistake.
There's something funny going on here, you know.
There may of course be more than one subordinate clause in
a sentence:

As I was walking home, I noticed (that) there was a queue
of people outside the newsagent's.
[ 67 ]

While we were in town, we bought a new car, because we
wanted one with four doors.
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If there is more than one subordinate clause in a complex
sentence, they may be linked either by subordiriating
conjunctions, relative pronouns etc alone:

[ [ ) Combine the following sentences using the words in
brackets, making any other necessary changes.

/'

~

Example

My neighbour was looking after our daughter while I was
visiting my husband, who's in hospital at the moment for an
operation because he has injured his back.

Or they may be linked by any of these words and by co
ordinating conjunctions as well:
1'11 go wherever I please and however I please.
I gave her the money both because she needed it and
because she deserved it.

A sentence that consists of two or more co-ordinate main
clauses along with at least one subordinate clause is called a
compound-complex sentence:
john'll help you because he's a helpful sort of guy, and joyce'll
help you too.
I came because I had to bar my wife is here because she
wants to be.

Question:

The children were playing. The children were
watching television. (either ... or)

Answer:

Either the children were playing 01' they were
watching television.

1.

You are crazy. I am crazy. (either ... or)

2.

I don't want to go. , must go. (but)

3.

You broke the vase. The dog broke the vase. (either ... 01')

4.

Fred plays the guitar. I play the guitar. (and so ... )

5.

My mother is very keen on opera. My father is very keen on
opera. (and so ... )

6.

1

.

---.......

Handy Hl nt )

There may be more
than one possible
answer.

didn't make that mess. She didn't make that mess. (nor)

7.

,'ve been searching for my boots. I can't fjnd my boots. (but)

8.

She fell down. She was pushed. (either ... or)

9.

John is taller than his brother. 1 am taller than John.
taller than his brother. (and; so)

1

must be
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Handy Hint
_._0'

Remember that, for
the purposes of
sentence division, a
conjunction is
considered to be
pan of the clause
that follows it.

00

Cats can climb trees. Dogs can't climb Uees. (but)

(TI

Pick out the main clauses and subordinate clauses in the
following sentences:
I could see that she was worried.

l.
2.
3.
4.
c;

\.vr~1

You go round to the back of the house and take a look and "/1
try the front door again.

6.

1

7.

The children laughed at the antics of the clowns.

5.

It's Saturday so I needn't get up so early.

8.

6.

I've tried and I've tried but J've never managed it.
She both loves him and hates him.

The children laughed as the clowns poured water over each
other.

9.

Stay whcre you are until I come.

1.

2.
3.
4.

7.
8.

C'IDE

Divide the following sentences into the clauses that form
them.

10.

It's olle o'clock and we should be on our way by now.
I don't like him but 1'11 give him my support.
He put his hand on her arm and said nothing.

The government promised reforms but has done nothing.

1

J
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As I drove towards his house, I was hoping that he would be out.
1'11 come whenever I can.

Do you know what she did whell I told her what you'd said 7
r1on't \'le h::'.'e

2 Ci}~ [lf t:'~

don't know whether we should be doing this.

10.

If you go, I will go too.

1 1.

Whenever I run, my leg hurts.

12.

1

CID

v··hile we're waiting 7

didn't like what

1

was doing but

1

had no choice.

Describe the functions (subject, direct object, adverbial,
etc) of the subordinate clauses in the above sentences.

~
~~

~~r:t!~Et;~?:SZLit~5T~:i:ii:1;5Il~?~~~:;:;1
~

,

-

,-, ReJ-atJu€

You'd be surprised at the number of children in this school
whose parents are divorced.

[]auses

Clauses and their
Functions

The conjunctions where, when and why can also be used
to form relative clauses whose antecedents are nouns
referring to places, times and causes respectively:

I often walk past the house where I was born.

p.:>

Gramma r He1

Relative clauses are
.metimes called

00 you remember that time when you fel! into the swimming pool?
1 don't remember the reason why 1 went there.

Relativ2 CJa:us-es
A relative c1ause is a subordinate clause that identifies
someone or something or provides information about them,

~

,-ljectival c1auses
t ..,ócause, like
'jectives, they
identify or describe
, ,uns.

~~ Gramma r He1p:J)
When referring to people, the relative pronouns to use are who, whom,
whose and that:
the man who spoke OR the man that spoke ('Who' is preferred as a subject

A mole is an animal that Uves underground.

We were driving along a rough jungle track that was never
meant (or cars.
Patrons who arrive late may not be admitted to the concert.
A psychiatrist is a doctor who treats disorders o( the mind,
He was aman whose qreatest pleasure was lookinq a(ter
his garden.
She was someone on whom you could always re/y.
That is an option which / have always rejet:ted.
This is a list of people who were abducted by the terrorists
and about whose (ate nothinq is yet known.

pronoun, though both are correct.)
the man whom I saw OR the man that I saw ('That' is preferred as an object
pronoun, though both are correct.)

the man whose son is an MP
the man to whom I spoke
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r a verb in a
relative clause, it is
, :; antecedent that
rnakes the verb
;).,lgular or plural:
r

e boy who was
plaving outside is mv
1.

T~e

boys who were

, ¡ying outside are mv
sonso
vvnere is the book that
here on the table?

When referring to animals or things, the pronouns to use are which, rhar
and whose:
the cat wJ!iciJ was :;illin"j on the mat OR lhe uil Chat was sirting on the mat
the book which I mentioned OR the book that I mentioned
che buok whose cover was torn
el book ro which I often refer

When referring to things, you can use of which instead of whose:
a book the cover of which was 10m

.::1 The noun, pronoun, phrase or clause that is identified,
described or commented on by the relative clause is called
the antecedent /Lmu'si:d;:mt/:

:.:3 The relative pronouns who/whom, which and that can
generally be omitted:

Voters whose names begin with the letters M to Z should go to
Room 2.
That photo is a reminder of someone who was very important
to me.
Hands up everyone who would like a drink.
A mole is an animal that lives underground.
He was accused of beinq drunk in charqe o( a vehicle,
which is a serious offence.

Have
15
15

L.J

that the man you saw? (= the man that you saw)
that the man you were speaking t0 7 (= the man that you

Who was the girl / saw you with last night 7
She was someone you could a/ways rely on.
That is an option / have always rejected.

JI The word that links the relative clause to its antecedent is a

rela tive pronolJn. The words that, which, who, whom and
whose are relative pronouns:

A mole is an animal that lives underground.
I have a friend who once sailed across the Pacific in a smal! yacht.
You're starting down a path which can only lead to unhappiness.

still got the book / qave you? (= the book that I gave

were speaking to, or the man to whom you were speaking)

''''15

'.-Vhere are the books
11 were here on the
tuble 7

Y0L!

you)

But ifthey are the subject of the clause, they cannot be omitted:

that the man who saw you 7
that the man who was speakinq to James 7
Who was the girl who was with you last niqht?

15
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Strictly speaking, who is a subject pronoun and whom an object pronoun,
comparable to he and him, rheyand rhem, etc:

Clauses and lheir
Functions

that
who

', and whoever may mean' the person who ... ', 'anyone
' or 'everyone who oo.':

What I want ro know is where she hid the money.

eE:Grammar HelP:¡

(= the thing

that I want to know ... )

the man who was there (compare 'he was there')
the man whom 1 saw (compare '1 saw him')

I'm throwing all these old dresses out. You can keep whatever
you want. (= ... anything that you want)

However, whom is nowadays used only in rather formal English. In
everyday speech and writing whom is generally replaced by who:

You can have either of these cakes. Take whichever you want.

the man who 1 saw
the man who you were speaking ro

(= ... the one that you want)

Whom cannot be replaced by who when it immediately follows a
preposition (but again, this is really only found in formal language):
the man ro whom you were speaking

Whoever said that must be erazy!

(= the person who said

In this unit we are
looki ng at these
clauses as a type of
relative clause; in
Unit 20 (on Noun
Ciauses), we shall
look at them again,
to sée how they
behave like nouns.

that ... )

I'm very grateful to whoever found my keys and handed
them In to the police. (= ... to the person who found my keys

They elected Smith chairman, rhan whom there could have been no better choice.

... )

What, whatever and whichever can al so be used as determiners
in nominal relative clauses, that is, they can be followed by a
noun or a pronoun:

;; Notice that the relative pronoun may not always be the first
word in its clause. Sometimes it is preceded by a
preposition:

The villagers took what possessions they could carry with
them when they fled into the foresto (= ... took all the

the man ro whom you were speaking
a Job for which I was paid handsomely
the hammer with which rhe woman was bludgeoned ro dearh

possessions that they could carry ... )
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They built shelters in the forest with whatever suitable
materials they couiá (ind. (= ... with anything suitable

And the pronoun may be preceded by both a preposition
and also a word such as sorne, severa!, al!, both, most, etc or
a number:

that

they could find)

Take whichever one you like.

The men, borh of whom are lorry-drivers, were charged with
theft.

(= ... the one that you like)

Restt'ictl"e a.na ¡'¿Ü'ít'l"'estrfctfvE. ReraUve C[é'tuse.s

She was attacked by a group of boys, most of whom were in
their teens.

Relative clauses that identify, pick out ordescribe a
particular person or thing are called restrictive or defining
relative clauses.

He has a large collection of photographs, some of which are
very old.
I bought half a dozen eggs, four of which were broken by the
time 1 got home.

Have you still go't the book I gave you? (This identifies one
particular book.)

([)id You

Kno~?)

'Nominal' means 'Iike
a noun',
A nominal relative
cJause is a 'noun
like' relative clause,

mi

Nominal Re!ative Clauses

I have a neighbour who comes from Italy.

(This identifies one

particular neighbour.)

In so me relative clauses, the relative pronoun does not fol!ow
an antecedent but in a sense inc!udes the antecedent in itself.
This applies to what, whatever, whichever and whoever.

Who is that man you were talking t0 7 (This identifies a
particular man.)

He's engaged to a girl who's the daughter of an MP.

As pronouns, for example, what, whatever and whichever
may mean 'the thing that ... ', 'anything that ... ' or 'everything

~
~
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Relative clauses whose purpose is not to identify a particular
person or thing but simply to provide so me further
information about them are called non-restrictive or nondefining relative clauses.

T;:I"'7 t as a SJJbordirL3tj n9
Pr;onoun

CO:njlJ]1 c"tJOIJ

andas a }~-~].ative

That can be both a subordinating conjunction and a relative
pronoun. There are, however, several ways of distinguishing
between the two uses of the word:

My neighbours, who come from Ita/y, make wonder{ul pasta
dishes. (The relative clause does not identify the neighbours

1 If that is a relative pronoun, it will have an antecedent:

but makes a comment about them.)

She had lost the ring that I had given her {or Christmas.
Penguins are birds that swim.

'The Hobbit', which was written by Tolkien, is the story of
the adventures of Bilbo Baggins.

If that is a conjunction, there will be no antecedent:

He's engaged to Daisy Smith, who~ the daughter of an MP.

I know that she doesn't like me.

The book, which was Jying on the rabIe, was something to do
with UFOs.

•

C/auses and their
Functions

I don't believe thar she is telling the truth.

2 If that is a relative pro·noun, it can -be replaced by which; if
it is a conjunction, it cannot be replaced by which:

Who and which can be used in both restrictive and non
restrictive relative clauses, but that can only be used in
restrictive relative clauses:

OR

She had lost the ring that I had given her (or Christmas.
She had lost the ring which I had gíven her (or Christmas.
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Is this the book that you lent me?
These are the plants that I was talking about.

BUT NüT

And it is only in restrictive relative clauses that the relative
pronoun can be omitted altogether:

I know thar she doesn't like me.
I know which she doesn't like me.

3 If thar is a conjunction, then what follows it in the subordinate
clause can make a complete statement on ;ts own:

Is this the book you lent me?
These are the plants I WC1S talking about.

I don't think that she is coming wirh uso

We found out that Ricardo had won the prize.

Bart told me that Janet~s looking {ar a new jobo

Punctuation oi Restrictj'i2 and Non-restrjctive Reiative

If that is a relative pronoun, then what folJows it in the clause
will nat be a complete statement:

Claus-es
A restrictive relative clause is not separated from its antecedent
and the rest of the sentence by commas:

She had lost the ríng that she had been given (or
Christmas.

The book that was on the rabIe was mine.

Where's the book that I Jett on the rabie?

She had lost the diamond ring that I had given her (or
Christmas.

(She had been given far Christmas and I left an the table are
not complete statements - they don't say what she had -been
given for Christmas or what I left on the table.)

A non-restrictive relative clause, on the other hand, is separated
off by commas:
The book, which was on the table, was mine.
She had lost her diamond ring, which I had given her (or
Christmas.

dlJ

I
f¡

1
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Appositive Clauses
Appositive /;:¡'POZltIV/ c1auses are clauses that are in
apposition to the words they relate too

The company that she set up has gone bankrupt.

8.

It is very surprising that she didn't come with uso

m

Appositive clauses provide information about a preceding noun
such as be/ief, thought, saying, possibi/ity, fee/ing, etc:

The thought that my mocher miqht find out horr;f;ed me.
=

Combine the following pairs of sentences into a single
sentence by means of a relative pronoun, etc.

Example

The belief that tl1e wor/d is flat was w;despread in the
M;ddle Ages. (the belief = that the world is flat)
(the thought

The reason for the delay is that there is no driver for the train.

6.
7.

that my mother might find out)

The saying tha! absel1ce makes the heart grow fonder ;s
absolute nonsense.
Appositive clauses look very similar to relative clauses, but
there are some differences between them:
1 In an appositive clause, rhar is a subordinating conjunction,
not a relative pronoun, so it cannot be replaced by which:

Question:

Cinderella had a wicked stepmother. The
stepmother was very unkind to her.

Answer:

Cinderella had a wicked stepmother, who was very
unkind to her.

l.

Co and see the nurse. She will check your blood pressure.

2.

That is the nurse. That nurse checked my blood pressure.

3.
4.
5.

Penguins are birds. Penguins cannot fly.
My aunt is coming to visit uso She lives in London.
The coat was hanging in the hall. The coat was badly stained.

6.
7.

I want the spade. The spade is in the tool shed.
¡'II catcil tile number 52 bus. The number 52 will take me right
to the theatre door.
The professor of French was a tall thin mano I forget his name.

Handy Hi nt~

(

There may be more
than one correct
answer to some of
the questions.
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BUT NOT

2

I have a feeling that someth;ng ;s wrong.
I have a fee.i;ng wh;ch someth;ng ;s wrong.

8.

9.
10.

In an appositive clause, the words that follow rhar make a
complete statement on their own:

I have a feel;ng that something is wrong.
In a relative clause, the words that follow
a complete statement:

1 l.

thar do not make
12.

We visited the farm. Robert Burns once lived there.
The man is my daughter's father-in-Iaw. The man won a prize
for the best chrysanthemums.
The man is my daughtcr's father-in-Iaw. They gave the man the
prize for the best chrysanthemums.
People need their cars. People live in rural areas.

The feelings that I had for her amounted almost to an obsess;on.

~.
(

Handy Hi nts )
Can that be replaced
by which7 Could
what follows that
make complete
sense on its own?
Could that be
omitted 7

~

00

State whether that is a subordinating conjunction or a
relative pronoun in the following sentences.

l.

She prefers dictionaries that have pictures in them.

2.
3.

I can hardly believe that you said that.
You had better phone the office to say that I'm not well.

4.

We walked down the path that led to the lake.

5.

We did enjoy the fruit that you sent uso

Em
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:.~ An :advubial daus",= of pla(e is a subordinate clause that
says where something happens.

l.'
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Adverbial clauses of place are introduced by the conjunctions
where and wherever:

fldlJErbia] [JausEs

Put that rock where you put the other ones.
Put it wherever you like.

:m

Adverbial Claus25

An auverbi¿:¡l daus~ uf manner is a subordinate clause that
says how something happens.

1

Adverbial clauses of manner are introduced by conjunctions
such as as, as if, as though, how, however and Iike:

An adverbial clause is a subordinate clause that functions
as an adverbial in the main clause.

C1~le the pieces together as I showed YOU.
Sav it as if you meant it.
You must do it exactlv as I told YOU.
1'11 do it however I like.
Mould the e/a V just how I showed you.

An adverbial clause may, for example, say when or where or
how about the action described in the main clause.

I will come tomoYrow.
I will come after I have been to the shops.
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:7J An adv2rb~alcbuse of reélson tells Y0L! why something
happens or why it should happen.

Leave the books there.
Leave the boo!<s wherev,er you like.
00 the Job this way.
00 the Job however you lihe.

¡

!

I!

Adverbial clauses of reason are introduced by conjunctions
such as as, beca use, in case, seeing, seeing as, seeing that
and since:

;-< ¡

~ Adverbial clauses can, like other adverbials, be modified by

.,:3.f
':-'~I

¡-~

adverbs:
00 exacrly as vou are told.

She left jusr before vou carne in.

I

Thev didn't go on a picnic after all because it was raining.
As ir was raining, we decided not to go.
Take an umbrella in case it rains.
Seeing that ir's raining, vou'll have to plav indoors.

l:1
I

Types of Adverbial Claus e

As with adverbs and adverbials (see page 56), adverbial clauses
can be categorized according to their meanings and uses.
JI An adverbial clause of tim€

I
I

is a subordinate clause that

says when something happens.

<
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Notice that certain conjunctions may introduce more than one type of clause:
As I was leaving my office, I heard an explosion in the street. (timp - says when)
As I am just leaving, you can have my seat. (reason - says why)
Do as / do. (manner - says how)
He has been very depressed since his wife died. (time - says when)
Since / have nothing berteY 10 do, /'11 come with VOL/o (reason - says why)

Adverbial clauses of time are introduced by conjunctions
such as after, as, as soon as, before, once, since, till, until,
when, whenever or while:

WI

1'11 come when I'm ready.
I'm not leaving till I know the rruth.
Alwavs wash vour hands before you handle food.
You'll be al! right once you get to rhe hotel.

:a
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An adv-erbial dause of purpose also tells you why something
is happening, but states the aim or purpose of it rather than
the reason for it or cause of it.

<"Grammar Hel PJ
Conjunctions such as

in order that, so
that, as soon as, as
long as, on
condition that and
as if, which consist
of more than one
word, are called
complex
conjunctions.
Compare the note on
complex
prepositions on
page 74.
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Clauses and their
Functions

Adverbial clauses of purpose are introduced by conjunctions
such as 50, 50 that and in order that:

Adverbial clauses of concession may make a contrast with
something said in the main clause:

Take an umbrella so you don't get wet.

She's a charming woman, whereas her husband is a
complete pain in the neck.

My neighbour looked after the baby so that I could go shopping
on my own.
•

The main winter ho/iday in Eng/and was a/ways Christmas,
whilst in Scotland it was New Year.

An adverbial dause of result: tells you what resu/ts from
something happening.

Adverbial clauses of concession that make contrasts are
sometimes called adverbial clauses of contrasto

Adverbial clauses of result are introduced by that and are
linked to a so or such in the main clause:

•

It rained so much that the garden was flooded.
She was so nervous that she spilt her drink.

Another type of subordinate clause is the comment clause.
A comment clause generally functions as a disjunct or a
conjunct (see pages 39 and 4 J) and makes so me comment on
what is said in the main clause:

This is, as you can see, a specimen of 3rd-century Roman
pottery.

There was such a demand for the tickets that they sold out
within half an hour.

She was, as is well known, a member of the Repub/ican Party.

15 An adverbial cla.u:se of concess¡on is introduced by
conjunctions such as a/though, even if, even though, however,
no matter what/who/where etc, though, whatever, wherever,
while, whi/st, whoever, whereas and whether '" oro

Whats more, she was an active member of the party.
As you know, her husband is a we//-known television
persona/itv.
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Adverbial clauses of concession may imply that there is
something surprising about what is said in the main clause
in the light of what is being said in the subordinate clause:

What was worse,

1

was tota/ly

1051.

Foot-and-mouth disease is, as you probably already know, a
highly infectious disease of catt/e, sheep and pigs.

Although "ve known Peter for years, I've never met his wife.
Even though the sun was shining, it was stil/ very cold.
1'11 be happy 110 matter where we {JO.
Whatever Ido, I'm a/ways in the wrong.
I'm going whether you come with me 01' noto

As I say, there's no harm done and we'd bestjust forget about it.
The comment clause can come without an introductory
conjunction:

Ruddhist.
It was, you see, the very la~t thing 1 had expected to happen.
Ht:: Is, ! be!íeve,

Concession clauses may put forward a possible reason for
doing something, with the implication that it is not a good
enough reason for doing whatever is suggested in the main
clause:

(1

adverbial dause of comparison is used to rnake a
comparison between something mentioned in the main clause
and something in the subordinate clause.

E An

Evel1 though he broke your camera, you had no right to hit
him. (= he broke your camera but that is not a good enough

An adverbial clause of comparison is introduced by as or than.
A clause beginning with than is linked to a comparative word
in the main clause, and a clause beginning with as is linked
to an as in the main clause:

reason for hitting him)

Evel1 if the exam questions are simple, check your answers
carefu//y. (= the questions may be simple but that is not a good
enough reason for you not to check your answers)
C1m~
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She p/ays chess better than Ifer father does.
Oogs can run faster than cats can.
She eats less than Ido.

~
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1

She's not as stupid as she looks.
We ran as quickly as we could.
[at as much as you like.

~(Grammar Hel
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An adverbial cla:use of pl"'Dportion indicates that the more,
or less, one thing happens so the more, or less, something
else happens.
In one construction, the conjunction as may be correlated
with a so in the main clause, and in another common
construction, the linking words are two the's, one in the
subordinate clause and one in the main c1ause:

What follows the than may not have a verb in it:
She plays chess better than her father does. OR
She plays chess better than her father.

This is not the same
word as the

determiner the
(though probably
most speakers of
English think it 15).
This the is an adverb.

As she became more and more unhappy at school, so her
absences became more and more (requent.

In these cases, than is sometimes considered to be a preposition,
sometimes a conjunction:

The more unhappy she was, the more (requent her absences
became.

When there is a verb present, than is clearly a conjunction
introducing a subordinate clause:
She eats less than Ido.
f'm cleverer than he iso
No-one is more easily offended than she is.
When what follows than is a pronoun without a verb, it is normal in
everyday English to use the object forms of the pronouns (me, him,
them, etc) rather than the subject forms (1, he, they, etc):
She eats less rhan me.
f'm cleverer than him.
No-one i5 more easily offended than her.

The more / know him, the less Ilike him.

a A. cOl1ditiorJa,¡ daus e, or

I
I

adverbial c1ause of condition,
is a subordinate clause that states the conditions or
circumstances that are, or would be, necessary for what is
talked about in the main clause to happen or apply.
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In this case, than is clearly a preposition. (Prepositions in English are
always followed by the object form of pronouns: for me, with him,
without them, ro US, etc.)

3

4

When what follows than is a noun (or a noun phrase), than is again
thought of as a preposition (although there is nothing to show that it
is a preposition, because nouns in English don't have different subject
and object forms):
Oogs run faster rhan cars.
She eats less rhan her sister.
In formal English, however, one can equally well use the
forms of pronouns instead of the object forms:
She eats less than 1.
f'm cleverer rhan he.
No·one is more easily offended rhan she.

subject

In this case. the question might be asked '15 than a preposition or a
conjunction 7 '. If it is a preposition, then it is a rather odd one,
because it is followed by the subject forms of pronouns, not the
object forms.

I

iI

:

1

¡

I

I

I

So is it a conjunction 7 Sut if than is a conjunction when followed by
the subject forms of pronouns, then why is it a preposition when
followed by nouns and noun phrases 7

~

The answer ¡s, there is really no clear way of deciding. Different
grammarians may opt for one or the other. Here, as in many other
places, grammar is just a little less tidy than we might want it to be.
Sut nothing important hinges on the choice in any case.

A sentence with a conditional clause in it is called a conditional

sentence.

Conjunctions that introduce conditional clauses are as long
as, ir. on condition that, provided, provided that, providing,
providing that, so long as and unless:

1'11 come it if she invites me.
1 won't come unless she invites me.
You won't pass your exams if you don't study.
You won't pass your exams unless you work harder.
So long as you don't forget your lines, you'll be (ine.
You can stay providing you lend a hand.
First, Secand and Third ConditionaJs

I
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As the forests shrink, the deserts advance.

My dog can run faster than I can. OR
My dog can run faster than me.

2

-)etauses and their
Funetions

Note the tenses of the verbs in the following sentences with
conditional clauses:

1 will come if she invites me.
We will win if we play well.
1 would come if she invited me.
We would win if we played well.
1 would have come if she had invited me.
We would have won if we had played better.

cm
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These three forms of conditional sentence are called first
conditionals, second conditionals and third conditionals
respectively.

Second conditionals are al so used to describe something that
would be possible 01' true if only something else existed 01' was
true (whilst in fact it does not exist 01' is not true). Second
conditionals therefore express imagined situations:

If onlv we had wings, we cou/d f/y out of here. (but we don't
have wings, so we can't fly)

First conditionals state simple facts about what willor
may happen in the future ifsomething else happens 01'
unless something else happens.

(Di-d-Yo~K~o0)
First conditionals are
sometimes called

real conditionals.

We cou/d go to Japan for our holidaV if onlV we had enough
monev. (but we don't have enough money, so we can't go)

Ir I go to the shops tomorrow, 1'11 get vou those bool<s vou want.

l"

Third conditionals refer to the past and say what would
have 01' might have happened if something else had
happened first 01' what would have 01' might have been

Those plants will die ir vou don't water them regularly.
Those plants will die unless someone waters them.

true if something else had been true. Third conditionals
therefore refer to something that has not happened 01' was
not the case.

Unless vou work a lot harder, vou won't pass vour exams.
Ir he has finished the crossword, 1'11 get a 1001< at the papel" at
last.
Ir James isn't home vet, I can phone again later on.

( Di d You KnOW?)
Third conditionals
are sometimes called

contrafactual
conditionals
(because they
describe something
that did not in fact
happen).

We wou/d have won if we had p/ayed better. (but we didn't
play better, so we didn't win)

Ir it doesn't stop raining soon, the match may be cancelled.

I wou/d have come if she had invited me.
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The main clauses in first conditionals may also be imperatives:

If I had known that, I would never have helped them.

Ir she asks vou where I am, tel! her vou don't know.
If the babv's asleep, don't waken her.

If vou had been wearing more sensible shoes, vou wou/dn't
have fallen.
We cou/d have escaped ir onlv we had had a ladder.

Second conditionals are used to describe what would

We might have stayed longer if we had had more time.

happen in the future ifsomething else happened first.

If vou hadn't /ost the tickets, we would have been watehing
tIJe football bV now.

Second conditionals express greater uncertainty than first
conditionals about whether 01' not what is being spoken
about will ever actually happen: they are sometimes said
to express unreal 01' hypothetical conditions.

,--

e

A conditional clause with had, were or should may be formed without a
conjunction by putting the had, were or should in front of the subject:
Had I known that, I wouldn't have come.
Had we played better, we might have won.
Had we had win{Js, we could have flown like birds.
Were they to be found {Juilty, it would be an appalling injustice.
Should she ask you, tell her vou don't know anvthing.

-

~-_----=.:..----.:...:.:...:~./
Di d You Know7~
Second conditionals
are sometimes called

unreal conditionals.

Grammar Hel ~

I wou/d come ir she invited me. (but she might not invite me)
I wou/dn't come unless she invited me.
Ir vou worked harder, vou wou/d pass vour exams. (but I
know you may not work harder)

If we were asked to help, of course we wou/d he/p. (but we
might not be asked)

ce¡:;'

€m
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Clauses and rheir
Functions

Complete the following sentences using the verb in
brackets, taking care to put the verb into the appropriate
tense.

State what sort of adverbial clause (time, manner, place,
etc) the underlined clauses in the following sentences are.

,.
2.

I went to bed when I got home.
1 went to bed tho..u.gh I wasn't feeling very tired.

3.
4.

I don't dance as well as you do ..
Beeallse they were late, they didn't get very good seats in the

5.
6.

cinema.
Come whenever you want.
He's more relaxed than he was before he retired.

7.

I ate so mueh at the dinner that , was almost siek.

8.

5inee you're here, you can help me clean the house.

9.
10.

5he's not as shy as she llsed to be.
When I'm doing the ironing, I like to wateh television or a video.

1 ,.

As there was nobody at home, I left the parcel on the doorstep.

12.

As I was walking alo.ng---.the-s.1Le.e1, a tile fell off a roof and nearly

Example
Although

Answer:

Although I

1 __

tired,

was. tired,

1

couldn't sleep. (be)

I couldn't sleep.

l.
2.

Watch me while

3.
4.

Although she _ _ only four, she could already read and write.
(be)
What will happen if the rainforests _ _ all cut down? (be)

5.

What would happen if the rainforests _ _ all cut down 7 (be)

6.

If you
harder, you might have passed your exams.
(work)
If you _ _ harder, you might pass your exams. (work)

7.
8.

I

Question:

1 __

this. (do)

Plants won't grow unless you _ _ them. (water)

What would have happened if Napoleon
the battle of
Waterloo? (win)
Wherever she __ , she seemed to make friends. (go)

__ www.IELTS4U.blogfa.com
hit me.

I

9.

I

10.

i

12.

If you _ .. up all your vegetables, you can have sorne pudding.
(eat)
If you
all your vegetables, you would have got sorne
pudding. (eat)
Even if I __ a lot, 1'11 never be a great pianist. (practise)

13.

Even if

14.

There was a phone call for you while you __ out. (be)

15.

If you __n't __ , you wouldn't have such abad cough.
(smoke)

1

Handy Hi nt
-----_.

( B)

j

/

~''1ke sure that the
lJnjunction you
, 'ect allows you to
make a sentence
, it makes sense.
There may be more
l"dn one poss.ible
r' aice.

1
I

1 1.

I

1

I
I

,.

Take an umbrella with you _ _ you don't get wet. (beeause,

2.

until, so that)
Take an umbrella with you _ _ it might rain. (because, until,

3.

so that)
Don't go out _ _ it stops raining. (beeause, until, so that)

4.

Don't go out _ _ it's raining. (whereas, if, while)

5.

,'11 come tomorrow _ _ I can. (if, when, unless)
,'11 come tomorrow _ _ 1can't for sorne reason. (if, when, unless)

6.
7.
8.
9.

[)

[

Complete the following sentences by choosing one of the
conjunctions given in the brackets.

I

I
I

1 __

a lot, I'd never be a great pianist. (practise)

I

_ _ the meeting finishes on time, I should be here by six.
(if, providing, so)
She was late home _ _ she missed the bus. (as, because, that)

10.

5he was so late leaving the office _ _ she missed the bus.
(when, that, as)
Ask him yourself _ _ you want to know. (if, in order that, until)

1 l.

I found it exactly _ _ it was supposed to be. (when, where,

12.

because)
I've found out _ _ the meeting is supposed to take place.
(when, where, because)
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00 you know why the ra;nbow has seven colours in it?

I wondered where he was.

Noun [fauses

I don't know who won the prize.
I wondered whar he was doinq.
Have you any idea which is john's?

c::

Gramma r He 1

p>

She wants to know whose that is.

Noun Clauses

Wh;ch book 1 should choose is the big question.
I

I wasn't sure about what clothes 1 should be takinq with me.

A noun clause is a subordinate clause that can have the
same function or fill the same slot in a sentence as a noun
or pronoun.

Noun clauses are
sometimes called
complement
c1auses.

The police want to know whose cal' that is.
Noun clauses al so include the nominal relative c1auses
that were studied in Unit 18 (see page 734), which are
formed with the pronouns and determiners what,
whatever, whichever and whoever:

It was quite unforgivable. (pronoun)
What you did was quite unforgivable. (noun clause)
I didn't realize that. (pronoun)

The price is what is most important. (= ... the thing that is

I didn't realize that you were cominq with uso (noun c/ause)
The problem is money. (noun)

most important)

<
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Remember that
'nominal' means
'noun-like'. These
clauses behave both
like relative clauses
and like noun
c1auses.
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According to wl1ar she said, a lot of people are going to lose
their jobs.

The problel11 is that no-one came ro rhe party (noun clause)
The prize will go to Raymond. (noun)

She can do whatever she likes.

The prize will go to whoever answers the quesrion correcrly.

Take whatever books you nef'd.

(noun cJause)

CGrammar He~
There may, of course,
be no conjunction at
all:
I know that Ite's here
somewltere. OR
I know he's Itere
sOlnewhere.
I was sure that he
would be here. OR
I was sure he would be
here.

lilZ

Take whichever ones

Noun clauses may begin with the subordinating
conjunction that. other subordinating conjunctions such as
if, whether, how, when, where and why, interrogative
pronouns such as who, whose, what and which, and
interrogative determiners such as what. which and

want.

Whoever ansl'~'ers the question correctly will win the prize.
(= the perc:r-., who answers ... )

/11 give whoever answers che question correccly a prize.

whose:
I am saVing that we must look
products.

V·.JJl

Funcltons cf Noun C¡2.uses
(01'

new markets

(01'

our

A noun clause can have any of the same functions in a sentence
as a noun or pronoun. It can, for example, be the subject of the
sentence:

I'm sure rhar thinqs will qet better soon.
Are you aware rhat we've been waitinq
hour?

(01'

more than an

That 1 (orqot your birthday was quite unforgivable.
What you did was quite unforgivable.

I wonder i( Iris will be cominy with uso

Or the direct object:

Ask her whether she's coming.

I didn't realize thar you were cominq w;rh uso
I didn't realize what 1 had done.

~

!

.l.
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Or the indirect object:

'Whose cal" is that?'
I wondel"ed whose cal" it was.

1'1/ give whoever answers the question correctly a prize.

'Whe..-e is the mane V?'
He asked whe..-e the monev was.

Or a complement:

With which there may be a change in word arder, but most often there is
no change:

The worry is that no-one might turn up at al/.
The prob/em is who we should invite.

'Which cal" is YOUl"s?'
5he asked which cal" was mine.

Or the complement of a preposition:
Tenses in lndire-et Speech

The money wi// go to whichever charity you choose.
I

Di.ect an:d Jndirect Specech
One common type of noun clause is known as indirect
speech or reported speech.
Indirect speech reports what someone has said, as opposed
to direct speech, which consists of the person's exact
words.

I

I

I

I

The tense of the verb in the indirect speech clause depends on
both the tense of the verb in the main clause and the tense of
the verb used by the speaker in direct speech:
1 If the verb in the main clause is in the present tense (or the
future tense, which is, of course, formed with the present
tense of the auxiliary verbs will and shal/) , the tense of the
verb in indirect speech is the same as in direct speech:

/'m frightened.'
5he says that she is frightened.
She wi!J say that she is frightened.
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She said, 'James is coming too.' (direct speech)
5he said lhat James was coming too. (indirect speech)

'/ can do it.'
She says that she can do it.
She wiJI say that she can do it.

be there,' she promised. (direct speech)
5he promised that she would be there. (indirect speech)
'¡'JI

;~;:\_~
"Jtice that while
Olrect questions end
'th a question
rnark, indirect
_,..Jestions end with
• '11 stops because
lJley are statements,
>t questions:
Al"e vou coming?
, ¿ asked ir I was
,nming.

'/ was frightened.'
She says that she was frightened.
She will say that she was frightened.

Direct and indirect speech may involve questions rather than
statements. These are known as direct questions and indirect
questions respectively:

Similarly, there is no change of tense in reported speech when
the verb in the main clause is in the present perfect tense:

'Are you singing with us?' she asked me. (direct question)
5he asked me if I was singing with them. (indirect question)
'When does the London train arrive?' / inquired. (direct
question)
/ inquired when the London train would arrive. (indirect
question)

'Are you frightened 7 '
Someone has asked me whether / am frightened.
'/ was frightened.'
/ have said / was frightened.

.CC:Grammar Help~
When wh-words such as who, what, whose, etc occur in a question in
direct speech, there is a change of word arder in indirect speech, with the
verb moving to the position behind the subject:

LA

'Who is that man?'
5he is asking who that man is.
'What is that noise?'
He asked what the noise was.
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2 If the verb in the main clause is in the simple past tense, a
verb in the present tense in direct speech becomes a past
tense in indirect speech; a verb in the future tense becomes
a future in the past; and a verb in the present perfect tense
becomes a past perfect tense:
'/'m frightened.'
5he said that she was frightened.

&D
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'I'm going mad.'
1 thouqht 1 was going mad.

~

'1 can do it.'
5he said that she cou/d do it.

Convert the following examples of direet speeeh into indireet
speech, taking eare to choose the eorreet tense for the verbo

~.

'1 will come to your wedding.'

Example

1 said 1 wou/d come to your wedding.

'I've finished washing the dishes.'
He said he had finished washing the dishes.

<:

Gramma r He1

P>

,.

Question:

Are you coming 7

Answer:

He asked if I was coming.

(~~dYHi~)
There may be more
than one correet
answer.

I'm a Sagittarius.
She says she _ _ a Sagittarius.

Even when the verb in the main clause is in the simple past tense, a verb
in indirect speech may not change to a past tense but may remain in the
present tense if what was said was not only true at the original time of
speaking but is still true at the time when it is being reported:
'The universe is 20 mi/lion years o/d, , he said.
He said that the universe was 20 mil/ion vean o/d.
OR
He said that the universe is 20 mil/ion vears o/d.

2.

I'm a Sagittarius.
She told me she _ _ a Sagittarius.

3.

Do you work at home 7
I asked her whether she _ _ at home.

4.

Can you work with the television on 7
She asked me if I _ _ work with the television on.

5.

Where shall I put the vase 7
She wondered where she _ _ put the vase.
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3 When the verb in the main clause is in the simple post tense,
a verb in the simple past tense in direct speech either
remains a simple past tense ar e/se becomes a past perfect
tense:
'1 was frightened, ' she said.

OR

She said that she was frightened.
5he said that she /tad been frighlened.

8.

When does the train leave 7

Can I do that br you 7
Hp ::.sked if he _ _ do that for uso
I have never been in Japan befor-e.
She said she

'1 cou/d meet you next weel<.'
He said he cou/d meet us next weel<.

(l']J'

May I come in 7
He asked if he _ _ come in.

10.

5he said she miqht do it.

'1 had never been so frightened in my life.'
1 said 1had never been so frightened in all my life.

7.

Co and ask when the t:'din - - .

'1 miqht do it.'

4 A verb in the post perfect tense in direct speech remains as a
past perfeet tense in indireet speeeh:

Where should I put the vase 7
She wondered where she _ _ put the vase.

9.

Modal auxiliaries in the past tense, however, always remain
in the same form:

'You must come and see us soon.'
She said we must come and see her soon.

6.

never been in Japan before.

1 l.

Has the bus arrived yet?
She inquired whether the bus _ _ arrived yet.

12.

Has the bus arrived yer?
I would like to know whether the bus _ _ arrived yet.

I

I

J
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A non-finite c1ause is a subordinate clause that has only
a non-finite verb, and no finite verb, in it.

ano Uerb]'8ss [Icuses

A non-finite clause may be formed with an infinitive, with ro:

Finite and Non-finite V~rbs
p

To sail round the world on your own would be quite an
adventure.

,

.!! Grammar Hel ~,

I only wanted to help you.

A finite verb is one that agrees with its subject.

l__

For a fuller
.iscussion of
'1.greement', see
unit 3.

We don't want you to feel embarrassed.
OIga
OIga
OIga
OIga
OIga
OIga

has a new caro
and )ohn have a new caro
is very proud of her new caro
and )ohn are very proud of their new caro
goes everywhere in her new caro
and )ohn go everywhere in their new caro

The doctor ananged for Mrs Shaw to be admitted to hospital
immediately.
I think he'd like us to leave now.
f'd hate to be a schoolteacher nowadays.
What I need is to have a hot bath.
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I went early in order to get a good seat.

Non-finite verbs are verbs that do not have to agree with
a subject.

-:Grammar Hel

p,,>

verbal noun is al so
known as a gerund
Cr ;)I1<.1/.

°3

A non-finite clause may be formed with an infinitive without lo:

AIII did was brea/( her window.
What you've done is give away our secreto
What he's trying to do is forget his pasto

Infinitives, present participles and past participles,
and verbal nouns are non-finite verbs.

A non-finite clause may be formed with a participle:

To buy a new car, OIga needs a bank loan. (infinitive)
To buy a new car, OIga and )ohn need a bank loan.

Sailing round the world, Nancy visited many fascinating and
exotic places.

Being very proud of her new car, she washes it every single day.

While running (or the bus, I slipped on the ice and fe 11.

(present participle)

When alerted to the problem, the company immediately
withdrew the car from the market.

Being very proud of their new car, they wash it e ver y single day.
Worried by the cost of petrol, she has bought a smaller caro
(past participle)

Sasha watched her mother working in the garden.

Worried by the cost of petrol, they have bought a smaller caro

The fellow painting that fence is a friend of mine.

In buying a new car, she has committed herself to a huge bank
loan. (verbal noun)
In buying a new car, they have committed themselves to a huge
bank loan.

She watched me calmly, al/ her fear gone.
A non-finite clause may be formed with a verbal noun:

By sailing round the world on her own, she showed incredible
courage.
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I keep on hearing funny noises.
Instead of running away from your problems, face up to them .

ml
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I gave writing this book a lot of thought. (non-finite noun
clause as indirect object)

Urammar Help'>
Verb forms in -ing can be preceded by both the non-possessive and
possessive forms of nouns and by determiners such as my, YOUY, his,
hey, etc:

Her ambition is to be a doctor. (non-finite noun ctause as
subject-com plement)

Paul behavinfJ like that reallv upset his mather.
Paul's behavlng like that reallv upset his mnther.
I'm surprised at him making a mistake like that. (pronoun)
I'm surprised at his making a mistake like thal. (determiner)

What I remember best is you fal/ing in the water. (non-finite
noun clause as subject-complement)
What I did was break her favourite vase. (non-finite noun
clause as subject-complement)

In initial position in a sentence, a determiner is usually preferred to a
pronoun:

Whi/e in town, I met your mother. (verbless c1ause as adjunct,
saving when)

His behaving like that reallv upset his mather.

Nouns and pronouns linked by a preposition or conjunction should be in a
non-possessive form:

I went into town in order to buy some shoes. (non-finite
c1ause as adjunct, saving why)

Paul and his brother behaving like that reallv upset their mather.
I dan't abject ta sorne of you going.

Strictly speakin9, you shouldn't be here. (non-finite clause as
disjunct)
To be frank with you, I don't much /ike that dress. (non-finite
clause as disjunct)

A verbless clause is a subordinate clause that has no verb
in it at al!.

From being total/y unknown, she rose to the top of her
profession. (non-finite clause as complement of preposition)
J'm g/ad to be of he/p. (non-finite c1ause as complement of
adjective)
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Though stil! in our shirt s/eeves, we set to work.

Come next week if possib/e.

Mother is busy working in tite garáen. (non-finite clause as
complement of adjective)

When in Rome, do as the Romans do ..

Some non-finite and verbless clauses are like shortened relative
c1auses:

Afways he/pful, Diana was in the kitchen peeling potatoes.

Now mucl1 weaker, Maria could hardly raise herself from her

bed.

The cow, contentedfy chewinq the qrass, was none the worse
for its adventure. (= ... which was contentedly chewing the
grass)

r::'unctloIl5 oí' hlot1-ftnrlE:: a.nd Verbiess: ClausGs

She /ooked at the baby, now fersr as/eep in her coto (= ... who
was now fast asleep in her cot)

Manv non-finite and verbless clauses function as noun clauses
or adverbial clauses and have the same functions in sentences
as other subordinate clauses:

A/ways he/pful, Diana was in the kitchen pee/ing potatoes. (=
Diana, who was always helpful, was in the kitchen ... )

Painting the kitehen will take ages. (non-finite noun clause as
subject)

Indirect Commands

To have known her is a great privilege. (non-finite noun clause
as subject)

mi·

Non-finite clauses are used to form indirect commands or
requests:

For him to be here is an insult. (non-finite noun clause as
subject)

'Don't do that,' I said to her. (direct command)

I want to be a doctor. (non-finite noun clause as direct object)

I told her not to do that. (indirect command)

My wife doesn't like doing the shopping. (non-finite noun
clause as direct object)

'Don't go out,' I said. (direct command)
I asked you not to go out. (indirect command)
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us your secret, we begged. (direct command)
We begged her rO te/I us her secreto (indirect command)
~TelJ

f
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Clauses and their
Functions

subject of the verb in the main clause is someone or something
else:

Sínce 105in9 my Job, my lite has been meaning/ess and
miserable. (= I lost my job but it is my life that has been

f

Dar3gJLí19

Pa{tj.(jp]~5

miserable)

Whi/e puttinf/ no faith in the government's assurances, this
panic reactlon is quite unjustified. (it is the person speaking,

A dangling participle is a participle in a non-finite clause
whose implied and unexpressed subject is not the same as
the subject of the verb in the man clause.

not the panic reaction, who has no faith in the government's
assurances)

While in town, my house was burgled. (= while I was in town,
my house was burgled)

There may be a subject in a non-finite clause:"
I
I

don't Iike Peter doing that.
don't want you to do rhar.

This construction, in which the subject of the verb in the main
clause is not the implied subject of the subordinate clause, is
traditionally cafled a dangling participle or misrelated
participle. Although acceptable in everyday speech and writing,
it is better -avoided in more formal language. And it should
aJways be avoided in any case where it would create a ludicrous
image, as in the following examples:

But equally there may not be an expressed subject in a non-finite
clause:

don't Iike doing that.
They don't want ro do that.

I
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While ta/king to a {riend of mine, a doy bit me. (it was not the

And similarly with verbless clauses:

dog who was talking to my friend)

Oriving through the farm, a cow ran into me. (it was not the

WhiJe on holiday in París, vve climbed the Eiffe/ Tower.

cow who was driving through the farm)

Strictly speaking, where there is no expressed subject in a non
finite or verbless clause, the implied subject is whoever or
whatever is the subject of the verb in the main clause.
I

While clirnbing in the A/ps,

For many grammarians, the main distinguishing feature
between a clause and a phrase is that a phrase does not have a
subject and a verb whereas a clause does. For this reason, non
finite and verbless clauses have generally been treated as
phrases in traditional grammar.

Toby doesn't Iike doing that. (The implied subject of doing is
'Toby'.)

We don't want ro do that. (The implied subject of to do is 'we'.)
They don't 'vvant to do that. (The implied subject of to do is 'they'.)

There are, hovvever, good reasons for not doing this:

Similarly:

While on holiday in Paris, we c/imbed the Eiffel Tower.

1 Firstly, a non-finite or verbless clause can be expanded into
a full clause with a finite verb:

(= while we were on holiday in France, ... )

Running down the hil/, John lost his hato

While yunning (or the bus, I s/ipped on the ice and fell.
While l1tvas running (or the bus, I slipped on the ice and fell.

==

Bad/y damaged by tire, the castle was never rebui/t.

:~--])

hat blew away. (it was not

Phr3ses 3nd CLalJ:Scs

don't Iike doing that. (The implied subject of doing is '1'.)

However, this principie is frequently ignored, especially in informal
English. For example, it often happens that the implied subject
of the non-finite verb is '1' (the person speaking) although the

John~

John's hat that was cfimbing in the Alps)

The job having been completed, we went back horneo
When the job had been completed, we went back horneo

==
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Come next week if p-ossible.
Come next week If that is possible.

==
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When ripe, strawberries are red.
When they are ripe. strawberries are red.

..'

'

~.~

'4('.

When in Rome, do as the Romans do.
When you are in Rome, do as the Romans do.
.- ....

EHipsis

It is not possible to do this with a phrase.
2 Secondly. a non-finite 01' verbless clause generally has words
in it representing more than one sentence function (subject,
verb, object, etc):

ElIipsis

When / ripe, strawberries are red. (conjunction + subject
complement)

Ellipsis

I don't Iike Peter / doing / rhat. (subject + verb + direct object)

/¡'J¡PSlS/ occurs when one 01' more elements of a
sentence are left unexpressed because they can be deduced
from the context or situation in which the sentence is being

I want ro be / a pilot. (verb + subject-complement)

spoken.

Though / a/ways / he/pfu/, Diana was sometimes quite
infuriating. (conjunction + adverbial + subject-complement)

If some word 01' words are left out of a sentence by ellipsis,
I

they are said to have been ellipted.

I

A phrase never has elements belonging to more than one
sentence function (see page 69).

Ellipsis is very common in conversation, where a speaker may
not actually say words that he 01' she can assume the other
person will understand, 01' where what one person has said is
taken for granted in what the other person says:
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Ready7 (= Are you ready7)
Yes, ready. (= Yes, I'm ready.)
7
Looking for something 7 (= Are you looking for something )

Convert the non-finite and verbless clauses in the following
sentences into clauses with finite verbs:

7.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
7O.
7 7.
72.

Where are you going 7
Into town. (= I'm going into town.)
7
Why7 (= Why are you going into town )
To buy sorne shoes. (= I'm going into tawn ta buy same shoes.)
Who broke rny vase 7
Sue. (= Sue broke yaur vase.)
Where is she now 7
Hidiny. (= She'~ hiding)

While exploring the Amazon jungle, he came across several new
species of insecto
When working in the garden, you should always wear old clothes.
If necessary, leave the money under the doormat.
I like to do the accounts myself whenever possible.
Although afraid of dogs, she is very fond of cats.
Having got no answer when she knocked on the front door, she
went round to the back of the house.
Washing the dishes. I broke three plates.
While digging in the field, the boys found aRoman coin.
Maths is fascinating, although very difficult.
Once settled, the babies slept right through the night.
Delete where not applicable.
After eating a large meal, I usually have a walk.

Ellipsis therefore ereates sentences which are in a sense incomplete,
in that one 01' more slots are not filled, but which are nevertheless
completely understandable because listeners (al' readers) can
fill in the gaps for themselves in their own minds.
The type of ellipsis illustrated above is normal only in informal
conversational English, but other types of ellipsis, which we will
look at below, are fully acceptable in both formal and informal
English.

CID
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So long as the above rules are obeyed, there may still be a choice as to how
much of the first clause to take for granted and omit from the subsequent
clause or clauses:
MV sister is going to the coneert and 1 mighr 90 too.
MV sister is going to the caneert and 1 mighr too.
Sarah was head girl in 1991 and her sister was in 1998.
Sarah was head girl in 1991 and her sister in 1998.

Ellipted sentences are not the same as uncompleted sentences. With
ellipsis, what is not there is predictable from the context, whereas with
uncompleted sentences, there is nothing to indicate what is missing - the
sentences are simply unfinished:
Bur I only wanred ro -. I was jusr rrying ro -. 1just wanted vo u to be happv·
One variety of uncompleted sentence is known as anacoluthon
/an;¡b'lu:8Dn/. In anacoluthon, the speaker breaks off from what he or she
is saving and carries on with a totally different sentence:
I only wanred ro - oh, bur whar's rhe use of rrying ro explain?

Elli psi.:; in l':,l.ail1 CJaU5€ 5

and 5uDordinate Clauses

If the main clause comes before the subordinate clause, the
main verb in the subordinate clause may be ellipted, leaving
only the auxiliary in the predicator slot:

Elllpsis in Co-·o:rdil1ate Clauses
Ellipsis often occurs in co-ordinate clauses when some element
of the first clause applies equally in the second and subsequent

f'II

go if you wil/. (= ... if you will gol

On the other hand, if the subordinate clause comes first, then
it is the verb in the main clause that will be ellipted:

clauses.
For example, there may be ellipsis of the subjects in all but the

If YOlA '11 go, I will too. (= ... I will go too) .

fi rst clause:
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The audience were stamping their feet and clapping their
hands. (= the audience were stampíng theír feet and the
alAdience were clapping their hands)

Sometimes both a main verb and a direct object are ellipted,
again leaving an auxiliary verb in the predicator slot:

If YOlA wash the dishes today, I will tomorrow. (= ... I will wash
the dishes tomorrow)

I've done the washing, done the ironing, and put the clothes
away. (= ¡'ve done the washing, I've done the ironing, and I've
put the clothes away)

On the other hand, it is not grammatically correct to ellipt an
auxiliary from the predicator slot, leaving only the main verb:

(Notice that in these cases, the auxiliary verbs are also ellipted,
leaving only the main verbs.)

BUT NüT

Similarly, a whole predicator may be ellipted:

Mary will play the piano if )ean wil/ sing.
Mary will play the piano if )ean sing.

And you cannot ellipt a direct object unless you also ellipt the
main verb in the clause:

Peter is playing the violin, Mary the piano, and George the
drums. (= Peter is playing the violín, Mary is playing the piano,
and Ceorge is playing the drums)

BUT NüT

If there is ellipsis of the direct object, the expressed object
comes after the last verb rather than the first one:

1'11 bang the gong today if you wil/ tomorrow.
f'II bang the gong today if YOlA will bang tomorrow.

A complement may only be ellipted after the linking verb be:

I've washed and ironed the clothes. (= I've washed the
clothes and ironed the c1othes)

BUT NüT

He opened and closed his eyes several times.

f'II be happy if you are. (= ... if you are happy)
f'II feel happy if YOlA feel.

:! Another type of ellipsis, deleting predictable pronouns and

verbs from subordinate clauses, changes relative clauses
and adverbial clauses into non-finite and verbless clauses:

-liD
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The woman trying on those hats is my mother. (= the woman
who is trying on those hats ... )

8B
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When a student, he was always to be found in the líbrary.

(= when he was a student, ... )

il

Though a bit nervous, she nevertheless agreed to chair the
meeting. (= though she was a bit nervous, ... )

Clauses and their
Functions

2 When there is another punctuation mark between a full clause
and an ellipted clause, the ellipsis must itself be indicated by
a comma:

She is in love with him; he, with her.
Sorne people rely on conventional medicine; others, on
alternatlve medicine.

Ambiguity in E[lipsis
Ellipsis may sometimes Jead to ambiguity:

OR

However, if the punctuation mark between the full clause
and the ellipted crause is itself a comma, there should be no
comma at the point of ellipsis (since too many commas
would just create confusion):

I can hear her more clearly than you.
= I can hear her more clearly than you can hear her.
= I can hear her more clearly than I can hear you.

In such cases, the amb;guity can be avo;ded by deleting Jess
from the second clause:

NOT

I can hear her more clearly than you can.
I can hear her more clearly tl1an I can you.

NOT

She is in love with hím, he with her.
She is in love with him, he, with her.
Sorne people rely on conventional medicine, others on
alternatlve medicine.
Some people rely on conventíonal medicine, others, on
alternative medicine.

How to punctuate Eflipsis
Additionally, punctuation marks may be used when necessary
to remove ambiguities in sentences with ellipted elements:

ElJipses are not generally indicated by punctuation marks:
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The adults were ~vatching TV and the children playing in the
garden. (= ... and the children were playing in the garden)

I visit my mother on Mondays and my aunt
(= '" and I visit my aunt on Wednesdays)

I

=

OR

on Wednesdays.

Although only eight, she washes and irons her own clothes.
her own clothes and irons her own clothes)
(= ... and she

I read poetry and write poetry

= I read books, magazines, etc, and I al so write poetry

I read, and write poetry. (no ambiguity)
= I read books, magazines, etc, and I also write poetry

(= ... she washes

Tom loves her and she him.

read and write poetry. (ambiguous)

Sorne other \'l'ays of 2\/oidlng repetition of information

loves hím)
Ellipsis is only one of the ways in which a speaker can avoid
repeatinQ :i.;ormation.

There are, however, certain times when eflipsis does require
the use of commas:

Another way is by the use of
1 When a crause with an erljpted element ;5 ;nserted into the
middJe of another clause, it must be separated off by
commas:

Mrs Roberts

l1!aS, OY

replacing 'your shirt' in the second clause)

My wife loves, but I l,ate, birthday porties. (ellipsis; rather

at least seemed, extreme/y upset.

formal in style)

upset)

My wífe loves birthday parties hut I hate them. (with a
pronoun replacing 'birthday parties' in the second clause; more
natural in informal English)

My wife loves, but I hate, birthday parties. (= my wife loves
birthday parties but I hate bi rthday parties)
OY

them, etc):

J've washed and ironed your shirt. (ellipsis)
J've washed your shirt and ironed it. (with a pronoun

(= Mrs Roberts was extremely upset or at least seemed extremely

Either I drive her,

pro~C'~_!rrC (i,

So can be used to avoid repetitions of complements:

she drives me, ahsolutely crazy. (Either I

drive her absolutely crazy, or she drives me absolutely crazy)

Mrs Lee was, OY at least see/l1ed, extrell1ely upset.
Mrs Lee was extremely upset, or at least seemed so.

fm'
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Similarly, there is a construction so + verb + subject in which
so replaces parts of a preceding predicate:

Sarah was head qirl and so was her sister.
My mother was very upset and so was l.
My brother has had his tonsils out and so have l.
James wil/ help you and so wil/I.

1
¡

I

,..~~:,~. ":::~:;,~,~:)r/"'?~?;::r-..·~·i:.':~~
;.:oJ)(l ''[1-;) (,n.·:(~~~ ~"';'
":.;C~··~"e;~~~:;~~:";r~.-:".· t·

Rewrite the following sentences using ellipsis, pronouns, so,
etc to avoid repetition of information. (The method to use is
suggested in brackets.)
Example
Question:

Where there is no other auxiliary verb, do is used:

Jane paints and so does her sister.
My wife likes qardeninq and so do l.

'(:Gramma r He1

etauses and their
Functions

p)

Note that in constructions like these, the so + do replaces both the verb
and the direct object or complement of the first clause:
jane pa;nts portraits and so does her sister.
NOT jane paints portraits and so does her sister /andscapes.

So + be may equally replace the verb and the complement of the preceding
predicate:
Sarah was head 9irl and so was her sister.

john gave Samantha some flowers and john gave
her mother a box of chocolates. (ellipsis)

Answer:

john gave Samantha so me flowers and her mother
a box of chocolates.

Question:

johngave Samantha some flowers because john
likes Samantha. (pronouns)

Answer:

john gave Samantha so me flowers because he likes
her.

Question:

john gave Samantha some flowers and I gave
Samantha so me flowers. (so)
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Answer:

But there may be a change of adverbial, if there is one:
j(me pa;nts portra;ts for a living and so does her sister as a hobby.
Sarah was head g;rl;n 1989 and so was her sister in 1991.

,.

If there is no change in adverbial, then so is understood to be replacing the
adverbial in the first predicate as well as the verb and the object or
complement:
Jeme paints portraits for a living and so :toes her sister. (= he,' sister painb
poruaits for a living too)
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john gave Samantha some flowers and so did 1.

Carlos arrived on Monday and Pedro arrived on Tuesday. (ellipsis)

2.

Carlos arrived yesterday and Pedro arrived yesterday. (so)

3.

¡'II wash the dishes if you'lI dry the dishes. (pronoun)

4.

1'11 sing a solo at the concert if you'lI sing a solo at the concert
too. (ellipsis)

5.

My wife loves opera but I loathe opera. (pronoun)

6.

My wife loves opera but I loathe opera. (ellipsis)

7.

My wife loves opera and I love opera. (so)

8.

Some of my friends voted for the Oemocrats, some of my friends
voted for the Republicans. (ellipsis)

9.

Most of my friends voted for the Oemocrats; most of my
colleagues voted for the Oemocrats. (so)

10.

'Would you support that proposal7' '1 certainly wouldn't support
that proposal.' (ellipsis)

11.

We'll do it if they won't do it. (ellipsis)

12.

1sent a donation to Oxfam. Oid you send a donation to Oxfam 7
(ellipsis)

13.

I sent a donation to Oxfam. Oid you send a donation to Oxfam 7
(pronouns)

14.

I sold my car yesterday but I wish I hadn't sold my car yesterday.
(ellipsis)

15.

We could have come to the rally but we didn't want to come to
the rally. (ellipsis)

tr:D
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Sentences

Ouick Surnmary
1

7

Like words and phrases, sentences can be co-ordinated.
[Unit 1 7].

2

Sentences that are linked to form a larger sentence are
called clauses. A clause is a word-group which has the
same structure as a sentence but which is part of a larger
sentence.

3

Clauses that are linked by words such as and and but are
called co-ordinate clauses.

Conditional sentences can be classified into first, second
and third eonditionals, according to the situations they
describe. First conditionals describe what may happen or
will happen, second conditionals describe what would
happen, and third conditionals describe what would have
or could have or might have happened.
8

When co-ordinate clauses are placed side by side without
any linking words, this is known as parataxis or asyndeton.
3

An adverbial clause of condition is also called a eonditional
c!ause. A sentence with a conditional clause in it is a
conditional sentence.

A naun clause is a clause that can fill any of the same
slots in a sentence as a noun or pronoun. [Unit 20]
One type of subordinate noun clause, which reports what a
person is saving or has said, is known as indirect or
reported speech. The tense of a verb in indirect speech
depends on both the tense of the verb in direct speech
(the person's actual words) and the tense of the verb in the

Clauses that depend on other clauses are called subo'rdEnate
clauses or dependent clauses, and the clauses that they
depend on are called main ctau,ses or principa~ c'auses.

main clause.

Co-ordinate clauses are linked by co-ordinating
conjunctions, and subordinate clauses are linked to nlain
clauses by subordinating conjunctions.

9

A nOr1,-finrtc ctatfSe is one that is formed with an infinitive,
a participle or a verbal naun. [Unit 21] Non-finite
clauses with infinitives are used to form indirect
commands.
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4

A re~at¡ve c~ause is a subordinate clause that identifies
someone or something or provides information about
them. [Unit 18] The person or thing that is described or
identified by a relative clause is its antecedent.

A dangling participle is a participle in a non-finite clause
whose implied subject is not the same as the subject of the
main clause.

Relative clauses usually begin with a relative pronoun
such as that, which or who, but in so me cases the
relative pronoun may be omitted. A relative clause may
also begin with a conjunction such as 14,hen, whel"e or

A verbless clause is one that has no verb in it at al!.
Verbless clauses should not be confused with phrases.
1 O E~[¡p'sis occurs when an element of a sentence is left
unsaid because it can be deduced from the context in
which the sentence is spoken. [Unit 22]

why.
A restrictive or defining relative clause identifies a
particular person or thing, whereas a non-restrictive or
non-defining relative clause simply adds information
about an already known person or thing.

(fLil

5

An appositive c[ause is one that is in apposition to a
preced i ng nou n.

6

An adverbial c~a.use is a subordinate clause that can fill an
adverbial slot in the main clause it depends on. [Unit 19]
There are many types of adverbial clause: adverbial
clauses of time, of place, of manner, of reason, of purpose,
of result, etc.

Other ways of avoiding the unnecessary repetition of
information are by the use of pronouns and by words such
as so and do.

~
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Sentence Tvpes

A n~971tjv2 .52ntence is a sentence that has a negative word
such as not, never, no-one, nowhere or nothing in it:

It's not very warm in here.
No-one knows the answer.
There is nothing we can do.

Sen1eru:e Types
In terms of their clause structure, there are four types
of sentence: simple, compound, complex and
com pou nd-com plex.

An interrogative s.entence is a sentence that asks a question.
There are three main types of interrogative sentence: wh
questions, yes/no questions and alternative questions.

A simple s-entenr..e is a sentence in which there is no
co-ordination or subordination of clauses:

W}Hl ue SiiCI1S

Who was that 7
Where are you 7
What are you doing?

He scratched his head.
We looked at him in amazement.
Who told you that?

YiZs/no qlJ¿StiOS1.5
Are you coming to0 7
Oid you finish writing that letter?
Can 1have another slice of cake, please 7

A compound s.enten<:e is a sentence that consists of
two or more co-ordinate clauses:

He lay down on the bed and switched on the radio.
Either they are Iying or they are completely confused.
I can come on Saturday but my wife can't.
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I'm glad you could come.
We were having breakfast when she arrived, which
was much earlier than we had expected.
What killed her was a single blow to the head with a
blunt instrumento

A q'ue.:;tion t29, or tag question, is a short question used at
the end of a sentence to ask the listener to confirm that they
agree with what has been said or that what has been said is true:
YOL! will come, won't you?
She's not coming with us, is she?

A compound-complex s.entE!H:.e is a sentence that
consists of two or more main clauses and at least one
subordinate clause:

A verb is said to be in the at:tive voice when the subject of the
verb is the person or thing that performs the action of the verb:

1'11 asl< her [main clause] when I see her [subordinate
clause] and then 1'11 tell you [main clause].
._._---

Sam chose the prizes.
Charles baked the pies.
The first-aider loosened the injured man's tie and belt.

1don't know for certain [main ciause] why he said
[subordinate clause] what he said [subordinate
ciause], but 1can guess [main clause].
A positive sent€ n ce is a sentence that does not
include a negative word such as not, never, no-one,
nowhere or nothing:

Actiue and Passiue
Sentences

It's very warm in here.
Someone knows the answer.
There must be something we can do.

',l·lJ.e.st~on.:;

Is that a mouse or a mole 7
Would you prefer tea or coffee 7
Ooes she live in Singapore or Malaysia 7

A cumple:, s2fltem:e is a sentence that consists of
one main clause and one or more subordinate clauses:

~

~:n~'.~j':·~

A verb is said to be in the passive voice when its subject is
the person or thing that receives the action of the verb:
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The prizes were chosen by Sam.
The pies were baked by Charles.
The injured man's tie and belt were loosened by the first-aider.
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S f m p fe, [o rn p o u n d, e o rn p [ e x a n d
Compound-cornpleH Sentences

The soldiers had many more adventures after they reached
France. But that's another story.
You boys will have to work very hard if you're going to pass
your exams. And you must start right away.

~'\'$"1?':
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Sentence Types

Even if a sentence begins with a conjunction, it is still a
simple sentence if it consists of one clause, not attached to
any other:

&.

These four types of
sentenee have
already been
mentioned in Unit 17,
in the di seu ss ion of
eo-ordinate elauses,
main elauses and
subordinate elauses.

IL A sentence that consists of two or more co-ordinate c1auses
is a compoulld sentence:

In terms of clause structure, there are four types of
sentence: simple sentences, compound sentences,
complex sentences and compound-complex sentences.

You can go and I will stay.
The lambs were gambolling in the field and the ewes were
grazing contentedly near them.

~ A sentence in which there is no co-ordination or subordination
of clauses is a simple sentence. A simple sentence consists
of one single clause:

Anne lost her keys but I found them and gave them back to her.
Either she goes

lloved him.
Anne has lost her keys.
The lambs were gambolling in the field.
Let's go for a walk.
What are you doing?
Don't be silly.

01'

Ido.

I spoke to Mrs Brown and she gave me your address.
The co-ordinate clauses in a compound sentence may not all
be linked by a conjunction:
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He looked at her, scratched his head and laughed.
She came home, ate her supper, and went straight to bed.

There can, of course, be co-ordinate words and phrases in a
simple sentence:

That is true; it is an important truth; but it is surely not the
whole truth.

AII flowers and foodstuffs will be delivered freshly and
safely the following day.

There may be no conjunction between any of the clauses:

He came in, he looked at us, he left again.

Some simple sentences have a slightly more complicated
structure. For example, there may be an initial there in the
sentence, with the subject of the verb following the operator:

Ir A sentence that consists of one main clause and one or more
subordinate clauses is a compleK sc:ntellc(C:

There were two dogs in the garden.
There's someone at the door.
There must be something wrong.
There were some lambs gambolling in the field.
There must be something worrying her.

1'11 tell you when i get home.
I did it beca use Ilove

What you've told us is excellent news.
He said that he had finished what he was doing.

A simple sentence may include a vocative or an exclamation:

ffi~

George, don't do that.
Can I help you, madam?
Gosh, that's amazingl
No, I don't want any more cake, thank you.

YOU.

Although I'm not a gambling man, I always put some money on
a horse in the Crand National.
The fact that he is )apanese has nothing to do with it.
This is the man I was talking about.
[ 90 ]
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The subordinate clauses may be non-finite or verbless:

To be here is a great honour.
Being aware of the dangers ahead, he took a different route.
Afraid of the thunder and Iightning, she hid in a cave.

1

Sentence Tvpes

~~J!~~:f{i1iF!k~~
~L:l:. ':"~." "~':L~~~~
'<;,"

Say whether the following sentences are simple, compound,
complex or compound-complex.
l.

~Grammar Help:J)

When she found a parking space, she parked the car and got
out.

2.

She sat down at the bar and asked for a glass of red wine.

In some grammar books, non-finite and verbless clauses are considered to
be phrases rather than clauses.

3.

Myra was making toast when Katie walked into the kitchen,
singing loudly.

In these books, therefore, a sentence that consisted only of a main clause
and one or more non-finite or verbless clauses would be considered a
simple sentence, not a complex sentence.

4.

I knew that Joe was in trouble but he always seemed aman
who was not afraid of anything.

5.

There's aman over there smiling at me.

6.

If you change your mind when you've had time to think about
it, give me a call.

7.

Knowing the hotel was not far away, Karen walked on through
the rain.

8.

She took off her ring and threw it into the river.

9.

Taking off her ring, she threw it into the river.

The subordinate clauses in a complex sentence may themselves
be linked by a co-ordinating conjunction:

üR

I did it beca use I love you and because we need the money.
I did it because I love you and we need the money.

----------rt0

( Handy Hi nts

Read the sentences
carefullyand
underline the main
clauses.
Next check whethe r
the main clauses are
linked to any co
ordinate clauses.
Any clause that is
not a main clause or
a co-ordinate clause
Iinked to a main
c1ause must be a
subordinate clause.
Don't forget that
subordinate clauses
may al so be linked
by co-ordinating
conjunctions.
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:J A sentence that eonsists of two or more co-ordinate main
clauses along with at least one subordinate clause is called a
.:: ~~J ;":i p-CJ U T:j d- C.G tr¡ p 1.e.:( '3;:;-1 ~:: n i: 2:

1'1/ go with her and show her that there are no monsters under
her bed.

Come if you can and 1'1/ meet you there.
We did enjoy the show that they put on and were very sad when
the final curtain fe 11.

10.

He was standing with his hands in his pockets and a quizzical
look on his face.

1 l.

After a while things went back to normal, and every day there
was less excitement in their relationship than there had been
the day before.

12.

The old man told the reporter that some of the debris had
landed in the sea close to where he was fishing but that by the
time he had sailed his boat to where the pieces had fallen, they
had all disappeared beneath the waves.

I first came here with my parents when I was sixteen, and I
have come back here every year since then.
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Sentenee Types

1

PosHiue and Negatiue Sentences

I've nat slept all night.
They haven't finished veto

~-

~_§.rammar

Where there is more than one auxiliary verb, these adverbs
follow the first auxiliary, the 'operator':

I've nat been sleeping well lately.
Such a thing has never been seen befare.
Positive and Negative Sentences

4t:Grammar Help~
Positive sentences
are al so called

affirmative

~'.

Help.

Remember that the
first or only auxiliary
verb in a verb
phrase is often
called the operator.
(See page 103.)

In modern standard English, not and -n', cannot follow a lexical
verb; they must always be used with an auxiliary verbo If there
is no other auxiliary for not/-n't to follow or be attached to,
the auxiliary verb do is brought in to act as the operator:

A positive sentence is a sentence that does not include a
negative word, such as not, -n't, never, no, nobody,
nowhere, nothing, none, nor or neither.

I like curry.
I don't Iike curry.

/0'f-3:m;:,tIV/ sentences.

We saw Mrs Parkinson yesterday.
We didn't see Mrs Parkinsan yesterday.

I Iike curry.
Please go.
I saw her standing there.
Are you coming with us?
I've been to India.
Someone told me what to do.
The doctors were able to tel/ me what was wrong witl7 rne.
There is a good reason for her behaving like that.

He knows what he's daing.
He does nat know what he's doing.

~
~.
~~ammar He~,",:;
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A lexical verb can sometimes be followed by not, but only in a deliberately
old-fashioned style of speaking or in certain set phrases:
She's off ro Ameriea to do I know not what.
I caYe not for the pleasures of the world.
Whether che diteh was aerually dug by the Romans matteys noto
Put not your trust in travel agents.
Fea,- not, girls - you're just a few sceps away from toned, tanned perfection.

A negative sentence is a sentence that has a negative
word in it, such as not, -n't, never, no, nobody, nowhere,
l1othing, none, nor or neither.

I don't Iike curry.
Please don't go.
I didn't see her standing there.
Are you nat coming with us7
I've never been to India.
No-one told me what to do.
None of the doctors could tell me what was wrong with me.
There is no good reason for her behaving /ike that.

The verb be is both an auxiliary and a lexical verb, and in both
cases it can be followed by not/-n't:

She isn't coming. (auxiliary)
She isn't ready yet. (Iexical verb, a 'Iinking verb')
They weren't running. (auxiliary)
They weren't there. (Iinking verb)

Have, dare and need may be treated either as auxiliary verbs
01'

Pos¡tion of Negative Adver'bs

I haven't any money. üR I don't have any money. üR
I haven't got any money.

Like other adverbs, a negative adverb such as never or not
normally comes between auxiliary verbs and lexical verbs:

aZl

as lexical verbs:

We needn'r check that. üR We don'r need ta check that.

We have never been to India.
[ 92 ]
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I daren'r suggest that to her. üR I don't dare suggest that to her.
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Sentence Types

Sorn2 irrlpoTt3J1! points ab01Jt i\J2gatJY,eS

Other forms (usen't to and didn't used ro) are much les s
common and less acceptable. Though sometimes seen, they
are best not used.

1 The negative forms of is and are with -n~t are isn~t and aren~t.
However, there is no negative form amn~t in Standard English.
The only negative form of I am is l~m not, NOT I amn't.
(Amn't is used in some dialects of English, though - for
exam pie, in parts of Scotland.)

Chan9~S fr'Drn PD:s~ti'\J:e S2ntEn,t:cs tD N;egatjve Sentenc~5

When a positive sentence is changed into a negative sentence,
it may involve more than simply putting in a negative word
and inserting the auxiliary do. There are often changes that
must be made to other words in the sentence as well:

ain~t (== am not, are not, is not, have
not or has not) is very informal. It is more common in
'

2 The negative form

American English than British English:

I have sorne interesting news for you.
haven't rlJ'Y interesting news for you.

We ain't going.
I ain'r done anything wrong.
He a;n~t been seen round here for years.

I

Close sorne of the windows.
Don't close llny of the windows.

3 When not follows the auxiliary verb can, the two words are
written as one:
I just

I

have something to tell you.

I haven't aYJythrng to tell you.

cannot understand why she did it.

We V1lere laughing about something.
We weren't laughing about ;iJJylJ'JiYJg.
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Note also the spelling of the shortened form
one n.

can~t,

with only

They vvere talking to S0l11eone.
They weren't talking to [7.~JYO.n2.

4 The shortened form of wilJ not is won~t. The shortened
form of shall not is shan't.

The guests have already arrived.
The guests haven't arrivedy¿l.

5 The correct negative forms of oughr ro in Standard English
are ought not to or oughrn't to:

You're going too.
You're not going .eit}ley.

You oughl not to do that.

There must be something someone can do.
There is n't 0;'1;>/1: .!J 1:YJg ~7J';YO;i1E can do.

Didn't ought ro is not correct in Standard English, though it
is used in non-standard dialects.

The negative element that gives rise to these changes may not
be nor or -n't. Other negative words have the same effect:

6 The normal negative forms of used to are used not ro and,
less formally, usedn~t /Iju:snt/ ro:

Someone must have sorne idea what to do.
No-one has any idea what to do.

He used not to smoke as much as he does now.
He usedn't to smoke at al/.
In more informal English,

didn~r

There must be something someone can do.
There is not}lÍng anyon,e, can do.

use ro is also acceptable:

have sorne interesting news to te!1 you.
You never have(J}"JI interesting news to tel/ me.

I

He didn't use lo come here very often, but nowadays we see
him here at least three times a week.

~.a
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CGrammar Help>
In non-standard English, these changes are not always made, and there may
therefore be more than one negative word in a sentence:

o

I didn't do nothing.
1I wouldn't do no good lo complain aboul il.
We never saw nobody sleal no money

Senlence Tvpes

Make the following positive sentences negative by using
the word given in brackets.
Example

These double negatives are not correct in Standard English. In Standard
English, only one negative word is allowed in sentences like these:
1 didn't do anything.
1I wouldn't do any good lo complain aboul il.
We never saw anybody sleal any money

l.

Words beginning with the negative prefixes un°, in- and dis-,
and a number of other words that are not exactly negatives but
which have a certain amount of negativity in their meaning,
also require any, etc rather than sorne, etc:

The management were unaware of any difficu!ties.
She is incapable of (my ma!ice towards al1yolte.
I am disinclined to give them mry more help.
I have hardly an)/ monev.
We scarcely know arryonc here.
We seldom go íU1}'where interesting nowadays.
Without at1 y doubt at a!l, he is the one who did it.

Question:

I can see something. (-n't)

Answer:

I can 't see anyth i ng.

Handy Hi nt

Do not forget that
there may be othe
changes to make to
the sentences,
involving some an rl
any for example.

He has discussed the matter with me. (never)

2.

I know how to do it. (-n't)

3.

They're being

4.

Somebody knows something. (nobody)

5.

We do have some food with uso (-n't)

6.

They saw someone on the beach. (-n't)

7.

She might be there tomorrow. (not)

very

sensible. (not)

8.

I could come next week. (-n't)

9.

The concert has already started. (·n't)
I was aware of some animosity between them. (not)

la.

e
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Transfen-ed Negat¡or;
With certain verbs, such as thil1k or suppose, the negative
word not/-n't is often attached to the first verb in the
sentence although it really applies to the second:

I don't think he's coming. (= I do think he isn't coming)
I don't suppose f'd be much help.

(= I do suppose I wouldn't

be much help)

I don't expect she'l! come.

(= I do expect she won't come)

Insert sorne 01' anyas appropriate into the gaps in the
following sentences:

l.

I haven't _ _ chocolate to give you.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

I do have _ _ sweets, though.
We never have _ _ money to spare.
No-one round here has _ _ money to spare.
I can't see _ _one there.
_ _ people have all the luck l

8.

There is nowhere _ _ of you can hide.
There has to be _ _one in charge of the project.

9.

Without _ _ doubt, that's the best dinner ,'ve had all year.

/0.

None of our friends have ever won _ _ money in the National
Lottery.

We don't believe it'!! work. (= we do believe it won't work)
This is known as transferred negation  the negative word is
'transferred' from one verb to the other.

Em

(.J
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bet'Neen lnt.errogative Senten-ces and

Ne9a1:ive Senten-ces
As with negative sentences, the first auxiliary verb (the operator)
plays an important role in the formatíon of interrogative
sentences.

lnterrogativ~ SenlenC'~S

To form an interrogative sentence, the first auxiliary usually
moves to a position in front of the subject of the sentence:

l'

An interrogative sentence is a sentence that asks a
question.

He is coming.
Is he coming 7

There are three main types of interrogative sentence: wh
questions, yes/no questions and alternative questions.
~

15 Mary's brother called Sam or Tim 7
Would you like tuna, scampi or salmon {or tea?

)ohn will be coming.
WiII )ohn be coming?
1should have known that.
Should 1 have known that 7

Wh--qu2stions are questions that ask for information by asking

who?, whom?, whose?, what?, where?, when?, why?, which 7
or how 7 :
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If the subject of the sentence is a wh-word, however, the wh-word
comes first, not the operator:

Who was that at the door 7
What have you got in your hand7
When did you arrive?
How did he do that?
Which one is your car 7
Where do you come {rom 7

Who is coming 7
Who will be coming 7

If there is no auxiliary verb, we again need to bring in the
auxiliary verb do to act as operator:

He arrived last night.
Did he arrive last night 7

IJ YE.s/no q'.J~5tjon3 are questions that suggest something in
the form of a question that invites the person being spoken
to answer ves or no:

She knows what to do.
Does she know what to do?

Have you ever been to ltaly7
Yes, 1 have.
No, 1 haven't.
Will you be here next week7
Yes, 1'11 be here.
No, 1 won't be here.

Katy speaks French very well.
How well does Katy speak French 7
~ If there is a negative adverb

not or never in the interrogative
sentence, it follows the subject of the sentence:

oid you break that vase 7
Yes, 1 did.
No, 1didn't.

Are you not coming with us 7
Will she never come?
The negative particle

11 Alterna tive ql.J·estions give two or more alternatives, from
which one must be, or may be, chosen for the answer:

M:9

Are you a Buddhist or a Taoist 7
00 you want to stay here or come with us 7

-n't, however, must be attached to the

operator:
[ 95 ]

Aren't you coming with us 7
Won ' t you come with us?
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•

The some forms, on the other hand, have a more positive
implication:

As in the case of negative sentences (see Unit 24), the
linking verb be does not need do to form questions:

Is there someone in the house 7

Theyare in the garden.
Are they in the garden?

implies that the speaker thinks that there is someone there.

The boys were at school yesterday.
Were the boys at school yesterday?

Similarly:

Have you taken some {ood with you?

The verbs have, dare and need can be treated both as
auxiliary verbs and as lexical verbs:

implies that the speaker thinks you should take some food with

Have you any money7 OR Do you have any money? OR
Have you got any money7

you.

Need you leave so soon 7 OR Do you need to leave so soon?

Sorne important po¡nts about [nterrogatives

Dare 1 say that7 OR Do 1dare to say that 7

1 The negative question form of 1 am is aren't I?:

Some and Any in Questions

Aren't 1 sil/y?

In interrogative sentences, both the some forms of positive
sentences and the any forms of negative sentences (see
page 187) are possible:

2 The question forms for ought to are:

Ought we to tel/ him 7
Ought we not to tel/ him 7 OR Oughtn't we to tel/ him 7
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Have you taken any {ood with you 7 OR
Have you taken sorne {ood with you 7

3 The following interrogative forms of used to are all correct:

Is there anyone in the house? OR
Is there someone in the house 7

Did he use to do it7
Did he not use to do ir? OR Didn't he use to do it?

Is there anywhere you could go {or a rest7 OR
Is there somewhere you could go {or a rest 7

Used he to do it7

Used he to do it7, used he not to do it7 (very formal), and
usedn'r he to do it7 are all al so correct but are much less

Have you any mane y in the bank7 OR
Have you some mane y in the bank7

common.

Is anythinp wrong 7 OR
Is somethll1g wrong 7
Did you see anyone acting suspiciously7 OR
Did you see someone acting suspiciously?

Quest¡on Tags

Is there anyone who could help your mother with the housework?

A question tag, or tag question, is a short question form
used at the end of a sentence to ask for confirmation that
the listener agrees with what has been said or that what has
been said is true.

OR

Is there someone who could help your mother with the housework7
Have you said anythinp to her that might have upset her 7 OR
Have you said somethll1g to her that might have upset her?
In such cases, the any forms tend to imply a straightforward
ves/no question:

a.i!ii

It was a great party, wasn't ir?
We can {inish this tomorrow, can't we 7
That's not real/y true, is it 7

Is there anyone in the house 7 Yes or n0 7
Have you taken any {ood with you 7 Yes or n0 7
[ 96 ]
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There's no 'f' in 'cough', ;s there?
Your mum enjoys gardening, doesn't she?
~

part of the sentence.

After a positive statement, the question tag is usually negative:

If the main part of the sentence contains one or more auxiliary
verbs, then the question tag is formed with the first or only
auxiliary (i.e. the operator):

You are coming with us, aren't you?
You can speak )apanese, can't you 7
We should go and visit your aunt, snouJdn't we?

We should have gone to visit your aunt, shouJdn't we?
You couldn't have looked more ridiculous ifyou'd tried, couJd you 7
They'lI have gone by then, won't they?
Your friends won't have forgotten about the party, wilJ they7
The thieves can't have got very far, can theV7

After a negative statement, the question tag is usually positive:

You aren't coming with us, are you 7
You can't speak )apanese, an1 you 7
We shouldn't be here, shouhf we?
]1

Sentence Tvpes

::3 The verb in the question tag mirrors the verb in the main

If the main clause of the sentence has no auxiliary verb but
onlya lexical verb, then the question tag is formed with the
auxiliary verb do:

A negative tag often expects the answer 'Ves', and a positive
tag often expects the answer 'no'. But tag questions are also
used to express surprise, disapproval, shock, etc:

5he Iikes Beethoven's music, cloesl1't she 7
You hit your little sister, didn't vou?
Your brother sings in the opera club, aoesl1
They just laughed at me, afán't they7

You aren't coming with us, are you 7 (= I realize you're coming
with us but I am surprised that you are.)
You can't speak )apanese, can you 7 (= I am surprised that you
are able to speak Japanese.)

J

!

he 7
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Again, the linking verb be is an exception to the rule and does
not require the use of the auxiliary verb do:

A positive statement followed by a positive question tag also
usually implies surprise at something or the discovery of
some fact:

50 that's what they're trying to do,
50 you're the culprit, are you 7

js

Your sister is fond of Beethoven, ;sn't she 7
The books were here, W2r2n'¡ they?
Hugh wasn't at the meeting, was he 7

it7

Note the form of the tag question following am:

A negative question followed by a negative question tag again
implies surprise, disapproval, etc:

I am sil/y,

'Please, sir, I haven't done my homework.' 'Oh, you haven't,
lwven you 7 Wel/, what's your excuse this time 7'
;

p=>

-~

have may be formed

You have two sisters, haven't you 7 OR You have two sisters,
do:"!'! vou?

If the subject of a sentence is a noun or noun phrase, it is replaced by a
pronoun in the question tag:
Louise is a lovelv dancer, isn'¡ she 7
80th your sisters like Beethoven, don 't they?
A pronoun such as everyone or someone is replaced by
Everyone is so verv kind, aren'¡ Ihey7
Well, somebody must have seen some¡hing, mustn't Ihey7

I?

Tag questions following the lexical verb
with or without do:

J

<Grammar Hel

!Ji"~H't

They've no hope of winning, have they7 OR They've no hope of
winning, do they7

they.

Note that everyone, someone, etc are followed by a singular verb but
they must be followed by a plural verb:
Evervone is so verv nice ro vou, aren't thev 7
Somebodv here knows something about the stolen monev, don't thev7

With have in the sense of'perform an action', the tag question
is formed with do:

5he had a long talk with him, didn J ¡ she 7
[ 97 ]
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_llm_

Ought to forms tag questions with ought:
5he ouqht to he here hy now, a.!§"hClr't she 7
We ouqht not to he here at a/l, Of-tgl1t we?

o

Used to forms tag questions with did:
He used to live nearhy, tiián't: he?
They didn't use to live near here, áid they?

Scarcely, Se/dom, etc and TagQuestions

Certain words that have a negative implication, such as
scarce/yand se/dom, are followed by positive question tags
even though the main verb is also positive. Compare:

5he
5he
5he
5he

often smiles, doesn'c she 7
seldom smiles, does she?
scarcely ever smiles, does she 7
hardly ever smiles, does she 7

Change the following statements into questions:

l.
2.

My brother was there last night.
Your sister met her old music teacher in town yesterday.

3.
4.

He's always rude to people.
They were intending to come with uso

5.

They have enough food with them.

6.

They have some food with them.

7.

The boys could have worked harder.

B.

There's no solution to that problem.

9.
10.

I'm coming too.
You cannot see what they are doing.

m

Add appropriate tag questions to the following statements:

,.

Sentence Types

She can't walk all that way.
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2.

Tr-2xsferTed r':ega tla,',

2.

r,cf Tag. Qu estío leS:

Transferred negation al so affects the form of tag questions,
causing a positive verb in a subordinate clause to be followed
by a positive question tag. This is because, although the
negative word has been transferred from the subordinate
clause to the main clause, the negative meaning still really
applies to the verb in the subordinate clause (see page 182):

I don't think she is coming, is she 7

(= She

He won't be at the meeting.

4.

The dog was watching uso

5.

The book belongs to your dad.

6.

That tree has a lot of apples on it.

7.
B.

I shan't be able to go.
Sue rarely manages to get to her aerobics class.

9.

I don't suppose she does nowadays.

10.

isn't coming, is she 7)

I was sure I could do it.

3.

Your parents used to ¡ive on that farm.

I don't suppose they'lI he ahle to come, will they7 (= They
won't be able to come, will they7)

u]j}

{~
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A[t!ue anO PassiUE Senlences

5entence Types

I wrote the letter in great haste.
The letter ;¡Oh,:; "",<'yjttZ11 by me in great haste.
Someone saw you.
You w~rz 522.n by someone.
The referee would order him off the pitch.
He would be oraered off the pitch by the referee.
The wind shakes the branches of the trees.
The branches of the trees are shaken by the wind.

Active and Passive Sentences

Similarly with phrasal verbs:
---- ---------- ---------_.

l=Grammar Help=:)
'Voice' is the technical
vord in grammar for
that part of the
-;¡rammaticalsystem
"hat involves 'active'
and 'passive' verbs.

We must look into that as a matter of urgency.
That is something that must be looked Ínto as a matter of
urgency.

If the subject of a transitive verb is the person or thing that
performs the action of the verb, then the verb is said to be
in the active voice.

They called on him to resigno
He was caIJed on to resigno

A sentence with a verb in the active voice is an active
If there is another auxiliary verb in the verb phrase, it precedes
the passive auxiliary be:

sentence.

AII my hens have been killed by a fax.
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Sam broke the vase.
Charles Dickens wrote 'A Tale of Two Cities'.
Her enthusiasm greatly encouyaged me.
A fax killed all my hens.

This work must be finished by next week.

I'm sorry, it just can't be done by then.

If YO~I hadn't interfered, I might have been promated to
general manager by now.

If the subject of a transitive verb is the person or thing that
receives the action of the verb, then the verb is said to be
in the passive voice.

:1lJ The direct object of a verb in the active voice becomes the

5ubject of a corresponding verb in the passive voice:
The wind blew down my apple tree.
Myapple tree was blown down by the wind.

A sentence with a verb in the passive voice is a passive
sentence.

Her friends met her at the airport.
5he was met at the airport by her friends.
The 5ubject of a verb in the active voice becomes the
complement of the prepo5ition by following a verb in the
passive voice:

The vase was broken by Sam.
'A Tale of Two Cities' was written by Charles Dickens.
I was greatly encouraged by her enthusiasm.
AII my hens were killed by a fax.

The wind blew down my apple tree.
Myapple tree was blown down by the wind.

Formatjon of Passive Verbs

Her friends met her at the airport.
She was met at the airport by her friends.

A passive verb is formed with the auxiliary verb be and the
past participle of a lexical verb:

They planted the tree in the garden.
The tree was plantea by them in the garden.

GD
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If a sentence with an active verb has both a direct object and
an indirect object, it may be the indirect object that becomes
the subject of the corresponding passive verb:

tm

Phrases. Clauses and
Sentences

/ taught her music.

---7

Senrence Types

5he was taught music by me.

My mother gave me a camera.
mother.

---7

2.

The school song _ _ always _ _ on Friday mornings.

I was given a camera by my
3.

His parents promised him a new bike.
new bike by his parents.

---7

We always sang the school song on Friday mornings.

He was promised a

Visitors must leave their footwear at the door of the temple.
Footwear must

4.

One can often see flocks of geese flying south at this time of
year.
Flocks of geese can often
flying south at this time of
year.

5.

You should plant bulbs in the late autumn.
Bulbs should
in the late autumn.

6.

Dr Hunter gave the boy $5.
The boy
$5 by Dr Hunter.

7.

You ought to take that dog to the vet.

If there is an adverb in the sentence, it will often stand
between the auxiliary verb and the main verb:

/ was greatly encouraged by her enthusiasm.
/t is often said that Chinese is difficu/t to /earn.

<C:Grammar Help~
Mast transitive verbs can equally well be faund in bath the active and the
passive vaice. Same verbs in certain sen ses ar certain uses, hawever, are
anly faund in either the active vaice ar the passive vaice, but nat bath:
They have a new caro
NOT A new car is had by rhem.
Chinese is said to be a difficu/r languoge.
NOT They soy Chinese ro be o difficu/r language.
(They soy that Chinese is o difficu/r longuoge is OK.)

by visitors at the door of the temple.

That dog ought to

to the vet.

B.

How soon will you finish the job?
How soon will the job
7

9.

Crocodiles often seize the wildebeest as they cross the river.
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The wildebeest _ _ often _ _ by crocodiles as they cross the
river.

P-aSSfves formed w¡tÍO' Get

The verb get may also be used as an auxiliary to form passives:

la.

Be carefu/ or you'/I get hurto
They'/I get caught one of these days.
We got beaten four - ni/o

Bells PLC have donated $50,000 to a local hospital.

$50,000

1 ,.

Bells PLC have donated $ 50,000 to a local hospital.
A local hospital

Passives formed with get are more informal than those formed
with be.

12.

,·~.:¡'t"~~·ri·i .(.¡-',.':) '1:"
~~~~'J1~~
. . .;.. ,
a:a~/li,'

$50,000 by Bells PLC.

Someone ought to do something about this mess.
Something ought to
about this mess.

QllEck:

Make the following active sentences passive using the auxiliary
verb be.

by Bells PLC to a local hospital.

~limmary

1

In terms of their clause structure. there are four types of
sentence: simple, compound, complex and compound
complex. [Unit 23]

Example

l.
mJ~

Question:

The government should ban protests like that.

2

A s.[mpfe sentel'1ce is a sentence in which there is no
co-ordination or subordination of clauses.

Answer:

Protests like that should be banned by the
government.

3

A corn pcutld sen tencc:: is a sentence that consists of two
or more co-ordinate clauses.

4

A c.a-~'np ~e.y. scntef1CC is a sentence that consists of one main
clause and one or more subordinate clauses.

Everyone must wear a safety helmet on the building site.
Safety he,lmets must

on the building site.
[ 100 ]
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<:~ntences

5

A COnJp.(').LH.1U-,:ompJ 2:" 5~nten(·e is a sentence that
consists of two or more main clauses and at least one
subordinate clause.

..~~~. é (~'-j
,..,..~~-~

d(; ~::-.,-~;--~

...... _ _- . __ .;.,..,u.,;..... _':", .......

6

A negative sen1en(ce is a sentence that has a negative
word in it, such as noto never, no-one, nowhere or
nothing. [Unit 24] A positiv'e sem:ence is a sentence
that does not have a negative word in it.

7

Transferred negatíon occurs when a negative word is
attached to the first verb in a sentence but really applies to
the second verbo

8

An in!err.ogatiye senten-c.e is a sentence that asks a
question. [Unit 25] There are three main types of
interrogative sentence: wh-questions, yes/no questions
and alternative questions.

--.:.-.J,.:.,.. _

'_'::"~~.J.~'~J

Wh-questions are formed with words such as who?,
what? and why?
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Yes/no questions expect the an'swer 'ves' or 'no'.

Alternative questions expect an answer that makes a
choice between alternatives.

9

A q1j~.3tjOil t:ig, or tag question, is a short question
used at the end of a sentence to ask the listener to confirm
that they agree with what has been said or that what has
been said is true.

lOA verb is said to be in the active voke when the subject
of the verb is the person or thing that performs the action
of the verbo [Unit 26]
11

A verb is said to be in the passive voice when its subject
is the person or thing that receives the action of the verbo

[ 101 ]
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56
abstract noun
57
action verb
192
active sentence
192
active voice
132
adjectival clause
83, 90
adjectival ph rase
53
adjective
83
- , attributive
87,88
in noun phrase
92
- , postpositive
83
- , predicative
69, 82
adjective phrase
83, 92
- , functions of
38
adjunct
98
- , adverb phrase as
39
- , obligatory
39
01' complement 7
- , prepositional phrase as 75
39
- , punctuation of
57
- , types of
159
- , verbless clause as
37, 53, 56
adverb
178, 185
- , negati\;e
102, 194
- , position of
of time, place,
56
manner, etc
41
- , sentence
37
adverbial
98
- , adverb phrase as
77
01' complement 7
93, 99
- , noun phrase as
- , prepositional phi-ase as 99
37,57
- , types of
140
adverbial clause
143
of comparison
142
of concession
145
of cond ition
143
of contrast
141
of manner
141
of place
145
of proportion
141
of purpose
141
of reason
142
of result
140
of time
98
adverbial phrase
68, 97
adverb phrase
98
- , functions of

Index
...iZLu:uu.....E ~ ~ ~ ~

178
affirmative sentence
agreement of subject
18. 112, 156
and verb
23
with collective nouns
with co-ordinate
20, /12
subject
113
with either ... 01'
with here is/are
19
and there is/are
21
with lot
with rnajority/rninority 21
with nouns linked
20, 112
byand
114
with neither ... nor
21
with nurnber
20,21
with plural nouns
with plural nouns
22
not ending in -s
20
with quantities
21
with rest
with singular' nouns
21
ending in -s
19
with who and what
184
alternative question
/12, 166
ambiguity
4,23
American English
45
analysis
132
antecedent
181, 186
anyand sorne
/16, 138
apposition
117
- , punctuation in
138
appositive clause
1/2, 126
asyndeton
83
attributive adjective
57, 101
auxiliary verb
used to avoid
/26, 168
repetition
used to form
192
passive verbs
58, 102
- , modal
58, 102
- , primary
58, 102, 179, 186
be
used to form
192
passive verbs
4
capital letters, use of
88
cardinal number
124
clause
140
- , adverbial

as linking element in
co-ordinate phrase 111,126
42
01' conjunction 7
_, prepositional phrase as 75
42
- , punctuation of
41,53
conjunction
141
- , complex
111
- , co-ordinating
42
or conjunct 7
111, 127,
-,subordinating
132, 150
147
contrafactual conditional
125
co-ordinate clause
164
- , ellipsis in
111
co-ordinate phrase
112
- , ambiguity in
114
- , punctuation of

138
appositive
143
comment
150
complement
125
co-ordinate
127
dependent
127
main
157
non-finite
150
noun
161, 176
01' phrase 7
127
- , principal
132
-,relative
127
-,subordinate
158
- , verbless
command
159
- , direct
159
- , indirect
143
comment c1ause
56
common noun
complement (sentence
32
function)
/12
- , noun clause as
39
01' adjunct 7
33
01' object 7
complement of noun, verb,
adjective 01' adverb 76, 92, 102
77
- - 01' adverbial 7
78
01' modification 7
73
complement of preposition
141
complex conjunction
74
complex preposition
127, 175
cOl1lplex sentence
cOl1lplex transitive verb 34, 57
compou nd-col1l plex
128, 176
sentence
125, 175
compound sentence
18
concord
56
concrete nOLin
conditionai
147
- , contrafactual
146
- , first
146
- , real
146
-,second
147
- , third
146
- , unreal
145
conditional clause
145
conditionalsentence
41
conjunct
98
- , adverb phrase as
-,
-,
-,
-,
-,
-,
-,
-,

- , subject-verb
agreement in
co-ordinating conjunction
co-ordination
copula
correctness, grammatical
countable noun
customary preposition
dangling participle
179,
dare

112
111
110
32
51
56
78
/60
186
3
4
46,49
135
127

185
as operator
182
double negative
either ... 01', agreement with 113
163
ellipsis
166
- , ambiguity in
166
- , punctuation of
61
exclamation
62
- , punctuation of
exclamation marks, use of 4, 5
exclamatory sentence 3, 12,33
5
- , punctuation of
47,49
- , structure of
92
extension of noun phrase
156
finite verb
146
fi rst cond itional
4, 5
full stops, use of
48, 50
function slot
45,53
function
phrase function and
74
sentence function
156
gerund
194
get used to form passives
51
grammatical correctness
58,102,179,186
have
70,73,
head (of phrase)
86,97, 101
57, 101
helping verb

interrogative sentence

3, 12. I
_, punctuation of
2"
intransitive verb
inversion of subject
and verb
57,
lexical verb
3.
Iinking verb
main clause
57, ¡,
main verb
misrelated participle
modal auxiliaryjmodal
58.
verb
modification 74 ,75, 83, 90
93,9. ,
01' complemcnt7
monotransitive verb
179
need
negation, transferred
negative, double
negative adverb,
position of

103,
178

negative sentence
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declarative sentence
- , punctuation of
- , structure of
defining relative clause
dependent clause
descriptive noun in
87, 89
noun phrase
determiner 53, 87, 88, 128, 150
159
direct command
26. 33, 34
direct object
151
- , noun clause as
92
- , noun phrase as
_, position of with phrasal
105
verb
152
direct question
152
direct speech
39
disjunct
98
- , adverb phrase as
/59
_, non-finite clause as
40
- , punctuation of
_, prepositional phrase as 75
28
ditransitive verb
102
do

hyphenation
84.91
in adjectival phrases
76
in prepositional phrases
to be avoided in phrasal
104
verbs
84
with well, best, etc
3, 12
imperative sentence
5
- , punctuation of
46,49
- , structure of
159
indirect command
27,34
indirect object
152
- , noun clause as
93
- , noun phrase as
152
indirect question
152
- , punctuation in
152
- . word order in
/52
indirect speech
153
- , tenses in
156
infi n itive
32
intensive verb
53,61
interjection

interrogative pronoun
56, 128, /50

,

neither ._. nor,
agreement with
nominal relative clause 134,
non-defining relative clausE'
non-finite clause
- , functions of
non-finite verb
non-restrictive relative
clause
_, punctuation of
no! / -n 't, pos ition of 103
/78,

I

e

noun
- , abstract
- , common
- , concrete
- , countable
[
- , descriptive
- , proper
- , uncountable
- , verbal
1
noun clause
151 ]
- , functions of
6d,
noun phrase
as adverbial phrase
- , functions of
~

.Jo
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Index

_, word order in
88
umber, cardinal and ordinal 88
numeral
87,88
/bject
26, 33
- , direct
27
- , indirect
73
of preposition
- , position of with
phrasal verb
105
'1bject-com plement
33
_, adjective phrase as
83
or direct object?
34
_, noun phrase as
93
_, prepositional phrase as 75
'lperator
103, 179, 185
úptative sentence
4, 12
_, punctuation of
5
ordinal number
88
Jught to
180, 187, 189
'1arataxis
1 12, 126
~article (of phrasal verb)
104
'¡articiple
156
_, dangling
160
_ in noun phrase
87, 89
__ , misrelated
161
part of speech
53
or sentence function?
54
oassive verb, formatíon of 192
~assive sentence
192
,assive voice
192
period (= full stop)
4
lersonal pronoun
56
phrasal verb
104
or verb + prepositional
106
phrase?
104
phrasal-prepositional verb
68
,hrase
83
- , adjectival
69, 83
- , adjective
86, 97
- , adverb
98
- , adverbial
111
- , co-ordinate
70
- , head of
68, 86
- , noun
161,176
or clause?
68
- , prepositional
68,
101
- , verb
74
phrase function
87
~ossessive
56
'Jossessive pronoun

92
postpositive adjective
87, 88
predeterm i ner
13
pred ¡cate
83
pred icative adj ective
14,55
predicator
53
preposition
73
- , complement of
74
- , complex
78
- , customary
73
- , object of
68,73
prepositional phrase
99
as adverbial phrase
- as complement of noun,
76
verb, etc
68, 75, 92
- , functions of
104
prepositional verb
127
principal clause
53, 56
pronoun
instead of noun in
question tag
190
- , interrogative 56, 128, 150
- , personal
56
- , possessive
56
-~, reflexive
56
- , relative
56, 728, f 32
- used to avoid repetition 167
proper noun
56
punctuation
at end of sentences
4
in co-ordinate phrases 1 14
of adjuncts
39
of apposition
1 17
of conjuncts
42
of disjuncts
40
of ellipsis
166
of indirect questions
152
of restrictive and non
restrictive relative clauses
136
87,88
q uantifier
3
question
784
- , alternative
152
- , direct
152
- , indirect
5
- , punctuation of
184
-, wh184
-, ves/no
5
question marks, use of
187
question tag
146
real conditional

subject
12
- , noun clause as
151, 158
- , noun phrase as
92
- , position of
12
subject-complement
32, 34
- , adjective phrase as
83
- or object?
33
- , noun phrase as
93
- , prepositional phrase as
75
subject-verb agreement
18,
112,156
- with collective nouns
23
- with co-ordinate subject
20, 1 12
- with either ... or
1 13
- with here is/are and
there is/are
19
with lot
21
with majoritv/minoritv
21
with nouns linked
byand
20, 1 12
with neith.er ... nor
1 14
with nurnber
21
with plural nouns
20,21
with plural nouns
not ending in -s
22
with quantities
20

56
reflexive pronoun
132
relative clause
135
- , defining
134,151
- , nominal
136
- , non-defining
136
- , non-restrictive
138
or appositive clause?
135
- , restrictive
56, 128, 132
relative pronoun
133
- , omission of
or subordinating
137
conjunction?
repetition
- , avoidance of
126, 167
reported speech
1 52
restrictive relative clause
135
- , punctuation of
1 36
second cond itional
146
sentence
2
- , active
192
- , affirmative
178
- , complex
127, 1 75
- , compound
725, 175
- , compound-complex
128,176
- , declarative
3
- , exclamatory
3, 12, 33
- , imperative
3
- , interrogative
3, 184
- , negative
178
- , optative
3
- , passive
192
- , positive
178
- , punctuation of
4
- , simple
125, 774
- , types of
3, 174, 178
sentence adverb
41
sentence function
45, 53
sentence structure
45
sentence substitute
53
simple sentence
125, 174
slot
48, 50
so used to avoid repetition
126, 168
181, 186
sorne and any
speech
152
- , direct
152
- , indirect
752
- , reported
45
structure of sentence

with rest
21
with singular nouns
ending in -s
21
with who and what
19
subject-verb inversion
126
subjunctive, use of
4
subordinate clause
127
- , ellipsis in
765
subordinating conjunction
127
as linking element in
co-ordinate phrase
7/ /
or relative pronoun?
137
tag question
187
than: preposition or
conj unction?
144
that: relative pronoun or
subord i nati ng conj unction?
137
third conditional
147
transferred negation
182
- and tag questions
190
transitive verb
28, 57
uncountable noun
56
unreal conditional
146
used to
780, 187, 789
verb
14,53
- , action
57

- , auxiliary
57, 101
- , complex transitive
34, 57
- , ditransitive
28
- , finite
156
- , helping
57, 101
- , intensive
32
- , intransitive
29, 57
-,Iexical
57, 101
-,Iinking
32, 57
- , main
57, 101
- , monotransitive
28
- , non-finite
lS6
104
- , phrasal
/04
- , phrasal-prepositional
704
- , prepositional
28, 57
- , transitive
156
verbal noun
158
verbless clause
- , functions of
758
68, lO!
verb phrase
103
- , function of
60
vocative
60
- , punctuation of
voice (active and passive)
192
734
who or whom?
184
wh-q uestion
184
ves/no question
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Unit 1

®
The following examples are complete sentences: 2, 5, 7,
10, I 1, 15, 18.

®
1. Dec. 2. Int. 3. Imp. 4. Op1. 5. In1. 6. Dec.
7. In1. 8. Dec. 9. In1. 10. Op1. 11. Dec. 12. Dec.
13. In1. 14. Imp. 15. Exc.
16. In1. 17. Imp.
18. Dec.
19. Imp. 20. Int. 21. In1. 22. Exc.

©
1. ? 2 . . OR! 3.
4 . . 5. ? 6 . . OR! 7.! 8. ?
9.? lO.! 11.! 1 2. ! 13. ? 14. . OR! 15.?
16.? 17"OR! 18. ! 19. . 20 . .
~,
~

4. Subject the children; ver-b are.
S. Subject the children; verb are going.
6. Subject The rain; verb stops.
7. Subject that; verb is.
8. 5ubject she; verb did do.
9. Subject That; verb is.
10. Subject Thae mislal<e; verb is.
I l. 5ubject That; verb would be.
/2. Subject you; verb Do know; Subject we; verb 're gr' v

®
l. would have done. 2. /s coming. 3. Should be.
4. can saYo 5. could be. 6. will work. 7. Iso
8. shall stop.

CD
,.
2.
3.

4.

S.

Unit 2

6.

®
1. You. 2. Bill. 3. l. 4. We. 5. Myarm.
6. The day. 7. We. 8. My love for her. 9. you two.
10. 11. 11. performing in a concert.
12. Memories of last year's holiday.

7.
8.

There was no-one waiting for them.
It is of no importance what you think.
It came as no surprise that we were alone in the h,
There may come a time when racial prejudice no long
exists.
There's something wrong.
It would be a waste of time telling her tha1.
There were two men standing in the doorway.
Was ther-e anyone I know at the meeting 7

Un1t 3
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(B)
/.
2.
3.
4.

S.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

Subject
Subjeet
Subject
5ubject
Suhjeet
Subject
Subject
5ubject
5ubject
Subject

She; actlon pet"formed by subJecl.
Michael; action performed by subjec1.
James; action not per'formed by subjec1.
My aunt; action performed by subjecl.
/; action not performed by subjec1.
This watch; action not performed by subjec1.
1; ilction not performed by subjec1.
Esther: action performed by subjec1.
He; action performed by subjec1.
The door; action performed by subjec1.

7.

8.
9.
/ O.

Predicate are very popular in Britain.
Predicate Do .. s/?eal< 'rnY)ísh.
Predic.Jtc v\/JIl../i un expense .. , are novvQ(;{;?Vs.
Predicate just do noe understand your reasoning.
Predicate What harm has. ever done ea you.
Predicate had been abandoned by ehe ehieves several
miles away.
Predicate Sudden/y, down carne.
Predicate '11 see you home after the meeting.
Predicate Which room is ... in.
Predicate moves very slowly along these roads during
the rush hour.

@
/. Subject She; verb made.
2. Subject The old lady; verb chased.
3. Subject My uncle; verb 's coming.
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/. Subject The dog; verb was chased.
2. Subject She; the verb shauld be was, not were.
3. Subject you; verb were.
4. Subject these two boys; the verb should be Are. n
Iso
S. Subject They; verb beca me.
6. Subject The ewo of us; verb are going.
7. Subject they; verb do wunl.
8. Subject TheV; the verb should be were; not was
9. Subject le; verb gives.
10. Subject We; the ver'b should be don't, nat doesl~·

®

©
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.

®

1. were.

6. has.

2. like. 3. have.
7. are. 8. is.

4. don'1.

5. are.

©

l. dye. 2. needs. 3. has. 4. have. 5. was.
6. believes. 7. has. 8. are.
9. are. CA thousand' is a plural number, so the verb mL
be plural.)
10. was.
11. are Ca dozen' is a plural number).
12. seems Ca dozen eggs' is cOllsidered a single quar
13. were. 14. was (single quantity).
15. were (separate individuals).

@
l. are. 2. is. 3. terrify. 4. was.
7. were. 8. are. 9. is. 10. was.
13. were. 14. is.
15. were.

5. are.
11. is.

6. we
12.

l .;

·.rases, Clauses and

Answers

C~ntences

®

vnJt 4

~

,. Direet
Direet
5. Direet
Direet
C). Direet
Direet

objeet her penci/; indireet objeet Sarah.
objeet my answer; indireet objeet you.
object a story; ind i reet objeet me.
object some new pens; indireet objeet me.
objeet the money; indireet objeet James.
objeet a beautiful cake; indireet objeet her

grandmother.
Direet objeet his spots; indireet objeet the doctor.
8. Direet objeet first aid; indireet objeet schoolchildren.
Direet objeet some flowers; indireet objeet your

wife.
) Direet objeet that book; indireet objeet me.

-D
.,. to Sarah. 2 .... to James .,.
. .. fo r he r 9 r a n d m o t he r. 4.. .. t o m e .
. , . for his wife.
6 . ... to the rioters.
.,. to the government. 8
for me, ...
... of our experts.
10
to hedgehogs.

t:'"

o

~
l.

J.
.J.

l.

Are coming - intransitive.
had learnt transitive.
00 speak - transitive.
was speaking - intransitive; saw - transitive.
are singing - intransitive.
are singing - transitlve.
's working - intransitive; is painting - transitive.
are going- intransitive.

Subjeet-eomplement niee.
Direet objeet 500 grams of flour.
Subjeet-eomplement 40 eentimetres by 65 centimetres.
Subjeet-eomplement extremely difficult.
8. Direet objeet anything.
9. Direet objeet the ginger.
10. Subjeet-eomplement slightly bitter.

©

©

l. his own son - objeet; prime minister - objeet
eomplement.
2. me - objeet; very happy - objeet-eomplement.
3. the plaster - objeet; smooth - objeet-eomplement.
4. her ha;r - objeet; red - objeet-eomplement.
5. your hair - objeet; shorter - objeet-eomplement.
6. her - objeet; completely mad - objeet-eomplement.
7. that - objeet; very funny - objeet-eomplement.
8. the wall - objeet; ahout two metres high - objeet
eomplement.
9. the hall floor - objeet; a greeny-blue eolour - objeet
eomplement.
10. all the tables - objeet; elean - objeet-eornplement.

l. in the other room - where.
2. in bed - where; all night - when.
3. to the best of your ability - how.
4. very foolishly - how.
5. by the end of the month - when.
6. with eare - how.
7. so hadly - how mueh; to the party - where.
8. AII over town - where; in the street - where.
9. rather fast - how; very earefully - how.
10. Normally- when; by bus - how.

®
(The following sentenees give examples of possible
answers. There are, of eourse, many other possibilities.)
l. My grandmother goes to ehureh every Sunday
morning.
2. Tonl was in a foul mood.
3. Sue bought new shoes yesterday.
4. Sam put his bike in the garage.
5. T he t w o g i r I s o ft en t r av el by b u s .
6. Roberta I ikes maths.
7. It rained last night.
8. Tom a/ways buys a newspaper to read on the bus.
9. Computers are very useful. OR I find eomputers very
useful.
10. Oid the dog eateh the rabbit?
1 ,. The eoffee eup was on the tableo OR The caffee eup
was very hot.
12. He often seemed a I¡ttle anxious.

©

@

An"s"vers open-ended.

l. Admittedly, the deeision was not unanimous.

@
,.

2. I entirely agree .

Di re~t objeet

{7

Stupid!y, I forgot to tell her where I was.
You did th<1t intentionally!
There were, to be exaet, five people át the nleeti ng.
Sue didn't like that at all.
To our surprise, our dog won fírst prize.
We don't mind in the least that vou are eorning with
uso
9. 1'11 deal \-vith the matter personally.
ID. Personally, I vvouldn't believE.: her.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

bungalow; i nd ireet objeet Naney's

parents.

2.
3.
4.

Direet objeet me; objeet-eomplement a liar.
Direet objeet my curries; objeet-eomplement hoto
Oireet objeet the sad news; indireet objeet her

5.
6.
7.

Oireet objeet a Job; indireet objeet VOU .
O¡re et o bj e et a pe n; i n d ¡re et o bj eet rn e.
O i re e t o b j e e tea r I o s; o b j e e t - e o t11 pie nl e n t t h e s h o p

8.

LJirect object

parents.

2. Monotransitive.
5. Monotransitive.

Ditransitive.
7. Monotransitive.

3. Monotransitive.
6. Ditransitive.

8. Ditransitive.

(FJ
nese answers are only examples of what you might
have written. There are many possible eorreet
,swers.)
May was reading a book.
Peter watehed the teacher earefully.
i. I used to teaeh maths in a high sehool.
Simon is upstairs writing a letter.
5. We won the match!
Mum's in the kitehen baking cakes.
7. Have you finished your homework yet?
Don't play football in the street.

nit 5

IV

sensible. 2. false. 3. erazy.
absolutely ridieulous. 5. a disgraee.
o. eompletely mad. 7. What a silly idea.
- a de die a t e d follo vv e r o f a 11 t h e la t e st fa s h ion s a n d fa d s .
~. a soldier.
10. Hovv mueh.
l.

3. Subjeet-eomplement extremely silly.
4.
5.
6.
7.

I l. Adverbial slot empty (if the sentenee is saving where
the eup was) OR eomplement slot empty (if the
sentenee is saving what the eup was like).
12. Complement slot empty.
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~

1. Ditransitive.

4. angrilv - adjunet (saying how).
5. Briefly- disjunet (making a eomment); next - adjunet
(saying when).
.
6. briefly - adjunet (saving how).
7. definitelv - disjunet (asserting the truth of the rest of
the statement); here - adjunet (saying where);
tOf110rrow - adjunet (saying when).
8. To be perfeetly honest- disjunet (making a eomment);
-n't - adjunet (saying 'not')
9. very seriously - adjunet (saying how).
10. Seriously- disjunet (making a comment); by next week
- adjunet (saying when).

l. Subjeet-eomplement a complete disaster.
2. Direet objeet the flowers.

steward.

®

Carlos; ohject-eomplement very

angry.

1. Adjunct (says how).

2. Adjunet (says how).
4. Conjunet. S. Conjunet.
6. Adjunet (says how). 7. Conjunet.
8. Adjunet (says how far). 9. Conjunet. 10. Conjunet.

3. Adjunet (says when).

Unit 6

o

in a very pompous manner.
on a tree; with a knife.
in India; for several vears.
far too quiekly.
every day.
When; here.
in the garden; on balmy summer evenings.
five miles away.
9. so far; without sueeess.
10. What ... in.

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Un~t

o

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

7

Verb slot empty.
Subjeet slot emptv.
Di reet objeet s lot 'empty.
Adverbial slot empty.
Verb slot empty.
Direct objeet slot empty.
Subjeet slot empty.
Verb slot empty.
Verb slot erllpty (if 'eomputers' is the subjeet of the
sentenee) OR subjeet and verb slots empty (if
l. in silence  adjunet (saying how).
2. Naturally - disjunet (making a eomment); by ear  'eomputers' is in the direet objeet slot)
10. Oireet objeet slot empty.
adjunet (saying how).

®

3. Suddeniy- adjunet (saying how).

Unj t 8

l. screclfned

\/erb functioning .15 predieator.

2. doctors -- noun funetioning as subjeet-eomplement.
3. Vo [ A - pro n ü LI n fu n e t ion i n 9 a s su bj e et ; 9 a 5 - n o u n

funetioning as direct objeet.
4. si/IV - acljective funetioning as subjeet-eornplement.
5. still-- adverb funetioning as adverbial.
6. pinned - verb fu netion i ng as pred ¡eator.
7. odd - adjeetive funetioning as subjeet-eomplement.
8. Otto - noun funetlonlng as subjeet; desperatelv 
adverb funetioning as adverbial.
9. never - adverb funetioning as adverbial.
1O. '5 - ver b fu n e ti o n i n g as p red iea t o r.
11. When - adverb funetioning as adverbial.
12. Open - verb funetioning as predieator; now - adverb
funetioning as adverbial.
13. What - pronoun funetioning as direet objeet.
14. Breakfast - noun funetioning as subjeet; ready
adjeetive funetioning as subjeet-eomplement.
15. soon - adverb funetioning as adverbial; here - adverb
funetioning as adverbial.

Unit 9
l. I've got to go now, f'v1urn.
2. Yes, ,'m OK.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Look, can we talk for a moment?
No, thank you.
Thank you for eoming with me.
Look over there! It's Madonna! OR Look! Over there!
It's Madonna!
7. I'm really sorry, Katy. to llave to ask you to do this.
8. vVovv, that's amazing! OR vVo\-v! That's amazing!
9. vVell, Jill1, I tllought you wouldn't come.
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Phrases, Clauses and
Sentences

la. My goodness. what a mess. OR My goocJness! What a
mes s'

,so
Unit 10

®
1. Phrase. 2. Not a phrase. 3. Phrase. 4. Phrase.
5. Not a phrase. 6. Phrase. 7. Phrase.
8. Not a phrase. 9. Not a phrase. 10. Phrase.
11. Phrase. 12. Phrase. 13. Phrase.
14. Not a phrase. 15. Phrase. 16. Not a phrase.

1. Complement. 2. Not a phrase: includes part of the
verb and an adverbial. 3. Adverbial. 4. Subject.
5. Not a phrase: includes both the subject and the verbo
6. Verbo 7. Adverbial. 8. Not a phrase: includes both
the verb and the complement. 9. Not a phrase:
includes both the subject and the verbo 10. Subjeet.
11. Adverbial. 12. Direet object. 13. Adverbial.
14. Not a phrase: ineludes part of the verb and the direet
objeet. 15. Direet objeet. 16. Not a phrase: includes
both the verb and pan of the direet objeet.

4. lO criticismo 5. in golden leaves.
6. of our children. 7. at your behaviour.
8. about all this.

©
1. first-past-the-post

2. most sensible 3. all-in-one
4. balance-of-payments 5. totally normal
6. strangely familiar 7. never-to-be-forgotten
8. oh-my-goodness

Ullit 13

o

l. Numeral, adjective phrase (adverb + adjective),
noun.
l. in silence - adj u nct.
2. Possessive, noun.
2. To their horror - disjunct: (rom his grasp - adjunct;
3. Determiner, adjective, descriptive noun, noun
to the (loor - adjunct.
4. Determiner, numeral, noun.
3. (01' a (ew minutes - adjunct; with great interest 
5. Determiner, adjective, descriptive noun, noun.
adjunct.
6. Determiner, adjective, descriptive noun, noun.
4. in (ront o( me - modifying 'man'.
5. 0(( ¡he shoulder - adjunct.
7. Numeral, adjective, descriptive noun, noun
6. o((-the-shoulder - modifying 'dress'.
8. Quantifier, adjective, noun.
1. in the house - adjunct; on lhe comer - modifying
9. Determiner, adjective, noun.
'house'; o( the street - modifying 'comer'.
la. Predeterminer, determiner, adjective, noun.
8. in lhe least - modifying 'not'.
11. Predetemliner, deterrniner, noun.
9. in apile _. adjunct (says how the clothes were Iying);
12. Numeral, adjective, noun.
on the (loor - adjunct (says where the clothes were
13. Predeterminer, determiner, adjective, noun.
Iying).
14. Determiner, numeral, numeral, noun.
la. in that pile - modifying 'clothes'; on the (1001"
modifying 'pile'.
I l. In mv opinion - disjunct.
,. ... a small SlOne statue ...
12. at the same lime - adjunct.
3.
my new red caro
13. In thul case - conjunct.
4. ... a square bl'Own cardboard box.
14. wilh a broken wing - modifying 'bir'd'; in the garden
6.
.. a famous old Spanish painting.
adjunct (says where the bird is).
1. ... a big green caterpillar.

9.

. a one-off never-to-be-repeated offer.
a What-are-you-doing-here 7 look ... (Notice th,
here we have a whole sentence modifying a follov
noun)
"
a three-day protest.
12
a once-in-a-lifetime experience.

la.

®

l. The waiter brought them a jug of water.
2. She was carrying a heavy box of books
3. I'm looking for a girl with long fair hair and br
eyes.
4. The boys in the garden were playing football.
5. My little sister has an allergy to apples and pears.
6. Doctors have been searehing for a cure for cance
years.
l. I need to find a way of expressing my admiratior ".
her work.
8. The poliee asked for proof of who I was.
9. Governments are discussing ways of tackling ,,'
threat lO the environment.
3. The heavy tax on petrol caused a lot of protests.
1 l. Her marriage to a rieh man was not a happy one
12. She was sacked for disloyalty to the company.

o

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.
8.
9.
10.
1 l.
12.
13.

Complement of preposition.
Direct object
Subject.
complement of preposition.
Indirecl object.
Direct object.
Object-complement.
Subject-complement.
Complement of preposition.
Indirect object.
Direct object.
Complement of preposition.
Di "ect obJect.
14. Dirert object.
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Verb phrase; head considero
Noun phrase; head calves.
Adjective phrase; head unjusti(ied
Prepositional phrase; head in.
Prepositional phrase; head by.
Adjeetive phrase; head bigger.
Noun phrase; head whisky.
Noun phrase; head exercise.
Adjective phrase; head exhausted.
Noun phrase; head bovs.
Verb phrase; head caused.
Noun phrase; head allegation.
Verb phrase; head beel7.
Prepositional phrase; head against.
Noun phrase; head thoughr.
Adverb phr'ase; head quickly.
Noun phrase; head arrempt.
Verb phrasc; head believe.
Adjeetive phrase; head big.
20. Noun phrase; head boots.
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1 l.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
11.
18.
19.

®
2. for you.

7. On behal( o( 177V (ami/v - head on behal( 0(,
eomplement mv (amilv; (01' vour good wishes - head
(01', complement vour good wishes.
8. withoul much trouble - head withoul, complement
much trouble.
9. Apare (rom the kitchen- head apart (rom, complement
the kilchen.
la. With increasing alarm - head with, complement
increasing alarm.
11. (rom under the bed - head (rom , complement under
the bed; head under, complement the bed.
12. into the man's hand- head into, complement the man's
hand.

®

®

©

Answers

Unit 11

®
/. In the corner - head in. complement the corner, on a
blanket - head on. eomplement a blanket.
2. beca use o(the weather- head beca use of, complement
the weather.
3. In Britain - head in, complement Britain.
4. Where ... to - head to, complement where.
5. (01' her replv- head (01', complement her reply.
6. Amongst other things - head amongst, complement
other things.

®

©

©

l. to h¡s lips - adjunct.

l.
2.
3.
4.
:J.
6.
1.
8.

2. to the general rule - complement of exception.
3. on the bus - adjunct.
4. on che bus - modifying 'man'.
5. at Tom's behuviour - complement of surprised.
6. al (ull speed - adiunrt.
1. al rhe delav- complement of pleaseu.
8. aboul il - complement of doubt.
9. behind them - 1l10difying 'noise'.
10. (rom neglecr - complement of su((ered.
1 l. in chat box - ;;¡djunct (but remember that obligatory
adverbials like this are often called complements: see
page 39)
12. with pride - complemcnt of glowing.

@

,.

... a very matter-of-fact way.
his Sunday-go-to-meeting suit. ('Sunday-go-to
meeting' clothes are your best clothes, the ones you
wear when going to church, to important meetings,
etc)
3 .... over fifty pages long.
4.
her holier-than-thou attitude.
5.
. on the spot.
6.
on-the-spot fines ...
7.
step by step.
8. Easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions.

2.

Unit 12

®
1.
4.
6.
9.

.. a well-cared-for dogo
well cared foro
badly damaged .
... a well-Iaid-'w: ~arden.
. il superbly laid out garden.
... a hastily constructed huI.
.. well treated
Best known

very sensible. 2. very good. 3. totally lost.
absolutely impervious. 5. completely covered.
very proud. 7. really surprised. 8. so calm.
extremely small. 10. utterlyexhausted.

Unit 14

o
,.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

lasl vear - noun phrase.
at che last minute - prepositional phrase.
verv slowlV - adverb phrase.
in 1874 - prepositional phrase.
(al' too loud - adverb phrase.
in silence - prepositional phrase.
(aidv o(ten - adverb phrase.
everv summer - noun phrase.

®

l. We'lI be finished fairly soon.
2. Yes, she plays the piano very well.
3. Yes, my mother recovered remarkably quickly .
he,- accidento
4. The company is doing really well at the moment
5. Yes, we need to finish this pretty soon.

(,,1.

~
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Ves. he did the job well enough.
7. Ves, the tide comes in incredibly quickly round here.
Ves, it's raining quite heavily.
9. You should have reacted much more quickly.
J. Ves, the two of them played even better the next day.
1 l. Ves, her parents were waiting rather anxiously for her
to come home.
12. Ves, Violet was driving far too fast at the time of the
accident.
j.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

nit 1 5
l. have visited. 2. has done. 3. have gone.
do arrest. 5. has lost. 6. are falling. 7. has hado
cs. can go. 9. might fall. 10. are catching.
have blown. 12. may blow.

0j
1. Lexical verb (Iinking verb).

).
7.
9.

'.

1
f

j

Lexical verbo
Auxiliary verbo
Lexical verbo
wagged - lexical verb; barked - lexical verbo
wondered - iexical verb; did - auxiliary verbo
Lexical verb (Iinking verb).
Lexical verb (Iinking verb).
would - auxiliary verb; did - auxiliary verb (the implied
main verb is 'come', i.e. 'he said he would come but
he didn't come')
lIsten ~ lexical verb; am - auxiliary verbo

~

__ nit 16

)
l. My rnother was baking cakes and biscuits.
This poison is both deadly and fast-acting.
3. I scanned the horizon desperately but in vain.
15 he él fair and just ruler?
5. Would you like tea or coffee?
Sre does her work quietly but conscientiously.
7. They stared at her in cornplete and utter arnazement.
The king surrounded himseif wlth men of wic;;dom and
good characte r.
Is she ;:l 8uddhist or a Hindu?
I U. Are you working in the house or in the garden? OR
Are you working in the house ar the garden? (You can
choose to co-ordinate either the prepositional phrases
or just the complements of the preposition.)

~
,. Mum and Dad were working in the garden.

...a

l . ... an odd but quite pleasant taste. OR ... an odd, but
quite pleasant, taste.
2 .... brown, grey and white. OR ... brown, grey, and
white.
3
quiet and peaceful ...
4
several small green caterpillars ... OR ... several
small, green caterpillars ..
5 .... Arsenal, Manchester United and Liverpool. OR ...
Arsenal, Manchester United, and Liverpool
6
some juicy, green, freshly picked apples.
7
in blue or black ¡nk.
8
an old and very shabby dress.
9
an old, very shabby, pink dress.
10
slowly and painfully ...
1 l. Lying, cheating, stealing, killing - ...

t

!

I

3. Penguins are birds that cannot fly. OR ... which cannot
fly.
l. / could see - main clause; that she was worried 
4. l'v1y aunt, who lives in London, is coming to visit uso
subordinate clause.
5. The coat, which was badly stained, was hanging in
2. As / drove towards his house - subordinate clause; I
the hall.
was hoping - main clause; that he would be out 
6. I want the spade that is in the tool shed. OR ... which
subordinate clause.
i5 in the tool shed.
3. /'11 come - main clause; whenever I can - subordinate
7. 1'11 catch the number 52 bus, which will take me right
clause.
to the theatre door.
4. 00 you know- main clause; what she did- subordinate
8. The professor of French, whose name I forget, was a
clause; when I told her - subordinate clause; what
tall thin mano
you'd said - subordinate clause.
9. We visited the farm where Robert Burns once lived.
5. Why don't we have a cup of tea - main clause; while
/0. The man who won a prize for the best
we're waiting - subordinate clause.
chrysanthemums is my daughter's father-in-Iaw. OR
6. I don't know- main clause; whether we should be doing
... that won a prize ....
this - subordinate clause.
/ l. The man to whom they gave the prize for the best
7. The children laughed at the antics of the clowns. - It
chrysanthemums is my daughter's father-in-Iaw.
is neither a main clause nor a subordinate c1ause as
12. People who [ive in rural areas need their cars. OR ...
there is only one c1ause (it's a simple sentence).
that ¡ive in rural areas ...
8. The children laughed - main clause; as the clowns

poured water over each other - subordinate clause.
9. Stay - main clause; where you are - subordinate
clause; untill come - subordinate clause.
10. /f you go - subordinate clause; I will go too - main

Unit

o

j

9

1. time. 2. concession. 3. comparison.
4. reason. 5. time. 6. than he was - comparison;
1 l. Whenever I run - subordinate clause; my leg hurts 
before he retired - time. 7. result. 8. reason.
nlain clause.
9. cornparison. 10. time. 11. reason. 12. time.
12. / didn't li!<e - main clause; what I was doing 
subordinate clause; but / had no choice - main
clause.
l. so that. 2. because. 3. until. 4. if OR while.
(Q)
5. jf OR when. 6. unless. 7. If OR Providing.
8. as OR because. 9. that. 10. if. 11. where.
l. that she was worried - direct object.
12. when OR where.
2. As / drove towards his haLAse -- adverbial; that he woutd
be out - direct object.
3. whenever I can - adverbial.
4. what she did- direct object; when I told her- adverbial;
l
'vvhile I do this.
what vou'd said - direct object.
2
unless you water thenl.
5. while we're waiting - adverbial.
3. Although she was only four, ...
6. whether we should be doing this - direct object.
4
if the rainforests are all cut dO'vvn?
8. as the clowns poured water over each other 
5
if the rainforests were al! cut down?
adverbial.
6. If you had worked hard e r, ...
9. where you are - J.dverbial; untill come - adverbial.
7. If you work harder, ...
10.
,/ou go - adverbial.
8 .... if Napoleon had won the battle of Waterloo?
1 l. vVhenever / run - adverbial.
9. Wherever she went, ...
12. what / was doing - direct object.
10. If you eat up all your vegetables, ...
17. If you had eaten al! your vegetables,
Unjt 1 8
12. Even if I practise a lot, .
13. Even if I practised a lot
.
14 .... while yau were out.
1. Re!ative pronoun. 2. Subordinating conjunction.
15. If you didn't snloke, ...
3. Subordinating conjunction. 4. Relative pronoun.
5. Relative pronoun. 6. Subordinating conjunction.
Unit ·20
7. Relative pronoun. 8. Subordinating conjunction.
1. ¡s. 2. was. 3. worked OR works. 4. could.
5. should. 6. should.
7. might. 8. leaves.
9. could. 10. hado 11. hado 12. has.
,. Ca and see the nurse, who will check your blood
pressure.
Unat 21
2. That is the nurse \vho checked my blood pressure.
l. While he was explaring ...
OR ... that checked my blood pressure.
2. When you are working .
clause.
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adds too 2. caught on. 3. shove off OR go away OR
_.Jsh off. 4. look after. 5. shake off. 6. fork out OR
o''''ell out. 7. put you up. 8. rabbiting on. 9. wiped
_~Jt the fish OR 'vviped the fish out. 10. butter her up.
1 l. drop
by OR drop in. 12. feel foro
13. reíl
~ r.
1 4. c o o k e d u p. 1 5. h él n 9 o n .
1

i

©

Answers

©

I

\)

J.

My brother and your brother speak French.
Either her brother or her sister speaks French.
Eithe r he r au nt or her parents were in París las t year.
Neither her aunt nor her parents were in Paris last
year.
Neither I nor you are going to the concert.
Either Kate or Fred makes the tea.
Neither Kate nor Fred makes the tea. OR Neither Kate
nor Fred make the tea.
Neither Kate nor I make the tea.
You and she have done very well.

- (

Un~t

o
l.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

CID

17

(0

It's one o'clock / and we should be on our way by
now.
I don't like hinl / but 1'/1 give him my support.
He pul his hand on her arm / and said nothing.
You go round to the back of the house / and take a
look / and ,'11 try the front door agai n.
It's Saturday / so I needn't get up so early.
I've tried / and ¡'ve tried / but ,'ve never managed it.
She both loves him / and hates him.
The government pronlised reforms / but has done
nothing.

Ir

~

o

7. Either you are crazy or I am crazy. OR ... or I amo
2. I don't \-vant to go but I must go. OR ... or 1 must.
3. Either you broke tlle vase Oí the dog broke it. DR ...
or the dog did.
4. Fred plays the guitar and so do l.
5. My mother is very keen on opera and so is my father.
6. I didn't make that mess, nor did she.
7. ,'ve been searching for my boots but I can't find them.
8. Either she fell down or she was pushed.
9. John is taller than his brother and I arn taller than
Jo h n, so I m u st be t a II e r t han h i s b ro t h e r.
7O. Cats can climb trees but dogs can't climb trees. OR ...
but dogs can't.
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Phrases, Clauses and
Sentences
3. If it is necessary ..
4 .... whenever it is possible.
5. Although she is afraid of dogs
6. Since OR As OR Because she had got no answer .
7. While OR When I was washing the dishes,
8. While they were digging in the field ...
9 .... although it is very difficult.
/ O. Once they were settled ...
//. Delete where it is not applicable.
/2. After- I have eaten a large meal ...

Unit 22
/.
2.
3.
4.

Carlos arrived on Monday and Pedro on Tuesday.
Carlos arrived yesterday and so did Pedro.
1'11 wash the dishes if you'll dry them.
1'11 sing a solo at the concert if you will too. (Note that
if the lexica/ verb is ellipted, the auxiliary verb must
be in the full form will rather than the shortened form

5.
6.
7.
8.

My wife loves opera but I loathe it.
My wife loves, hut I loathe, opera.
My wife loves opera and so do l.
Some of my friends voted for the Democrats, some
voted for the Republicans. OR Some of my friends
voted for the Democrats, some for the Republicans.
Most of my friends voted for the Democrats; so did
most of my colleagues.
"Would you support that proposaP" "1 certainly
wouldn't."
We'll do it if they won·t.
I sent a donation to Oxfam Did you 7
I sent a dOtldtion ro Oxfam. Did you send thent one?
I sold m 't' CM Yf'qerdilY but I \'Vish / hadn't.
We could have come lO the rally but we didn't want ro.

'11)

9.

/0.
//.
/2.
/3.
14.

/5.

~--

~;;.¡j,;J'~
Unit 23

We don't have any foocl with uS.
They dicln't see anyone on the beach.
She might not be there lOmorrow.
I couldn't come next week.
The concert hasn't started yet.
I wasn't aware of any animosity between them.

@
1. any. 2. sorne.
6. Some. 7. any.

3. any. 4. any. 5. anyone.
8. someone. 9. any. 10. any.

Unit 25

o

/. Was my brother there last night7
2. Did your sister meet her old music teacher in town
yesterday7
3. 15 he always rude to people?
4. Were they intending to come with us 7
5. Do they have enough food with them 7 OR Have they
enough food with them? OR Have they got enough
food with them 7
6. Do they have any food with them 7 OR Have they any
food with them 7 OR Have they got any food with them 7
OR Do they have sorne food with them 7 OR Have they
sorne food with them? OR Have they got some food
with them 7
7. Could the boys have worked harder 7
8. 15 thet'e no solution lO that problem 7
9. Aren't I coming to0 7
10. Can you not see what they ate doing?
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1. Compound-complex. 2. Compound.
3. Comr1ex. 4. Compound-complex. 5. Simple.
6. Complex. 7. Complex. 8. Compound. 9. Complex.
10. Simple. 11. Compound-complex.
12. Complex (The o/d man raid tIJe reporter is the main
c/ause; the rest of the sentence consists of subordinate
clauses saying what the o/d man lOld the reporter)o

Un¡t 24

CA)
/.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

He has never discussed the maner with me.
I don't know how lO do it.
They're not being very sensible.
Nobody knows anything.

®

l. She can't walk all thal way, can she 7

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
/0.

I was sure I could do it, wasn't /7
He won't be al lhe meeting, will he 7
The dog was watching us, wasn't it 7
The book belongs lO your dad, doesn't it7
Thal u'ee has a 101 of apples on il, hasn't it7 OR That
tt'ee has a lot of apples on it, uuesn'! it 7
I shan't be able to go, shall 17
Sue rarely manages to gel to her ilProbics class. does
she 1
I don'l sUJ:pose she does nowadays, does she 7
Your parents used ro live on that farm, didn't they7

Unit 26
1.
4.
6.
8.

must be worn. 2. was always sung. 3. must be left.
can often be ,een. 5. should be pta;l~e·::'.
was given. 7. ough! to be taken.
will the job be finished. 9. are often sf'ized.
10. has been donated. 11. has been donated.
12. ought ro be done.
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